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Abstract
As the built environment becomes more complex, designers must consider extreme loading when
it is necessary to anticipate structural response to rare hazards in addition to the expected loading
conditions associated with intended use of a structure. Designing structures to withstand blast
loading events can often lead to unnecessary excess material usage. This thesis presents a process
of design space exploration utilizing a single degree of freedom analysis for fixed-fixed reinforced
concrete beams and one-story single bay reinforced concrete frames subjected to blast loading.
This process is used to help understand the relationship between mass, ductility, robustness, and
dynamic shear, which are referred to as design objectives for each system. In particular, the effects
of geometry, steel reinforcing ratio, and standoff distance are explored to understand their impact
on the behavior of each system. Understanding the design space by relating the design objectives,
loading characteristics, and structural properties can aid in focusing protective design in the
preliminary stages to achieve more efficient designs that ensure safety while minimizing added
mass.
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1 Introduction
As the built environment becomes ever more complex, the loads and threats facing structures tend
to be more connected. Now structures must not only serve their intended use, but must also keep
people safe when dealing with unintended load cases. Protective design aims to ensure the safety
of the structure and life inside of it in the event of an extreme loading case. These extreme loading
cases vary, from the accidental impact of a car or a vapor cloud detonation, to an explosion.

1.1 Motivation
The motivation to investigate optimal structures for extreme loading has a twofold purpose. First,
the need to design for extreme loading cases stems from real life tragic events. Second, while
ensure the safety of a structure, conserving material is necessary to demonstrate that safe structures
can be economically affordable and environmentally sensitive from a material savings perspective.
On April 19th, 1995, a rented truck was parked outside of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building
in Oklahoma City. This truck was filled with fertilizer, fuel, and other chemicals that was later
determined to have the destructive power of approximately 4,000 lbs. of TNT (Mlakar, Sr. et al.,
1998). The detonation, which destroyed roughly one third of the building, killing 168 people, was
the worst act of home grown terrorism in the United States at that time (Oklahoma City Bombing,
n.d.). This event drew attention to the need to not only design our structures for their intended
purpose, but also to consider certain government buildings, critical infrastructure, and highly
populated structures for extreme loading cases like this.
The most common method of enhancing the robustness of a structure is to increase the component
size or reinforcement, but there must be a point of diminishing returns when increasing the volume
of concrete or steel of a building component is not the most efficient means of increasing safety.
Additionally, an increase in the strength or robustness of an element can also increase the dynamic
shear or reaction forces that element has. This can lead to larger connections between elements to
handle the added dynamic shear. This tradeoff between dynamic shear, robustness, and mass can
skew designs away the optimal design for any one objective.
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Excess mass of reinforced concrete structures contributes to negative environmental impacts that
are quantified using metrics like embodied carbon. Additionally, an increased in the added
structural weight of element sizes can create a ripple effect throughout the load path. Therefore,
understanding when to pursue other methods of increasing the safety of a structure, such as
increasing the standoff distance through strategic landscaping, or changing the topology or
redundancy of the system, can lead to a more economical and environmentally friendly structure.

1.2 Challenges and Applications
One large challenge of protective design is that in many cases, unlike traditional structural design,
the loads are not defined. There is a considerable amount of variability when assessing blast loads
and blast effects. The blast load of the Oklahoma City bombing was calculated based on an analysis
of the crater created by the explosion (Mlakar, Sr. et al., 1998). Therefore, blast resistant systems
are difficult to optimize because a system cannot be optimized for every possible explosive threat.
In order to design safe and efficient structures considering blast loading, the design space for each
structural component must be understood. The design space refers to the response of an element
for all possible geometric configurations for that element. Each geometric configuration of the
beam or frame will be used to understand its ductility, the relationship between deflection and the
elastic limit, and its dynamic shear, equal to the reactions imparted on the supports of the element.
By understanding the design space, a clear relationship between the mass, ductility, and dynamic
shear of the component can be established, leading to more efficient designs.

1.2.1 Beam
A beam with two fixed supports will be investigated using a single degree of freedom analysis to
understand how the geometric properties of a beam change its response to blast loading. The fixedfixed beam will be used to establish response relationships at an element level in order to
understand the design space of that element. Sampling for the beam is utilized in order to
understand the efficiency of each design relative to other possible designs.

1.2.2 Frame
A singe bay frame will then be approximated with a single degree of freedom analysis in order to
understand how the response of an element, like a fixed-fixed beam, changes as it is placed in a
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simple structural system. The single bay frame, with pin supports at each column base, is used to
demonstrate, at a larger scale, how the response of a simple structure to a blast loading event
informs the design decisions related to element properties.

1.3 Problem Statement
In this thesis a sampling regimen is conducted in order to understand the design space for
reinforced concrete elements subjected to blast loads. In order to understand the most efficient
design for the element, sampling is conducted to capture each possible design. Sampling is an
appropriate analysis method because the loading and structural analyses are based on a step-based
function, and thus do not support a gradient based optimization method. Through an SDOF
analysis and sampling regimen, this thesis aims to answer the following questions:
1 How does geometry affect the dynamic beam response to blast loading events?
2 How does the single degree of freedom system analysis change when approximating the
behavior of a beam versus the behavior of a frame?
3 Can robustness and mass metrics aid in creating more effective geometric configuration of
a system for a given blast loading condition?

1.4 Structure of Thesis
The following chapters present the background, methodology, analyses, and results of this thesis
in order to answer questions posed in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 aims to describe the current research
and state of use for SDOF analyses and quantitative robustness metrics. Chapter 3 describes, step
by step, the methodology used in analyzing the concrete components and Chapters 4 and 5 present
the results and discussion for the beam and frame analysis respectively. Chapter 6 and 7 links the
beam and frame results, presenting an overall conclusion to the questions presented in Chapter 1.

1.5 Terminology
Table 1 depicts the terminology and symbols used hereafter. In Table 1, the reference UFC refers
to the “Unified Facilities Criteria 3-340-02, Structures to Resist the Effects of Accidental
Explosions” (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008). The reference PCI, refers to the “Blast Resistant
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Design Manual” published by the PCI Committee on Blast Resistance and Structural Integrity
(PCI, 2009). If a term is not noted in Table 1, it is described in the text.
Table 1:Terminology
Symbol
a
A’b-s
A's
A’c-s
As
Ab-s
Ac-s
b
Cc
Ce
CF
Cr
CR
Crα
d'
d’b
d’c
d
D
db
dc
DIF
dt
f’c
f’dc
Fc(t)
fd
f'dc
fds
Fe
H
hb
hc

Description
Depth of Equivalent Rectangular Stress Block
Frame Beam Area of Compression Reinforcement Within the Width, b
Area of Compression Reinforcement Within the Width, b
Frame Column Area of Compression Reinforcement Within the
Width, b
Area of Tension Reinforcement Within the Width, b
Frame Beam Area of Tension Reinforcement Within the Width, b
Frame Column Area of Tension Reinforcement Within the Width, b
Width of Compression Face
Viscous Damping Constant of Blast-Loaded Component
Effective Viscous Damping Constant of Equivalent SDOF System
Coefficient Applied to Blast Load
The Sound Velocity of The Reflected Region
Coefficient Applied to Resistance
Reflected Pressure Coefficient
Distance from Extreme Compression Fiber to Centroid of
Compression Reinforcement
Frame Beam Distance from Extreme Compression Fiber to Centroid of
Compression Reinforcement
Frame Column Distance from Extreme Compression Fiber to Centroid
of Compression Reinforcement
Distance from Extreme Compression Fiber to Centroid of Tension
Reinforcement
Deflection Matrix
Frame Beam Distance from Extreme Compression Fiber to Centroid of
Tension Reinforcement
Frame Column Distance from Extreme Compression Fiber to Centroid
of Tension Reinforcement
Dynamic Increase Factor
SDOF Time Step
Concrete Minimum Specified Compression Strength
Concrete Dynamic Compression Stress
Load History on Blast-Loaded Component
Reinforcing Steel Dynamic Yield Stress
Dynamic Ultimate Compressive Strength of Concrete
Dynamic Design Stress for Reinforcement
Effective Load History on The Equivalent SDOF System
Height of The Structure
Frame Beam Depth
Frame Column Depth

Reference
UFC
UFC

UFC
UFC
UFC
PCI
PCI
PCI
UFC
PCI
UFC
UFC

UFC

UFC
UFC
UFC
PCI
UFC
UFC
UFC
PCI
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Iave
Ib
Ic
ir
irα
is
k
K0
Ka
ke
Kec
kep
Kj
KL
KLM
KM
L
m(x)
Mc
𝑀𝑒
mmax
mmin
Mn
Mnorm
p(x)
Pirα
Pr
-Pr
Pso
q
Q0
q0
Rc(u(t))
Rd
re
𝑅𝑒 (𝑢(𝑡))
Rg
rp
Rs
S
t
t0
tc
tof
-tof
tr

Average of The Cracked and Uncracked Moments of Inertia
Frame Beam Moment of Inertia
Frame Column Moment of Inertia
Unit Positive Normal Reflected Impulse
Peak Reflected Impulse at Angle of Incidence Α
Unit Positive Incident Impulse
Stiffness Matrix
Initial Stiffness Matrix of The System
Concrete Aging Factor
Elastic Stiffness of The Beam
Static Strength Increase Factor
Elasto-Plastic Stiffness of The Beam
Stiffness Matrix of The System After Structural Changes
Load Transformation Factor
Load-Mass Factor, Equal to Km/KL
Mass Transformation Factor
Length of Blast-Loaded Component
Mass of Blast-Loaded Component at Each Time Step
Mass of Blast-Loaded Component
Effective Mass of Equivalent SDOF System
Maximum Mass Based on Maximum Allowable Element Dimensions
Minimum Mass Based on Minimum Allowable Element Dimensions
Nominal Moment Capacity of The Reinforced Concrete Beam
Normalized Mass Between 0 and 1
Blast Load Applied to Blast-Loaded Component at Each Time Step
Peak Reflected Pressure at Angle of Incidence Α
Peak Positive Normal Reflected Pressure
Peak Negative Normal Reflected Pressure
Peak Incident Pressure
Nodal Loads
Peak Dynamic Pressure
Fixed End Reactions
Resistance of Blast-Loaded Component
Damage-Based Robustness
Elastic Resistance Capacity of The Beam
Effective Resistance of Equivalent SDOF System
Standoff Distance
Elasto-Plastic Resistance Capacity of System
Stiffness-Based Robustness
Clearing Distance
Time
Duration of Positive Phase of Blast Pressure
Clearing Time
Fictitious Positive Phase Pressure Duration
Fictitious Negative Phase Pressure Duration
Fictitious Reflected Pressure Duration

UFC
UFC
UFC

UFC
UFC

PCI
PCI
PCI
PCI
PCI
PCI
PCI

PCI
UFC
UFC
UFC
UFC
UFC
PCI

PCI
UFC

UFC
PCI
UFC
UFC
UFC
UFC
UFC
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𝑢̈ (𝑡)
𝑢̇ (𝑡)
𝑢(𝑡)
VR(t)
VR-norm
w
Z
𝜙(𝑥)
∆
∆𝑙𝑖𝑚
𝛿
𝛿𝑒
𝜌
𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑚

Acceleration of The Mass
Velocity of The Mass
Displacement of The Mass,
Dynamic Shear Force of Component
Normalized Dynamic Shear Force of Component
Charge Weight in Equivalent Lb of TNT
Scaled Distance
Deflected Shape Function of Blast-Loaded Component
Maximum Total Damage
Acceptable Total Damage
Deflection
Elastic Deflection Limit
Steel Reinforcing Ratio
Minimum Allowable Steel Reinforcing Ratio

PCI
PCI
PCI
PCI
UFC
UFC
PCI
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Blast Loading
In the field of protective design, there are many different types of explosions. Explosions that are
touching a structure, or are close to a structure, are considered a near field explosion. Explosions
inside of a structure, in a mostly enclosed space, are defined as confined explosions. Lastly, an
explosive outdoors, or in an open area, is considered an unconfined explosion.
Among the common types of unconfined explosions an air burst and a surface burst. An air burst
explosion is when a charge weight is located above and far from a structure. This causes the
pressure wave to interact with the ground before interacting with the structure (U.S. Department
of Defense, 2008). A surface burst explosion is when the detonation is located near the ground far
from the structure, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Surface Burst Diagram (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008)
A surface burst will impart a pressure wave time history on the structure, as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Blast Wave Pressure (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008)
The positive phase represents the pressure that the blast load is exerting on the member, while the
negative phase represents the pulling, or negative pressure, that the blast load is exerting. Modeling
the response to this pressure wave for individual building components, as well as for building
systems, requires defining the pressure wave time history along with the properties of the building
element. Aside from physical testing, two analytical methods have been utilized: dynamic finite
element modeling, and non-linear single degree of freedom analysis.

2.2 Blast Analysis
There are many challenges with performing physical experiments in blast analysis, mainly
regarding the safe, regulated explosive detonations needed. Therefore, physical testing is paired
with numerical methods to validate and allow for further parametric studies, without the
constraints posed by physical tests. Saloo et al. (2016) utilized LS-DYNA (2012), to parametrize
a physical experiment of a reinforced concrete beam subject to blast loading. The numerical model
was found to give accurate predictions of the physical model’s cracking profile as well as midspan
deflections. Five reinforced concrete beams were then numerically analyzed, investigating the
effects of greater time durations in the positive impulse phase (LS-DYNA, 2012, p.; Saloo et al.,
2016)
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Although accurate, a LS-DYNA numerical model is computationally very expensive. In order to
produce accurate analysis in a more computationally efficient way, single degree of freedom
(SDOF) analyses are often used. SDOF analysis has been found to be an accurate representation
of the beam’s behavior. Shown in Figure 3, a SDOF system represents a beam as a mass attached
to a spring with linear resistance, excluding damping, which is then subject to the blast load (PCI
Committee on Blast Resistance and Structural Integrity, 2009).

Figure 3: SDOF Simplification to a Spring-Mass System (PCI Committee on Blast Resistance
and Structural Integrity, 2009)
The SDOF approximation is then used to solve the equation of motion for the beam using a time
stepping function. The iterative nature of the process is due to the piecewise resistance-deflection
curve and loading (Oswald & Bazan, 2014). SDOF models are used, similar to finite element
models, to verify a parametric study against physical testing. Liu et al. (2018) performed 4
experimental tests of a reinforced concrete beam, examining the effect of the amount of TNT, or
charge weight, w, at the same scaled distance from a reinforced concrete bean. The scaled distance,
Z, is described in Equation (1), and is a common parameter in describing a blast loading condition
in terms of the weight of the charge, w, and the standoff distance Rg, which is the distance along
the ground from the charge to the structure in question (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008).

𝑍=

𝑅𝑔
1
𝑊3

(1)

Experimental test results were compared with a SDOF analysis. The a nonlinear SDOF analysis
was able to accurately indicate maximum displacements for the 4 experimental test cases (Liu et
al., 2018).
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A common application that is used to analyze a SDOF systems is SBEDS. The SBEDS workbook
is an excel based SDOF analysis that complies with UFC 3-340-02 and is commonly used in
industry (Polcyn & Myers, n.d.). This application, developed by BakerRisk and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineering’s Protective Design Center, utilizes a triangular load approximation for the
positive impulse phase shown in Figure 2.
SBEDS matches the approach taken in UFC 3-340-02 for members resisting uniaxial flexure, but
differs for members subject to biaxial flexure (Polcyn & Myers, n.d.). Comparisons of SBED and
UFC based SDOF systems to test data shows that SDOF analysis is an accurate representation of
one-way flexural systems. Oswald and Bazan (2014), tabulated the values for 76 different
experimental setups, including corrugated steel panels, reinforced concrete walls and masonry
walls, and compared them with SDOF analyses. The results of this study confirmed that the SDOF
analysis was a conservative prediction of test results, and that when modeling a SDOF system with
the inclusion of the negative phase of the blast load, the SDOF model diverged some from test
results (Oswald & Bazan, 2014).
A different study examined a small structure, applying the SDOF approach to a full structural
system rather than a structural element like a beam (Hussein, 2010). Williams et al. (2016)
similarly utilized a SDOF approach for a one-story structure, modeling the simplified structural
response for different shapes of positive pressures. It confirmed that a SDOF approach provides
conservative results and is a good model for preliminary design, but a multiple degree of freedom
model is needed to understand complex dynamic interactions within the structure for more detailed
design (Williams et al., 2016).
A comprehensive review of the current state of blast analysis, and the tradeoffs between SDOF
and different types finite element models was conducted by Hao et al. (2016). This paper
summarized the interplay between physical, SDOF, and finite element models, as well as the
benefits and pitfalls of each method, as discussed earlier (Hao et al., 2016).

2.3 Robustness
Robustness is a term often used to describe a structure. Although several quantitative definitions
of robustness have been propose, it generally “refers to the ability of a structure not to respond
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disproportionately to abnormal events or to initial damage” (Starossek & Haberland, 2012). This
definition applied directly to progressive collapse, when there is a disproportionate response to
local events by widespread collapse response of the structure. Progressive collapse calculations
are often highly probabilistic while robustness is a property of the structure itself, independent of
probabilistic events.
Many quantitative metrics of robustness are utilized to describe structures. For the purposes of the
investigation in this thesis, damage-based robustness will be used. Damage-based robustness, Rd,
is a measure of robustness that is based on the damage caused from the initial event. Damagebased robustness is defined in Equation (2)

𝑅𝑑 = 1 −

∆
∆𝑙𝑖𝑚

(2)

where ∆ is the maximum total damage and ∆𝑙𝑖𝑚 is the acceptable total damage (Starossek &
Haberland, 2011). Therefore, when 𝑅𝑑 = 1, the system is perfectly robust. When 𝑅𝑑 is between 1
and 0, the system has met the acceptable criteria, and when 𝑅𝑑 is negative, the system has not met
the design criteria.
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3 Methodology
Understanding the response of a structure to blast loading requires understanding the structure and
load separately beforehand. A blast wave pressure time history defines how the load is applied to
a structure over time. Chapter 3.1 defined the blast load as specified in UFC 3-340-02. Chapter 3.2
defines the properties of the system. For the purposes of this thesis, the system is a fixed-fixed
beam and a one bay moment frame with pinned supports. The dynamic moment capacities of a
beam and each component of a frame defines how and when the structure may fail. These dynamic
capacities are utilized in Chapter 3.3 to define SDOF modification factors that allow the beam and
frame to be modeled as a spring and mass system. The response of the beam or frame to the blast
load will then be normalized in Chapter 3.4 and weighted in Chapter 6 and 7 to understand the
system in terms of the described objectives.

3.1 Load Generation
The positive pressure was generated in accordance with UFC 3-340-02. The pressure wave time
history shown in Figure 2 is approximated by the discrete segments shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Blast Wave Pressure Approximation (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008)
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As is practice, only the positive phase is utilized in SDOF analysis in order to produce a simplified
and conservative result (PCI Committee on Blast Resistance and Structural Integrity, 2009). Figure

Pressure

5 shows the simplified pressure history on only the positive phase.

𝑡𝑑

0
Time

Figure 5: Simplified Blast Pressure History result (PCI Committee on Blast Resistance and
Structural Integrity, 2009)
The peak incident pressure (PSO) and incident impulse per charge weight is/w1/3 are determined via
Figure 2-15 from UFC 3-340-02, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Positive phase shock wave parameters for a hemispherical TNT explosion on the
surface at sea level (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008)
This figure requires an input of scaled distance, Z, calculated in Equation (1). For example, at a
scaled distance of 10 ft/W1/3, the PSO would be 41.95 psi. The next step is to account for the angle
of incidence. If a charge, w, is not placed perpendicular to the center of the surface of interest,
there will be an angle of incident, α, from the normal. Figure 7 shows that the angle, α, is calculated
from the normal.
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Figure 7: Angle of incidence used for the reflected pressure coefficient
The angle is used to calculate the reflected pressure coefficient, Crα. The reflected pressure
coefficient is interpolated using Figure 2-193 from UFC 3-340-02. As the figure only gives certain
PSO values, linear interpolation is used. The reflective pressure, Pr, is then calculated as the product
of the peak incident pressure and the reflective pressure coefficient as follows:

Pr = Crα × PSO

(3)

For the purposes of sampling in the present study, a consistent angle of incidence of 0 degrees was
taken. The reflected impulse, 𝑖𝑟𝛼 , is calculated via Figure 2-194 from UFC 3-340-02. The sound
velocity of the reflected region, Cr, is calculated via Figure 2-192 and q0 is found via Figure 2-3
(U.S. Department of Defense, 2008). Calculating the clearing and reflected times, 𝑡𝑐 and 𝑡𝑟 ,
respectively, are seen in Equations (4) through (6) where H is the height of the structure and b is
the width of the structure. All other variables are defined in Table 1.

𝑡𝑐 =

4∗𝑆
𝑏
min (𝐻, 2)
(1 +
𝑏 ) ∗ 𝐶𝑟
max (𝐻, 2)

𝑡𝑜𝑓 =

2 ∗ 𝑖𝑠
𝑃𝑆𝑂

(4)

(5)
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𝑡𝑟 =

2 ∗ 𝑖𝑟𝛼
𝑃𝑟𝛼

(6)

The curve with the smallest impulse is taken, and then a time used in SDOF analysis, t, is calculated
so that the final positive pressure its triangular with the correct impulse, as seen in Figure 5.

3.2 Determining Dynamic Moment Capacity
The dynamic moment capacity of the elements is needed in order to understand how the elements
behave when subject to blast loading. Specifically, the dynamic moment capacity helps determine
when and where plastic hinges will form in the element, and thus the failure of the element.
The dynamic moment capacity is calculated in accordance with the PCI Blast Committee Report
(PCI Committee on Blast Resistance and Structural Integrity, 2009). Dynamic material capacities
are given by

𝑓𝑑𝑦 = 𝐾𝑒𝑦 𝑓𝑦 (𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑦 )

(7)

𝑓 ′ 𝑑𝑐 = 𝐾𝑒𝑐 𝐾𝑎 𝑓 ′ 𝑐 (𝐷𝐼𝐹𝑐 )

(8)

where the coefficients are defined in Table 1. For a new concrete beam, Ka and Kec are taken as
1.0, Key is taken as 1.1, DIFc taken as 1.19, and DIFy taken as 1.17.
Slender columns are not allowed in design. A column is slender when it complies with the
following criteria (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008):

kL
𝑀1
≤ 34 − 12 ∗
r
𝑀2

(9)

where k is defined as the effective length factor, L is the unbraced length of the column, 𝑀1 is the
smaller end moment, and 𝑀2 is the large end moment. k is taken as 0.5 for a beam with fixed
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supports. The radius of gyration for a tied column is given by 0.3h, where h is the depth of the
column as shown in Figure 8 (U.S. Department of Defense, 2008).

Figure 8: Beam Geometry, (a) Span and Loading. (b) Cross Seciton aa
The steel reinforcement is a function of the steel ratio, ρ, and the cross-sectional area of the beam,
as shown in Equation (10).

𝐴𝑠 = 𝐴′𝑠 = ρ ∗ b ∗ h

(10)

The minimum reinforcement allowed, 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , is calculated as:

3√𝑓 ′ 𝑐
200
𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 = max [(
),(
)]
𝑓𝑦
𝑓𝑦

(11)

Dynamic moment capacities of reinforced concrete elements were calculated in accordance with
UFC 3-340-02 Chapter 4-17, where the ultimate moment capacity is described in Equation (12).

(𝑝 − 𝑝′ ≥ φ → 𝑀𝑛 = 𝑀𝑢2 ) ∧ (𝑝 − 𝑝′ < φ → 𝑀𝑛 = 𝑀𝑢1 )

(12)
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𝑓 ′ 𝑑𝑐𝑑 ′
87,000
φ = 0.85𝐾1 (
)[
]
𝑓𝑑𝑠𝑑 87,000 − 𝑓𝑑𝑠

(13)

𝑀𝑢1 = ((𝐴𝑠 )𝑓𝑑𝑦 ⁄𝑏) ∗ (𝑑 − 𝑎1 ⁄2)

(14)

𝑎1 =

(𝐴𝑠 )𝑓𝑑𝑠
. 85𝑏𝑓 ′ 𝑑𝑐

(15)

𝐴𝑠
𝑏𝑑

(16)

𝑝=

𝑀𝑢2

(𝐴𝑠 − 𝐴′ 𝑠 )𝑓𝑑𝑦
𝐴′ 𝑠 𝑓𝑑𝑦
𝑎2
=(
) ∗ (𝑑 − ) + (
) ∗ (𝑑 − 𝑑′ )
𝑏
2
𝑏

𝑎2 =

(17)

(𝐴𝑠 − 𝐴′ 𝑠 )𝑓𝑑𝑠
. 85𝑏𝑓 ′ 𝑑𝑐

(18)

𝐴′ 𝑠
𝑏𝑑 ′

(19)

𝑝′ =

Equation (12) show that when then the difference in reinforcing ratio exceeds the balances
condition, the moment capacity is taken via Equation (17). If the difference in reinforcing ratio is
less than the balanced condition, which it would be if the tension and compression reinforcement
were identical, then the moment capacity is given via Equation (14). All other parameters used in
moment capacity calculations are defined in Table 1.

3.3 SDOF Modification Factors and Analysis
SDOF analysis allows for a fixed-fixed beam to be modeled as a mass attached to a spring, as seen
in Figure 3. Behavior of a SDOF system is represented by the equation of motion shown in
Equation (20) where all parameters are defined in Table 1
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𝑀𝑒 𝑢̈ (𝑡) + 𝐶𝑒 𝑢̇ (𝑡) + 𝑅𝑒 (𝑢(𝑡)) = 𝐹𝑒 (𝑡)

(20)

This equation of motion is simplified to Equation (21), which is used in SDOF analysis,

𝐾𝐿𝑀 𝑀𝑐 𝑢̈ (𝑡) + 𝐶𝑐 𝑢̇ (𝑡) + 𝑅𝑐 (𝑢(𝑡)) = 𝐹𝑐 (𝑡)

(21)

The simplification of Equation (19) to Equation (20) is a result of the load mass factor, 𝐾𝐿𝑀 , which
is a function of the Load Factor, 𝐾𝐿 , and Mass Factor 𝐾𝑚 . Equation (22) through (24) show how
the factors are calculated. where shape function, 𝜙(𝑥), is the deflected shape divided by the
maximum deflection. All parameters are defined in Table 1.

𝐾𝐿𝑚 =

𝐾𝑚
𝐾𝐿

(22)

𝐿

𝐾𝐿 =

∫0 𝑝(𝑥) ∗ 𝜙(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥
𝐿

∫0 𝑝(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

(23)

𝐿

𝐾𝑚 =

∫0 𝑚(𝑥) ∗ 𝜙(𝑥)2 𝑑𝑥
𝐿

∫0 𝑚(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥

(24)

For a fixed -fixed beam, the KLm factors are 0.77, 0.78 and 0.88 for the elastic, elasto-plastic, and
plastic regions respectively. The load and mass factors are dependent on the plastic hinge
formation of the beam, and the change in stiffness as hinges form.
The hinge formation that occurs in a fixed-fixed beam can be described as a change in fixities.
Figure 9 displays the moment diagram of a fixed-fixed beams.
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Figure 9: Fixed-Fixed Beam (a) Loading and (b) Moment Diagram (Hibbeler, 2015)
The moment at the midpoint of the beam, M1, is shown in Equation (25) and the moment at the
supports of the beam, MA and MB ,are calculated in Equation (26), where q is the distributed load
in force per length, along the length of the beam, L.

𝑞 ∗ 𝐿2
𝑀1 =
24

(25)

𝑞 ∗ 𝐿2
𝑀𝑃 = 𝑀𝐴 = 𝑀𝐵 =
12

(26)

Assuming a reinforced beam is continuously and symmetrically reinforced, with a rectangular
section, the beam has the same moment capacity for positive and negative moments along the
length of the beam. Therefore, the maximum moments would happen at the supports MA and MB.
Plastic hinges would form at these locations when the moment applied to the beam equals the
plastic moment capacity, MP, of the beam at that location. The distributed load associated with this
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moment is referred to as q1. Once hinges form at the supports, the beam no longer acts like a fixedfixed beam, but instead acts like a simply supported beam, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Simply Supported Beam Moment Diagramc (Hibbeler, 2015)
The maximum moment of a simply supported beam, Mmax, located at the center of the beam is
calculated in Equation (27).

𝑀max =

𝑞 ∗ 𝐿2
8

(27)

The additional distributed load associated with creating a hinge at the center of the simply
supported beam, q2, is a combination of the moment imparted by q1 as a fixed-fixed beam at the
center location, and the moment created in the simply supported beam by the additional distributed
load, q2. Equation (28) demonstrates the condition in which a hinge will form at the center of the
simply supported beam.
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𝑞1 ∗ 𝐿2 𝑞2 ∗ 𝐿2
𝑀𝑃 =
+
24
8

(28)

Once a hinge forms at the center of the beam, the beam is unstable. Figure 11 depict the how the
hinge formation at the center of a simply supported beam changes its deflection properties.

Figure 11: Plastic Hinge Formation (Naito et al., 2014)
The formation of the first set of hinges is the end of the elastic portion of response. The resistance
associated with the first hinge formation is 𝑟𝑒 , where 𝑟𝑒 = 𝑞1 . The elasto-plastic response is the
period between the first set of support hinges and the center hinge formation. The resistance
associated with the second hinge forming at the center of the beam is, 𝑟𝑝 ,where 𝑟𝑝 = 𝑞1 + 𝑞2 . Once
the center hinge is formed, the beam is in the plastic range and the resistance-deflection curve
flattens. Equations (29) and (30) show the simplified resistance calculation.

𝑟𝑒 =

12𝑀𝑃
𝐿2

(29)

𝑟𝑝 =

16𝑀𝑃
𝐿2

(30)

The stiffness and resistance functions are given for a fixed-fixed beam in Table 3-2 of the PCI
Blast Resistant Design Manual (2009). 𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑒 describes the average between the cracked and
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uncracked moment of inertia for a concrete section. The slope of the resistance-deflection curve is
the stiffness, k, and is calculated in Equation (31) and (32). All parameters are defined in Table 1.

𝑘𝑒 =

384𝐸𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑒
𝐿4 ∗ 𝑏

(31)

𝑘𝑒𝑝 =

384𝐸𝐼𝑎𝑣𝑒
5𝐿4 ∗ 𝑏

(32)

The resistance-deflection relationship for a fixed-fixed beam is based on the resistances and
stiffness calculated in Equations (29) through (32) and is shown graphically in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Simplified Resistance-Deflection Curve (Adapted from Naito et al. 2014)
The resistance-deflection curve is used to identify the plastic hinge formations in the beam, and
the subsequent change in resistance when a beam with fixed ends acts like a simply supported
beam after hinges form at the supports, and then finally, at failure when a plastic hinge forms at
the center of the beam.
The dynamic reaction, or dynamic shear, 𝑉𝑅 (𝑡), is related to the resistance function. The dynamic
shear, given in terms of psi, combines the resistance of the element with the applied load through
the dimensionless coefficient applied to resistance, 𝐶𝑅 , and the dimensionless coefficient applied
to blast load, 𝐶𝐹 . These coefficients adjust the load and resistance for the inertial forces of the
member, solving for the end reactions by ensuring the sum of moments remains zero.
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𝑉𝑅 (𝑡) = 𝐶𝑅 𝑅(𝑡) + 𝐶𝐹 𝐹(𝑡)

(33)

The values of 𝐶𝑅 and 𝐶𝐹 depend on the state of the beam. 𝐶𝑅 and 𝐶𝐹 are 0.14 and 0.36 respectively
for a fixed-fixed beam that has positive velocity, but switch to 0.12 and 0.38 respectively as the
beam rebounds.

3.4 System Response Normalization
Normalization was needed to ensure that results could be compared and analyzed. The mass, m,
was normalized between the maximum mass, mmax, and minimum allowable mass, mmin, given by
the geometric variable constraints so that the normalized mass, mnorm, would range between 0 and
1, as shown in Equation (34).

𝑚𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

𝑚 − 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑛

(34)

The dynamic shear, VR, was normalized against the dynamic shear-force resisted by the concrete
in the beam, VC. The dynamic shear-force resisted by the concrete is given in UFC 3-340-02, and
seen in Equation (35). The normalized dynamic shear, VR-norm, is seen in Equation (36).

𝑉𝐶 = 2 ∗ √𝑓 ′ 𝑑𝑐

(35)

𝑉𝑑
𝑉𝐶

(36)

𝑉𝑑−𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =

Lastly, maximum midspan deflection, 𝛿, was normalized against the maximum deflection in the
elastic zone, 𝛿𝑒 , therefore becoming the measure of ductility for the beam, as seen in Equation
(37).
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𝐷𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝛿
𝛿𝑒

(37)

This definition of ductility may differ from other typical definitions of ductility where it is referred
to as the amount of permanent deformation in a system. For the remainder of this thesis, ductility
will be defined as that ratio of deflection to the elastic deflection limit, as seen in Equation (37).

3.5 Robustness Application
Damage-based robustness is associated with the deflection of the structure. If the maximum
deflection in the elastic zone, 𝛿𝑒 is the maximum acceptable damage, ∆𝑙𝑖𝑚 , and maximum total
deflection, 𝛿, is ∆, then ductility can be rewritten in Equation (37).

𝐷𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

∆

(38)

∆𝑙𝑖𝑚

Therefore, the damage-based robustness of a system can be rewritten in Equation (39).

𝑅𝑑 = 1 − 𝐷𝑢𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

(39)
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4 SDOF Beam Analysis
MATLAB was used to conduct a single degree of freedom analysis for a fixed-fixed beam. A
process flow diagram of the MATLAB code is found in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Process Flow Diagram
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The material and geometric properties are the input into MATLAB, and are defined by the user.
Chapters 4.1 and 4.2 discuss the inputs used in more detail. The pressure wave time history, as
calculated in Chapter 3.1, is showed via the orange boxes in Figure 13. The dynamic capacities
shown in Chapter 3.2 are displayed in yellow boxes in Figure 13. The load-mass factors and
resistance deflection curve, needed to run the SDOF analysis, are shown in green boxes in Figure
13. The structural and plastic hinge analyses are functions of the dynamic material capacities and
given geometries. The SDOF factors, described in Chapter 3.3, including the load mass factor, and
resistance-deflection relationship, are combined with the pressure wave time history within the
SDOF iteration. As the process is iterative, the flow of variables is cyclical, where the deflection
at time t, is dependent on the velocity, acceleration, and deflection at time t-1. The deflection and
dynamic shear are tabulated at each step, in order to be paired with robustness metrics as weighted
outputs. The integration of SDOF analysis and robustness metrics are shown in pink in Figure 13.

4.1 Beam Response
Using the MATLAB script found in Appendix A that follows the analysis steps described in
Chapter 3 and Figure 13, a reinforced concrete beam was subjected to blast loading and its
displacement and dynamic shear responses were recorded. A time step of 0.10 milliseconds is used
for the SDOF analysis. Assumed beam properties included cross-sectional geometry, span, support
conditions, material properties, and steel reinforcement. Table 2 shows geometric variables while
fixed material values are shown in Table 3.
Table 2: Variable Beam Properties
Variable
h (in)
b (in)
W (lb TNT)
Rg (ft)
ρ (%)
d (in)

Value
24
12
1000
100
0.33
10
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Table 3: Fixed Beam Properties
Fixed Property
d' (in)
f’c (ksi)
fy (ksi)
L (ft)

Value
2.00
4
60
15

The results of this singular trial are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 14: Blast Wave Pressure for a Charge, W=1000 lb, Rg=100 ft,b=12 in
Figure 14 displays the simplified pressure wave time history generated by 1000 lb of TNT located
100 ft from a fixed-fixed beam. The load would then be applied to the width of the beam, b, as
shown in Figure 8. The triangular load only represents the positive phase of the pressure wave time
history, as only the positive phase is used in analysis.
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Figure 15: SDOF Beam Responses
Figure 15 displays the beams response to the pressure wave from Figure 14. Figure 15 (a) depicts
the relationship between displacement and time for the midspan of the beam. The maximum
displacement comes at the first peak, as the load is applied very quickly, and there is some
damping. The same principle is applied to the dynamic shear, as seen in Figure 15 (b). The dynamic
shear is a function of the resistance and applied load, as shown in Equation (33). The first peak of
the dynamic shear will be the maximum as the force is applied in less than 2.5 milliseconds. Figure
15 (d) represents the resistance-deflection curve for this specific fixed-fixed beam. The beam,
however does not reach the elasto-plastic or plastic zones, as no hinge is formed from this geometry
and load combination. Figure 15 (c) depicts the resistance of the beam tracked over time. As the
beam remains elastic, the slope of the plot does not change, and there is not permanent deflection
in this member. Where Figure 15 (d) shows the possible resistance of the beam over any deflection
scenario, Figure 15 (c) shows the actual resistance of the beam under the given loading conditions.

4.2 Beam Response Comparison
Three trials were conducted to demonstrate the difference in beam response to various loads and
geometric configurations. Table 4 represents the geometric input data that was described in Figure
8 and used in conjunction with the material inputs found in Table 3.
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Table 4: Beam Reponses Comparison Geometric Input Data
Variable
h (in)
b (in)
W (lb TNT)
Rg (ft)
L (in)
d’ (in)
d (in)
𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 (%)

Trial A
14
14
1000
100
180
2
12
0.33

Trial B
20
20
1000
150
180
2
28
0.33

Trial C
14
20
1000
200
180
2
12
0.33

For each trial, the span and steel ratio were kept constant. The distance from extreme compression
fiber to the centroid of compression reinforcement, d’, was kept constant, which meant that the
distance from extreme compression fiber to the centroid of tension reinforcement, d, varied with
each trial. The depth and width, h and b, of the beams were varied between 14 and 20, so that each
combination of these values could be examined. Lastly, the charge weight, w, was kept constant
between each trial, while the standoff distance, Rg, seen in Figure 1, was increased by 50 ft between
trials.
Table 5 and Table 6 demonstrate the intermediate data used in calculating the load and material
capacities. All variables used in Table 5 and Table 6 are defined in Table 1.
Table 5: Beam Reponses Comparison Pressure Time History Data
Variable
Z
Pso
is
Crα
Pr
𝑖𝑟𝛼
Cr
Q0
PCQ
tr
tc
t0f
iclearing
t

Trial A
10.00
9.57
80.89
2.47
23.68
144.78
1.28
2.05
11.62
12.23
1.76
16.90
31.01
2.62

Trial B
15.00
4.67
56.43
2.19
10.22
94.02
1.19
0.52
5.18
18.40
2.65
24.18
20.37
3.99

Trial C
20.00
2.99
43.13
2.13
6.37
70.17
1.16
0.22
3.20
22.03
2.71
28.88
12.98
4.07
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The reflected pressure, Pr, decreased from Trial A to B to C. This is expected as the standoff
distance increases, the reflected pressure decreases. Additionally, the positive relationship between
load duration, t, and standoff distance occurs, as both increase from Trial A to B to C. This is seen
graphically in Figure 16 where Trial A has a larger pressure and shorter duration than Trial C.

Figure 16: Beam Analysis, Blast Load Pressure Time History for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, and (c)
Trial C
Table 6: Beam Reponses Comparison Dynamic Material Capacities
Variable
fdy
f’dc
Mn

Trial A
70.20
5.24
38.11

Trial B
70.20
5.24
81.78

Trial C
70.20
5.24
38.11

Table 6 depicts the dynamic material properties of the beam. As the same materials were used for
each trial, the dynamic material capacities of concrete and steel are the same for each trial, as
calculated in Equation (7) and (8). The dynamic moment capacity of each beam, Mn, does change
as the depth of the beam changes. This is because Mn is the moment capacity of the beam per inch
of width. This means that for Trial A and Trial C, where the depth of the beam was 14 inches, the
moment capacity per inch of width will be the same, even as the width of the beam is not. This is
seen further in Figure 17, as Trial A and Trial C have the same resistance-deflection relationship,
because resistance is calculated in pounds per square inch of the beam.
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Figure 17: Beam Analysis, Deflection Versus Resistance for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, and (c) Trial
C
Table 7 shows the output data at the end of the single degree of freedom analysis, combining the
dynamic material properties and loading.
Table 7: Beam Reponses Comparison Output Data
Variable
VR(t)Max
𝑢(𝑡)Max
Ductility

Trial A
6.726
2.272
1.993

Trial B
6.623
0.346
0.518

Trial C
3.446
0.677
0.595

The maximum dynamic shear, VR(t)Max, shown in Table 7, can also be seen graphically in Figure
18, as each trial has a peak in dynamic shear during the first period.

Figure 18: Beam Analysis, Dynamic Shear Versus Time for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, and (c) Trial
C
The maximum deflection, 𝑢(𝑡)Max, is also seen during the first period in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Beam Analysis, Displacement Versus Time for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, and (c) Trial C
This maximum deflection is used in conjunction with the resistance-deflection relationship to
define the ductility of the beam under that loading condition. The ductility of each beam can be
seen more clearly in Figure 20, where the resistance and deflection are plotted over time.

Figure 20: Beam Analysis, Deflection Versus Resistance over Time for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B,
and (c) Trial C
Trial A, whose ductility is 1.88 goes into the elastoplastic zone, and has permanent deflection
associated with its response to the given blast loading conditions. This is apparent in Figure 20 (a)
as the curve settles in the elastic range with a permanent deflection of .75 inches. This is also why
Figure 19 (a) appears to oscillate around a deflection of 0.75 inches, while Figure 19 (b) and Figure
19 (b) oscillate around a deflection of 0 inches. Trial (b) and Trial (c) remain elastic throughout its
response, and Figure 20 (b) and Figure 20 (c) show linear elastic responses.
Trials A, B, and C demonstrate the wide range of responses that a beam can have when varying
the beam geometry and loading conditions. These three trials reaffirm that there is an important
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correlation between depth and moment capacity. Further trials are needed to understand the effects
of changes of beam width, as the moment capacity per width does not change. These trials will
focus on the effects of beam geometry, standoff distance, and the steel ratio on the response of the
beam.

4.3 Beam Sampling Procedure
A SDOF model was formulated in MATLAB to integrate the pressure wave time history and beam
capacity. The MATLAB code can be seen in Appendix A. The goal of this process is to understand
how the mass, ductility, and dynamic shear responses of a fixed-fixed beam relate to each other,
and to solve the optimization problem of minimizing all three objectives for a given blast load. A
conventional gradient based optimization tool is not applicable to this type of formulation because
of the step-based nature of the SDOF analysis. Therefore, samples are generated varying the
dimensions of the reinforced concrete beam given a constant steel reinforcing ratio in order to
understand the design space. The minimum depth and width of the beam is governed by Equation
(9) in order to comply with UFC 3-340-02. Therefore, the minimum dimension value used will be
13.64 inches for a beam with a span of 15 feet. The maximum value used for the depth and width
of the beam is 4ft, or 48 inches. A 48-inch maximum dimension provides a large enough range
between maximum and minimum values to understand how the dimensions affect beam responses.
Steel reinforcement was placed symmetrically in the tension and compression zones of the
reinforced concrete beam. Steel ratios were kept at the minimum allowable steel ratio, in
compliance with Equation (11). Material properties and span are found in Table 3. Damping was
kept at 1% of critical damping. Trials for different beam cross sectional width and depth were used
for a charge weight of 1000 lbs. of TNT at a standoff distance of 100 feet.

4.4 Beam Sampling Convergence
Trials were conducted to test the number of samples needed to appropriately cover the variable
and design space. A load of 1000 lbf of TNT at 100 ft from the structure was used for time trials.
Table 8 shows the number of samples and the time to completion and Figure 21 displays the
variable space for each sampling trial.
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Table 8: Number of Beam Sample Trials
Trial
1
2
3

# of
Samples
100
1000
10000

Time (s)
0.99
7.62
411.55

Figure 21: Beam Variable Space for Different Sample Sizes
At each increase in number of samples the time followed a parabolic approximation. The number
of samples needed to cover the design space was capped at 10,000 samples. 10,000 samples were
seen to properly cover the variable space, where 100 and 1,000 samples did not. These samples
included 4 hard-coded point at the corners of the rectangular variable space shown in Figure 21.
The 4 hard codded points include each combination of the minimum and maximum value for both
the width and depth of the beam. Therefore, 9,996 randomly generated samples were then used in
conjunction with the 4 hardcoded samples to produces 10,000 samples.

4.5 Beam Design Space Analysis
Table 9 shows the objectives for the four edge cases, or hardcoded points in the variable space.
The minimum depth and width of the beam was 13.64 inches, as defined by Equation (9) and the
maximum value was set to 48 inches.
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Table 9: SDOF Beam Analysis Hardcoded Points
Geometry
Trial
1
2
3
4

b (in)
13.64
48.00
48.00
13.64

h (in)
13.64
48.00
13.64
48.00

Normalized
Normalized
Mass
Ductility
Shear
0.00
2.03
1.39
1.00
0.24
4.31
0.22
6.26
1.92
0.22
0.22
3.84

Geometry Trial 2 and Geometry Trial 4 have very similar ductility. This is because the depth of
the member is what controls the stiffness, and thus the deflection of the beam. Geometry Trial 2
and 4 also have the same resistance deflection curve because resistance is in terms of psi. The
difference in ductility between these two samples is a result of the difference in applied load
duration. Geometry Trial 2 has a larger beam width, and thus a smaller clearing effect. The blast
load pressure time history for Geometry Trial 2 has a longer duration, resulting in a larger total
applied load. This results in a slightly higher ductility because the there is only a small difference
in clearing between the two beams in comparison to the resistance of the beams. Geometry Trial
3, the shallowest beam, has the largest ductility, as the depth of the beam, h, is at a minimum.
Additionally, the ductility in Geometry Trial 1 and 3 are both large and vary from each other
because of the change in width of the beam. The change in clearing time for these two beams is
large in comparison to the resistance of the beam, leading to a greater difference in ductility. The
same principle can be applied to the dynamic shear in each beam. Trial 1 and 3 are similar, and
Trial 2 and 4 are similar, but vary slightly due to the changes in clearing time in proportion to the
resistance of the beam. In order to understand the design space, sampling is needed in-between
these 4 values.
The result of varying the height and width of at beam, at 10,000 samples, produces the following
tri-objective plot shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Beam Analysis, Tri-Objective Plot for 10,000 Samples

Figure 23: Beam Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Ductility Bi-Objective Plot
Figure 23 shows a nonlinear negative relationship between the mass and ductility of a system. A
normalized mass of 0 would indicate that the depth and width of the beam are both at the minimum
values. Geometry Trial 3 is the peak value, when normalized mass is 0.221 and ductility is 6.258.
This corresponds to the section when the depth is at a minimum and the width is at a maximum.
This section has the lowest moment capacity and thus the highest deflection. Geometry Trial 4,
the section with the maximum depth and minimum width, also occurs at a normalized mass of
0.221, but has a ductility of 0.219. The design space then narrows towards a normalized mass of
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1, where the depth and width of the beam is at a maximum. The ductility of this section is 0.242,
which is larger than the section with the same depth and less width.
Secondly, there appears to be a positive relationship between the mass and shear of the beam, as
seen in Figure 24 (a). Although this trend can be seen at a large scale, the positive correlation
between shear and mass is dependent on the stiffness of the element increasing as mass is
increased. This stiffness of the beam is defined as the load applied to the beam over the midspan
deflection of the beam. Therefore, higher stiffness corresponds to smaller deflection and ductility
for a given load. If additional mass is added that does not increase stiffness, it will not have a
positive correlation with shear. This can be seen in Geometry Trial 1 and 3, where both beams
have the same mass, but different dynamic shear and ductility because the difference in the
distribution of mass in these two trials changes the stiffness of the beam.
This also results in negative relationship between dynamic shear and ductility. A stiffer beam loses
less energy to deflection, thus transmitting that energy into the shear reactions. The bi-objective
plots of normalized mass and dynamic shear, and ductility and dynamic shear are seen in Figure
24.

Figure 24: Beam Analysis, Bi-Objective Plot of Normalized Mass and Normalized Dynamic
Shear, and Ductility and Dynamic shear
Figure 24 shows that there is diminishing returns of dynamic shear to added mass, meaning that a
1% increase in mass correlates, on average, to a less than 1% increase in dynamic shear. The 4
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edge cases are shown in Table 9 and depict how Geometry Trial 1 has the lowest normalized shear.
This is because the section has the least width and least depth, therefore having the lowest moment
capacity per width and the smallest applied load duration. The flexibility of this section allows for
energy to be dissipated through deflection, resulting in the highest ductility.
The unique quadrilateral shape of the design space in the ductility versus normalized dynamic
shear plot is due to the maximum and minimum values of ductility and dynamic shear occurring
at different geometries, as seen in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Beam Analysis, a) Ductility and b) Dynamic Shear as Functions of b and h
Ductility is at a minimum when b is smallest and h is largest, and a maximum when b is largest,
and h is smallest, as seen in Figure 25 (a). The dynamic shear has the smallest value with the
smallest cross-sectional area and the largest shear with the largest cross-sectional area, as seen in
Figure 25 (b). This produces the pointed 4-sided design space seen in Figure 24 (b).
Figure 25 (b) displays the relationship between dynamic shear and the dimensions of the beam for
varying beam depth and width. Figure 26 shows the relationship between dynamic shear and the
beam depth for a constant beam width of 48 inches. Figure 26 (b) depicts the relationship, when
the time step, dt, for the SDOF analysis is changed to 0.01 milliseconds, rather than 0.10
milliseconds, as it is in Figure 26 (a).
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Figure 26: Beam Analysis, Dynamic Shear versus depth, h, at a Constant Width, b, of 48 Inches
when a) dt=0.1 milliseconds b) dt=0.01 milliseconds
Figure 26 (a) clearly shows discontinuity in the dynamic shear as the depth of the beam changes
while Figure 26 (b) shows smaller discontinuities. Figure 27 (a) shows a closer view at a
discontinuity for the time step of 0.10 milliseconds and Figure 27 (b) shows the corresponding
Dynamic Shear for a timestep of 0.01 milliseconds.

Figure 27: Beam Analysis, Focused Dynamic Shear versus depth, h, at a Constant Width, b, of
48 Inches when a) dt=0.1 milliseconds b) dt=0.01 milliseconds
The discontinuity in Figure 27 (a) occurs between the depths of 39.78 and 39.80 inches. Figure 28
and Figure 29 display the dynamic shear over time for the maximum peak, for h equal to 39.78
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and 39.80 respectably. Figure 28 and Figure 29 each compare how the change in time step changes
the maximum value of dynamic shear for each beam depth.

Figure 28 Beam Analysis, Dynamic Shear versus Time at a Depth and Width of 39.78 Inches and
48 Inches when a) dt=0.1 milliseconds b) dt=0.01 milliseconds

Figure 29 Beam Analysis, Dynamic Shear versus Time at a Depth and Width of 39.80 Inches and
48 Inches when a) dt=0.1 milliseconds b) dt=0.01 milliseconds
In Figure 28 (b), and in Figure 29 (b), the maximum value for dynamic shear of 19.53 psi occurs
at 0.90 milliseconds. In Figure 28 (a), the maximum value for dynamic shear of 19.53 psi occurs
at 0.90 milliseconds. In Figure 29 (b), the maximum dynamic Shear value of 19.08 psi occurs at
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0.8 milliseconds. The change in maximum shear is because of when the peak shear occurs in the
time step. Because the actual peak when h is equal to 39.8 occurs right at 0.90 milliseconds, 𝐶𝑅
and 𝐶𝐹 change as the beam begins to rebound. The change in 𝐶𝑅 and 𝐶𝐹 can increase or decrease
the value of the shear depending on the ratio of resistance to applied force at that time. When the
rebound occurs directly on a time step, the disconnect is increased by a factor of the magnitude of
the time step. This is why a time step of 0.10 milliseconds does not show a discontinuity but a time
step of 0.1 milliseconds does. Additionally, the discontinuities are larger at larger beam depths. As
beam depth increases, resistance increases. As 𝐶𝑅 is multiplied by resistance, the discontinuity
would also increase as resistance increases.

4.6 Beam Standoff Distance Design Space Analysis
A beam analysis was conducted for 100 ft, 150 ft, and 200 ft standoff distances. Material and
geometric properties were kept constant, as shown in Chapter 4.5. The comparison of beam
objectives values for three standoff distances is are shown in Figure 30 through Figure 32 .

Figure 30: Beam Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Ductility Bi-Objective Plot for a) 𝑅𝑔 =
100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡
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Figure 31: Beam Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Normlaized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective
Plot for a) 𝑅𝑔 = 100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡

Figure 32: Beam Analysis,Ductility versus Normalized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective Plot for a)
𝑅𝑔 = 100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡
Figure 30 demonstrates the mass-ductility relationship as standoff distance increases. As expected,
the ductility for each geometry decreases as standoff distance increases. The decrease in ductility
is not uniform, as ductility scales relative to its value. Figure 31 depicts a similar scaling affects as
standoff distance increases. As standoff distance increases, the load applied decreases, and thus
the dynamic shear, which is a function of the applied load, decrease. The decrease in dynamic
shear and ductility are seen together in Figure 32.
The change in design space shown in Figure 30 through Figure 32 is seen more clearly in Figure
33 through Figure 35.
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Figure 33: Beam Analysis,Focused Normalized Mass versus Ductility Bi-Objective Plot for a)
𝑅𝑔 = 100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡

Figure 34: Beam Analysis, Focused Normnlaized Mass versus Normnlaized Dynamic Shear BiObjective Plot for a) 𝑅𝑔 = 100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡

Figure 35: Beam Analysis, Focused Ductility versus Normnlaized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective
Plot for a) 𝑅𝑔 = 100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡
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Figure 33 through Figure 35 clearly show the nuanced changes in the design space as standoff
distance increases. Figure 33 depicts the beams ductility and normalized mass for three different
standoff distances. Changes can be seen in the point with a normalized mass of 0, corresponding
to a beam with minimum depth and width. The difference between this point and the point of
maximum ductility decreases as standoff distance increases. This is due to the non-uniform scaling
of the design space. Figure 34 shows that the response of the beam becomes more consolidated at
smaller masses. This corresponds to the deflections in the beam for smaller masses that no longer
go into the elasto-plastic or plastic zones. This means that there is no change in resistance, as the
resistance curve remains linear for the entirety of the beam’s response, bringing the normalized
dynamic shear closer for the same normalized mass values. The effect of purely elastic beam
responses is seen in Figure 35 where the sides of the design space appear more linear, as no plastic
hinges are formed in the beam.

4.7 Beam Steel Ratio Design Space
4.7.1 Beam Steel Ratio Comparisons
Three trials were conducted to demonstrate the difference in beam response to various steel ratios.
Table 10 represents the geometric input data that was used in conjunction with the material inputs
found in Table 3.
Table 10: Beam Steel Ratio Comparison Geometric Input Data
Variable
h (in)
b (in)
W (lb TNT)
Rg (ft)
L (in)
d’ (in)
d (in)
ρ (%)

Trial A
20
20
1000
100
180
2
18
0.33

Trial B
20
20
1000
150
180
2
18
0.83

Trial C
20
20
1000
200
180
2
18
1.67

For each trial, all geometric and material data was kept constant, except for the steel ratio. The
minimum steel ratio, 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , for a beam of this span and size is 0.33%. The three trials utilized 1,
2.5, and 5 times this minimum steel reinforcement ratio to understand the effect of the steel ratio
on the behavior of a beam.
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Figure 36 represents the blast load applied to each beam. As the width of beam, charge weight,
and standoff distance is constant, the blast loading shown in Figure 36 is applied to all three trials.
The duration of the load in Figure 36 differs from that shown in Figure 14 because the width of
the element that the load is applied to for Figure 36 is larger. This results in less clearing effects,
and longer duration in the applied load.

Figure 36: Blast Pressure Time History for W=100 lb, Rg=100 ft, b=20 inches
Figure 37 depicts the resistance-deflection curve of each beam. As the amount of steel
reinforcement increases, the moment capacity of each beam increases. Therefore, the increase of
resistance is expected with greater amount of reinforcement.

Figure 37: Beam Analysis, Deflection versus Resistance Time for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
c) 𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
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Figure 38: Beam Analysis, Dynamic Shear versus Time for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c)
𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 39: Beam Analysis, Deflection Shear Time for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 =
5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
Increased resistance is evident in Figure 38 and Figure 39. The increase in resistance would
increase the dynamic shear and lower the deflection, as established in Chapter 4.5. Table 11 shows
the output data from all three trials.
Table 11: Effects of Varying Beam Reinforcement
Trial

ρ (%)

A
B
C

0.33
0.83
1.67

Normalized
Shear
1.70
3.02
3.40

Ductility
1.88
0.85
0.51

The output data in Table 11 hints at diminishing returns with increasing the steel ratio. From Trial
B to C, the steel ratio doubled, but the normalized shear only increased by 12.5% and the ductility
only decreased by 40%. In order to clearly define this trend, more samples are needed.
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4.7.2 Beam Steel Ratio Design Space Analysis
The beam response values for steel ratios equal to 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , and 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 are seen in Figure
40 through Figure 42. Material and geometric properties were kept constant, as in Chapter 4.5,
except for the steel ratio. The charge weight was kept at 1000 lb TNT and the standoff distance
was kept constant at 100 ft.

Figure 40: Beam Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Ductility Bi-Objective Plot for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 41: Beam Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Normlaized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective
Plot for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
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Figure 42: Beam Analysis, Ductility versus Normalized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective Plot for a)
𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
Figure 40 through Figure 42 confirm the need for a large sampling to understand the relationship
first discussed in Chapter 4.2. These plots confirm that the beam geometry does play a large role
in the response of the beam, and that multiple geometries can result in the same ductility and
maximum dynamic shear. Additionally, using 10,000 samples shows that there is not a linear
relationship between an increase the steel ratio and the ductility and dynamic shear of a beam. This
relationship has diminishing returns as the difference between Trial (a) and Trial (a) is much larger
than Trial (b) and Trial (c) in Figure 40 through Figure 42.
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5 SDOF Frame Analysis
MATLAB was used to approximate the story deflections for a single-story frame system with
pinned supports. The MATLAB code used for Chapter 5 can be seen in Appendix B. The blast
load for the frame was applied horizontally against the width of column 1, as shown in Figure 43.
Only the horizontal distributed load was used, and the self-weight of the members was ignored
during the structural and plastic analysis.

Figure 43: (a) Frame Global Geometry (b) Cross Section bb, and (c) Cross Section cc
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The geometry of each column and beam is show in Figure 8, where the load is only applied to the
width, b, of Column 1. The depth of the beam, hb, and the depth of the column, hc, are in the plane
of the frame. The steel reinforcements shown in Figure 43 is defined in Equation (43) and Equation
(44).

𝐴𝑐−𝑠 = 𝐴′𝑐−𝑠 = ρ ∗ b ∗ h𝑐

(40)

𝐴𝑏−𝑠 = 𝐴′𝑏−𝑠 = ρ ∗ b ∗ h𝑏

(41)

The material and geometric properties are the input into MATLAB, and are defined by the user.
Chapter 5.1 elaborates on how the SDOF factors described in Chapter 3.3 are adapted for a frame.
Chapter 5.1 follows the same path of the process flow diagram shown in Figure 13. Chapter 5.1.1
depicts how the frame was analyzed and Chapter 5.1.2 continues with the associated plastic
analysis. Chapters 0 and 5.1.4 demonstrated how the necessary SDOF medications factors are
calculated in order to approximate the frame as a spring and mass system.

5.1 Frame SDOF Modification Factors
The process of defining a beam as a spring and mass system is codified in UFC 3-340-02. This
section will describe how a single bay frame was analyzed in order to define its properties as a
single degree of freedom spring and mass.

5.1.1 Structural Analysis
The moment diagram for a beam with fixed supports has been analyzed and can be found in
multiple design manuals if the moment of inertial and elastic modulus is consistent throughout the
beam. In a frame, each element of the frame can have a different moment of inertia and elastic
modulus, making the codification of its moment diagram more complex. In order to understand
the internal forces within the frame, the direct stiffness method was used to understand and analyze
the frame under the loading shown in Figure 43. The basic principle of the direct stiffness method
is that the internal forces can be calculated via the deflections and stiffness of each member, as
seen in Equation (42) (Hibbeler, 2015; Okereke & Keates, 2018)
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q = k ∗ D + 𝑞0

(42)

where q are eternal nodal loads, k is the element stiffness matrix, D is the element deflections, and
𝑞0 are the fixed end moments.
Internal forces and deflections were used to create a moment diagram for the frame that used beam
and column geometries and loading as an input. The direct stiffness method used did not implement
any p-Δ effects. An introduction to the direct stiffness method can be found in “Structural
Analysis” by Hibbeler (2015) and a comprehensive overview of the direct stiffness method can be
found in “Finite Element Applications” by Okereke and Keates (2018).

5.1.2 Plastic Analysis of a Frame
A plastic analysis for a symmetrically reinforced concrete beam is prescribed each time because
the section properties are constant throughout the beam. In a single bay frame, there are multiple
locations where the first hinge can form depending on the geometry of each frame element. An
iterative process was used to define the hinge formations in the frame. A pressure load, was
multiplied by the width of column 1 to create a line load, w, that would be applied to column 1.
The direct stiffness method was used to analyze the beams response to this load. The maximum
moment in each element was compared to the dynamic moment capacity of that element, as
calculated in Chapter 3.2. The dynamic moment capacity of each element is used as the plastic
moment capacity because this is the moment when a plastic hinge will from. Therefore, if the
dynamic moment capacity of any member is greater than the maximum calculated applied moment
in that member, the load applied would increase by 0.01 psi, and the analysis would repeat. If the
maximum moment demand is equal to, or greater than, the capacity of the element, a plastic hinge
would form at this location and the load, w, would be stored as w1, symbolizing the first hinge.
The plastic hinge formation would be modeled in the direct stiffness method by dividing the
original element into two elements, connected by a hinge at the location of maximum moment.
Hinges were offset from any endpoint of an element by the width of the element. This forced
plastic hinges not to form at a joint node, which would be reinforced in typical construction, but
to from in a frame element instead.
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Once a plastic hinge is formed, the calculated moment of each member is stored and the applied
load is set back to 0.01 psi. The load increased until a second hinge is formed at a load of w2. A
second hinge is formed when the calculated moment of the system with the hinge, plus the stored
moment of the system from the last hinge formation, is equal to or greater than the dynamic
moment capacity of that element. As the frame has pinned supports, a minimum of two hinges are
needed to create a collapse mechanism for the frame.
This process was repeated for every geometric combination, meaning that a complete plastic hinge
analysis was conducted for each sample. An example of a possible hinge formation sequence is
shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44: Hinge Formation in Frame
Figure 44 (a) shows the original frame before any hinges were created. The moment diagram for
Figure 44 (a) is visualized in Figure 45 and the moment diagram from the frame with one hinge is
shown in Figure 46.
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Figure 45: Moment Diagram of 1 Bay Frame with no Hinge

Figure 46: Moment Diagram of 1 Bay Frame wiht 1 Hinge
The moment diagrams shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46 represent one possible progression of
hinge formations. Figure 45 shows the largest moment occurring at the joint of the beam and
column 2. If the moment capacity of the beam were less than the column because hb < hc , the fist
hinge would from in the beam, as shown in Figure 44 (b). The moment diagram once the first
hinge is formed in this location is shown in Figure 46. With additional applied load, the next hinge
could from in column 1, seen in Figure 44. This is only one possible progression of hinge formation
in the beam. The MATLAB code used, seen in Appendix B, follows the sequence of hinge
formation for each individual frame. For example, if the beam and column are the same size, two
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hinges would form near the joint of the beam and column 2 at the same time, creating a failure in
the frame. Additionally, the MATLAB code will progress until at least 2 hinges are formed, as 2
hinges, located anywhere in the frame, will create a failure mechanism. Because each frame can
follow a unique sequence of plastic hinge formation, the process of determining the plastic hinge
must follow plastic hinge theory, considering the behavior of the system at each loading step, and
accounting for all possible hinge formation combinations. Therefore, in order to understand the
plastic hinge formation of any frame, a plastic analysis must be run for every beam column
geometry configuration.
The formation of hinges in the frame is a function of the moment of inertia of each element. The
moment of inertia is used in calculating the dynamic capacities of each element as well as the
stiffness of the frame as whole, which contributes to the distribution of forces through the frame.
β, shown in Equation (43), represents the ratio of the moment of inertia of the column, Ic, and the
moment of inertia of the beam, Ib.

β=

𝐼𝑐
𝐼𝑏

(43)

A charge weight of 1000 lb of TNT was modeled assuming a100 ft standoff distance from the
frame. Material properties are the same as those used in Chapter 4. Fixed frame geometry including
the concrete cover, d’, is shown Table 12. The depth and width of each frame element was varied
between the allowable minimum value of 17.65 inches, as defined in Equation (9), and a maximum
value of 48 inches. The depth of the column 1 and 2, hc, were equal, and the width, b, of all
elements were equal. Therefore, the depth and width of the beam and column in the frame were
changed.
Table 12: Fixed Frame Geometry.
Variable
d' (in)
Frame Height (in)
Frame Length (in)

Value
2.00
180
180
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Each plastic hinge formation was document as a function of β. Figure 47shows the first hinge
formation and Figure 48 shows the second. A value of -1 corresponds to the hinge being formed
in column 1. A value of 0 corresponds to the hinge being formed in the beam, and a value of 1
corresponds to the hinge being formed in column 2.

Figure 47:Frame First Hinge Formation Location

Figure 48: Frame Second Hinge Formation Locaiton
Figure 47 shows that when β is less than 1, meaning that the moment of inertia of the beam is
larger than the column, the first hinge forms in column 2. When β is greater than or equal to 1, the
first hinge forms in the beam. Figure 48 shows more variability in where the second hinge forms.
The closer examination of smaller β values for the second hinge formation is seen in Figure 49.
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Figure 49: Frame Second Hinge Formation for Low β Values
Figure 49 shows that for all β values less than 1, the second hinge forms in column 1. This would
result in both hinges forming in columns when β is less than 1. A summary of the failure modes,
as a function of β, can be seen in Table 13.
Table 13: Frame Failure Modes
𝚩
β < 1.0
1.0 ≤ β ≤ 1.2
β > 1.2

Failure Mode
Column
Beam-Column
Beam

Second hinge formation in either column when 𝛽 is greater than 1 occurs when the moment of
inertia of the column is only slightly larger than the moment of inertia of the beam. For β greater
than 1.2 all hinges form in the beam, leading to a beam failure.

5.1.3 Load-Mass Factors
The load-mass factor for a beam is defined in Chapter 3.3. The load factor consists of the applied
blast load and shape function. The blast load is a uniform load applied to the width of column 1.
The shape function is the deflection divided by the maximum deflection. The deflection of column
1 was used for the deflected shape and shape function. The deflected shape was calculated using
the double integration method. An overview of the double integration method can be found in
“Structural Analysis” by Hibbeler (2015). The member deflections and moment diagram from the
stiffness method were used in the double integration method. This created a function for the
deflected shape of the column 1. The deflected shape of column 1 was normalized against its
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maximum deflection to obtain the shape function used. The mass function, 𝑚(𝑥), was defined
along the length of the column 1. This approximated the beam connecting column 1 and column 2
as a point mass at the end of a column.

5.1.4 Resistance-Defection Curve
The resistance deflection curve was created by recording the load and deflections at each iteration.
The load applied, w, in each iteration was recorded and the load associated with the first hinge was
stored as w1 and the additional load associated with the second hinge formation, was stored as w2.
As each hinge is formed, the maximum deflection is recorded as d1 for the first hinge and d2 for
the second hinge.
The resistance associated with the first hinge forming, 𝑟𝑒 , and with the second hinge formation, 𝑟𝑝 ,
are shown in Equation (44) and (45) respectively.

𝑟𝑒 = 𝑤1

(44)

𝑟𝑝 = 𝑤1 + 𝑤𝑠

(45)

The stiffness of the system is calculated by the deflections and resistances, as shown in Equation
(46) and (47).

𝑘𝑒 =

𝑟𝑒
𝑑1 ∗ 𝑏

(46)

𝑘𝑒𝑝 =

𝑟𝑝 − 𝑟𝑒
𝑑2 ∗ 𝑏

(47)

The values of resistance and stiffness calculated in Equation (44) through (47) are used to
populated the resistance-deflection curve shown in Figure 12.
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5.2 Frame Response
A singular frame was analyzed to demonstrate the capabilities of the MATLAB code. The input
geometry, including span, support conditions, material properties, and cross-sectional geometry
are given. The tension and compression steel areas in each beam and column were each given as
the minimum flexural reinforcement, which is 0.33% of the total volume. Column 1 and Column
2 were required to have the same depth, hc, while the depth of the beam, hb, can vary. All columns
and beams had the same width, b, to ensure continuity. 𝐶𝑅 and 𝐶𝐹 , used in the calculation of
dynamic shear, are taken as 0.31 and 0.69 respectively for the inbound or positive velocity phase
of the frame response, and 0.25 and 0.75 respectively for the outbound, or rebounding phase of the
frame response.
A charge of 1000 lb of TNT was modeled 100 ft from the frame. A time step of 0.010 milliseconds
is used for the SDOF analysis. Material properties are the same as those used in Chapter 4. Fixed
frame geometric properties used in all frames are shown Table 12. The specific geometric
properties used in this trial are shown in Table 14.
Table 14: Specific Frame Element Geometric Properties
Variable
hc (in)
hb (in)
b (in)

Value
30
40
20

The results of this singular frame trial are shown in Figure 50 and Figure 51. The duration time
shown in Figure 50 is larger than those shown in Figure 36 and Figure 14 because the width of the
frame is larger, reducing clearing effects, and increasing the load duration time.
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Figure 50: Frame Analysis, Blast Wave Pressure for a Charge, W=1000 lb, Rg=100 ft, b=20
inches.
Figure 50 displays the simplified pressure wave time history generated by 1000 lb of TNT located
100 ft from the frame. The load would then be applied to the width of the column 1, b, as shown
in Figure 43.

Figure 51: SDOF Frame Responses
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Figure 51 (a) depicts the relationship between displacement and time for the midspan of the beam.
The maximum displacement comes at the first peak, as the load is applied very quickly, and there
is some damping, similar to the beam response. The same principle is applied to the dynamic shear,
seen Figure 51 (b). Figure 51 (d) represents the resistance-deflection curve for this specific frame.
The frame, however does not reach the elasto-plastic or plastic zones, as no hinge is formed from
this geometry and load combination. This is seen in the diagram in Figure 51 (c). Figure 51 (c)
depicts the resistance of the beam tracked over time. As the beam remained elastic, the slope of
the plot does not change, and there is not permanent deflection in this frame.

5.3 Frame Comparison
Three trials were conducted to demonstrate the difference in frame response to varying geometric
configurations. Table 15 represents the geometric input data that was used in conjunction with the
material inputs found in Table 3 and fixed frame geometry found in Table 12.
Table 15: Frame Comparison Geometric Input Data
Variable
hc (in)
hb (in)
b (in)
w (lb TNT)
Rg (ft)
𝜌 (%)

Trial A
30
40
20
1000
100
0.33

Trial B
30
30
20
1000
100
0.33

Trial C
40
45
40
1000
100
0.33

The blast load applied to each structure is seen in Figure 52. The peak reflected pressure is constant
through each trail, but the duration for each trial is different. The duration of the applied load
corresponds to the width of column 1. Therefore, Trial C has the largest width and largest load
duration, and Trial B has the smallest column width, and smallest load duration.
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Figure 52: Frame Analysis, Blast Load Pressure Time History for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, amd
(c) Trial C
Figure 53 depicts the resistance-deflection curve for each trial.

Figure 53: Frame Analysis, Deflection Versus Resistance for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, amd (c)
Trial C
Trials A and C show an elastic, elasto-plastic, and plastic zone, similar to the fixed-fixed beam
resistance-deflection curve. Trial B shows an elastic zone and a plastic zone and no elasto-plastic
zone. This means that 2 hinges form at the same time in the frame. In Trial B, the depth of the
column and beam are equal, and therefore the dynamic moment capacity of the column and beam
are equal. In Trial B the maximum moment for the frame occurs at the node connecting column 2
and the beam. This nodal moment effects both the beam and frame. As the hinge is offset from the
centerline node, a hinge is created in both the beam and frame simultaneously. Two hinges forming
at once results in a resistance deflection curve that is elastic and then plastic without an elastoplastic region. Trails A and C do not have this because the beam and columns have different depths
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and therefore different dynamic moment capacities, so only one element would form a hinge at a
time.
Table 16 shows the output data at the end of the single degree of freedom analysis, combining the
dynamic material properties and loading.
Table 16: Frame Comparison Output Data
Variable
VR(t)Max
𝑢(𝑡)Max
Ductility

Trial A
7.34
2.13
0.43

Trial B
7.34
2.48
0.40

Trial C
15.23
2.29
0.53

The maximum dynamic shear, VR(t)Max, shown in Table 16, can also be seen graphically in Figure
54.

Figure 54: Frame Analysis, Dynamic Shear Versus Time for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, amd (c)
Trial C
Trails A and B both experience the maximum shear at the initial timestep. This is because the
resistance of the frame is not large enough to overcome the decreases in applied load. This results
in an initial peak in dynamic shear followed by cyclical dynamic shear. The dynamic shear is seen
more clearly in Figure 55.
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Figure 55: Frame Analysis, Dynamic Shear Versus Time for Trial (b)
At a time of 0 milliseconds, the dynamic shear is equal to 7.341 psi, where at the peak of the first
cycle, at a time of 9.07 milliseconds, the dynamic shear is equal to 6.439 psi. Because the first
oscillatory peak is less than the initial condition, the maximum dynamic shear will remain at a
value of 7.341, which is the products of the peak reflected pressure and 𝐶𝑅 , and the coefficient
applied to blast load. Trial C shows a case were the resistance is large enough to overcome the
decrease in applied force. This means that the maximum value occurs during the first peak in
dynamic shear, as seen in Figure 54 (c). and not at a time of 0 milliseconds, as seen in Figure 54
(b).
The maximum deflection, 𝑢(𝑡)Max, is also seen during the first period in Figure 56.

Figure 56: Frame Analysis, Displacement Versus Time for (a) Trial A, (b) Trial B, amd (c) Trial
C
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Trials A, B, and C demonstrate the wide range of responses that a beam can have when varying
the depth of the column and beam, and the width of the elements. These three trials show that there
are similarities and differences between a beam and frame’s SDOF response. More samples are
needed to understand how the elastic-plastic resistance-deflection curve, seen in Trial B, as well
as the early peak in dynamic shear, seen in Trials A and B, effect the design space. The elastoplastic resistance design curve did not occur in the fixed-fixed beam because of the clear
progression of hinge formations in a fixed-fixed beam. Additionally, no beam sampled in Chapter
5 had a low enough resistance to cause the peak dynamic pressure to occur at the initial timestep.

5.4 Frame Sampling Procedure
A SDOF model was created in MATLAB to integrate the pressure wave time history and frame
capacity. The MATLAB code for frame analysis can be seen in Appendix B. The goal of this
process is to understand how the mass, ductility, and shear response of a single bay frame with
pinned supports relate to each other. The minimum depth and width of the beam and columns are
governed by Equation (9) in order to comply with UFC 3-340-02. Therefore, the minimum
dimension used will be 17.65 inches. The maximum value used for the depth and width of the
beam and column is 4ft, or 48 inches. Steel reinforcement was placed symmetrically in the tension
and compression zones of the reinforced concrete columns and beam. Steel ratios were kept at the
minimum allowable steel ratio, in compliance with Equation (11). Material properties are found in
Table 3 and fixed frame properties are seen in Table 12. Damping was kept at 1% of critical
damping. Trials for different beam and column cross sections were used for a charge weight of
1000 lbs. of TNT at a standoff distance of 100.

5.5 Frame Sampling Convergence
Trials were conducted to test the number of samples needed to appropriately cover the design
space. A load of 1000 lbf of TNT, 100 ft from the structure was used for time trails. Table 17
shows the number samples and the time to completion.
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Table 17: Number of Frame Sample Trials
Trial
1
3

# of
Samples
100
1000
10000

Time (s)
5.33
44.01
631.1

10,000 samples were seen to properly cover the variable space, where 100 and 1,000 samples did
not. The number of samples needed to cover the design space was capped at 10,000 samples. These
samples included 8 hard-coded point at the corners of the rectangular variable. The 8 hardcoded
points included every combination of the maximum and minimum value for the depth of the
column, the depth of the beam, and the width of the elements. These points were hardcoded to
ensure that any extreme or maximum value that was as the corner of the variable space would be
sampled. 99,992 random samples were added to the 8 hardcoded samples to produce 10,000
samples.

5.6 Frame Design Space Analysis
10,000 samples were analyzed to understand the design space of the 1 bay frame. Material
properties and fixed frame geometry were kept constant, as in Table 3 and Table 12 respectively.
The minimum depth and width of the columns and beam was 17.65 inches, as defined by Equation
(9), and the maximum value was set to 48 inches. Figure 57 shows the tri-objective plot for the
frame analysis.
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Figure 57: Frame Analysis, Tri-Objective Plot
Figure 58 displays the relationship between normalized mass and ductility for the single bay frame.
This relationship is similar to that shown in the beam, where at the onset, additional mass can
increase or decrease the ductility depending on where the mass is added, and the design space
narrows at the end, approaching the value where all depths widths are at a maximum value.

Figure 58: Frame Analysis, Normalized Mass Versus Ductility
As with the beam, the relationship between shear and ductility shows an interesting pattern. The
relationship between shear and ductility and shear and mass is shown in Figure 59 and Figure 61.
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Figure 59: Frame Analysis, Normalized Mass Versus Normalized Dynamic Shear
The overall trend in Figure 59 is similar to the range of the fixed-fixed beam from small ductility.
The floor imparted on the normalized dynamic shear as a result of the peak dynamic shear happing
at the onset is not affected by the ductility. There is a correlation between the ductility and the
range of values for normalized dynamic shear. As ductility increases, the possible range of
normalized dynamic shear decreases, converging on the minimum value. The pyramidal shape of
the design space shown in Figure 59 is also a result of the individual design spaces for ductility
and normalized dynamic shear as functions of the column and beam depths, shown in Figure 60.

Figure 60: Frame Analysis, Column and Beam Deptth Versus a) Normalzied Shear and b)
ductility
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Figure 60 (a) shows that the peak shear occurs when the beam depth and column depth are the
largest, while Figure 60 (b) shows the largest ductility occurs when the beam depth is smallest and
the column depth is largest. This mismatch of peaks creates the design space shown in Figure 59,
where a clear floor can be seen. The floor in dynamic shear is more clearly seen in Figure 61.

Figure 61: Frame Analysis, Mass Versus Normalized Dynamic Shear
The relationship seen in Figure 61 is consistent with the observed values in Chapter 5.3. The
inflection point in the graph occurs when the resistance is too small to overcome the decrease in
initial applied load, leading to the same maximum dynamic shear.

5.7 Frame Standoff Distance Analysis
The sampling was then conducted for three different standoff distances, as was done in Chapter
4.6. Standoff distances of 100, 150, and 200 ft were compared. The three bi-objective plots for
each standoff distance are shown in Figure 62, Figure 63, and Figure 64.
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Figure 62: Frame Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Ductility Bi-Objective Plot for a) 𝑅𝑔 =
100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡

Figure 63: Frame Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Normalized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective
Plot for a) 𝑅𝑔 = 100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡

Figure 64: Frame Analysis, Normalized Dynamic Shear versus Ductility Bi-Objective Plot for a)
𝑅𝑔 = 100 𝑓𝑡 b) 𝑅𝑔 = 150 𝑓𝑡 c) 𝑅𝑔 = 200 𝑓𝑡
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Figure 62 shows how ductility decreases at a decreasing rate as the standoff distance is increased.
Similarly, Figure 63 sees a decrease in shear as standoff increases. The minimum value of shear
decreases, as well as the slope of the overall trendline. This decrease in slope is a result of the
smaller load being applied as standoff distance increases. Both trends in normalized shear and
ductility are emphasized in Figure 64 where a large initial scaling is seen from 100 feet to 150 feet
in standoff distance, and less is seen form 150 ft to 200 ft, confirming diminishing returns to
increased standoff distances.

5.8 Frame Steel Ratio Analysis.
5.8.1 Frame Steel Ratio Comparison
Three trials were conducted to demonstrate the difference in beam response to various steel ratios.
Table 18 represents the geometric input data that was used in conjunction with the material inputs
found in Table 3 and fixed frame geometry from Table 12.
Table 18: Frame Steel Ratio Comparison Geometric Input Data
Variable
hc (in)
hb (in)
b (in)
W (lb TNT)
Rg (ft)
𝜌 (%)

Trial A
30
40
20
1000
100
0.33

Trial B
30
40
20
1000
100
0.83

Trial C
30
40
20
1000
100
1.67

For each trial, all geometric and material data was kept constant, except for the steel ratio. The
minimum steel ratio, 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , for a beam of this size is 0.33%. The three trials utilized 1, 2.5, and 5
times this minimum ratio to understand the steel ratios effect on the beam’s behavior. Figure 65
shows the resistance-deflection curve for each frame and Figure 66 and Figure 67 depicts the frame
response to the blast loading.
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Figure 65: Frame Analysis, Deflection versus Resistance for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c)
𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 66: Frame Analysis, Deflection Versus Time for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 =
5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 67: Frame Analysis, Dynamic Shear versus Time for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c)
𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
Figure 65 show the increased resistance with each increase in steel ratio. The slope of the elastic
portion of the resistance-deflection curve also increases, as expected, as the stiffness of the frame
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increases. The increases stiffness is seen as deflection decreases in each trail and dynamic shear
increases in each trail. The outputs of each trial are seen in Table 19.
Table 19: Frame Steel Ratio Comparison Output Data
Trial

ρ (%)

Normalized
Shear

A
B
C

0.33
0.83
1.67

0.43
0.60
0.74

% Change
Normalized
Shear
42.22
33.82

Ductility

% Change
Ductility

0.13
0.07
0.05

38.10
24.11

Table 19 shows the output values for each trial. This table clearly shows that there is less than a
doubling in normalized shear and less than a halving of ductility. This confirms that, as with a
beam, there are diminishing returns to scale when adding additional reinforcement.

5.8.2 Frame Steel Ratio Design Space Analysis
The steel ratio was also plotted at 1 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 , and 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 for 10,000 samples each.
Material properties and fixed frame geometry was kept constant, as in Chapter 5.6 except for the
steel ratio. The charge weight was kept at 1000 lb TNT and the standoff distance was kept constant
at 100 ft. Figure 68 through Figure 70 display the outputs for beams of differing steel ratios, as the
depth and width of the frame elements were varied.

Figure 68: Frame Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Ductility Bi-Objective Plot for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
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Figure 69: Frame Analysis, Normalized Mass versus Normalized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective
Plot for a) 𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 70: Frame Analysis, Ductility versus Normalized Dynamic Shear Bi-Objective Plot for a)
𝜌 = 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 b) 𝜌 = 2.5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛 c) 𝜌 = 5 ∗ 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
The result of increasing the steel ratio for a frame is similar to that of a beam. There is a large
initial change in ductility when increasing the steel ratio from 1 to 2.5 time the minimum allowable
steel ratio, and less when doubling it from 2.5 to 5 times the minimum allowable. The same can
be seen in the slope of the normalized shear versus normalized mass as steel increases. The impact
of the steel ratio increase is larger in the frame than the beam, as the mass of steel added with each
increase in steel ratio is larger.
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6 Robustness Application
Robustness metrics were applied to the beam and frame to better understand their response to the
blast loading. The robustness metric applied were discussed in Chapter 2.3.

6.1 Beam Robustness Application
Damage-based robustness was plotted for the beam system, as seen in Figure 71.

Figure 71: Beam Analysis, Damage-Based Robusness Versus Normalized Mass
The largest robustness corresponds to the smallest deflection and ductility. As seen in Figure 71,
the largest robustness of 0.781 occurs when mass is at 0.221, with the smallest width and largest
depth. The smallest robustness, occurs at a mass of 0.221 and has a robustness of -5.22. Any beam
with robustness less than 0 has formed at least 1 plastic hinge.

6.2 Frame Robustness Application
Damage-based robustness was also applied to the single-story frame described in Chapter 5. The
steel ratio was kept at the minimum allowable ratio, to keep the sampling the same as in Chapter
5.6. Figure 72 show the relationship between normalized mass and damage-based robustness while
Figure 73 displays the relationship between damage-based robustness as the depth of both the
columns and beam.
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Figure 72: Frame Analysis, Damage- Based Robusness Versus Normalized Mass

Figure 73: Frame Analysis, Damage-Based Robustness Versus Column and Beam Depth
The peak value in both figures corresponds to a damage-based robustness of 0.793 and a
normalized mass of 0.269. This design has the maximum depth of both the beam and column at
48 inches, but has the minimum beam and column width.
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7 Weighted Design Approach
Understanding efficient designs for the given loading condition requires weighting the 3
normalized objectives. For this design challenge, the steel ratio was kept constant at the minimum
allowable steel ratio, and the material properties were consistent with those used in Chapter 4.5
and 5.6 for the beam and frame respectively.
A weighting scheme was created to understand the optimal design for each objective. This was
accomplished by creating a weighted objective function, Ow, as seen in Equation(48). The
minimum weighted objective, 𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛 , is the minimum of all objective functions for all 10,000
samples, and is shown in Equation(49).

𝑂𝑤 =

(𝑤𝑚 𝑚𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 + 𝑤𝑑 𝑑𝑛 + 𝑤𝑠 𝑉R−norm )
𝑤𝑚 + 𝑤𝑑 + 𝑤𝑠

𝑂𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min(𝑂𝑤 )

(48)

(49)

Where 𝑤𝑚 , 𝑤𝑑 , and 𝑤𝑠 are the weights applied to the normalized mass, mnorm , ductility, 𝑑𝑛 , and
normalized dynamic shear, 𝑉R−norm , respectively.

7.1 Beam Weighted Design
The tabulated minimum objective function for different weighting scenarios for the fixed-fixed
beam described in Chapter 4.5 is shown in Table 20.
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Table 20: Beam Weighted Objectives
Trial 𝒘𝒎 𝒘𝒅 𝒘𝒔
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
4
1
1
0
5
1
0
1
6
0
1
1
7
1
1
1

𝑶𝒘
1.392
0.219
0.000
0.220
0.696
1.702
1.135

𝒎𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎
0.000
0.221
0.000
0.221
0.000
0.003
0.003

𝒅𝒏
2.027
0.219
2.027
0.219
2.027
1.936
1.936

𝑽𝐑−𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦
1.392
3.837
1.392
3.837
1.392
1.467
1.467

b
13.636
13.636
13.636
13.636
13.636
13.652
13.652

h
13.636
48.000
13.636
48.000
13.636
14.039
14.039

Trials 1 through 3 show the values for the minimum objective function, 𝑂𝑤 , for normalized
dynamic shear, ductility, and normalized mass respectively. The minimum objective value for
normalized dynamic shear and normalized mass is identical. This is because of the positive
relationship seen in Figure 24 in Chapter 4.5. This is seen again in Trial 5, which shows the
objective weighted function of normalized mass and normalized dynamic shear is also the
minimum for each individual function. Trial 4 shows the bi-objective weighted function of
ductility and normalized mass. The resultant design has the minimum width and maximum beam
depth. This bi-objected weighted function corresponds with the single objected minimum for
ductility, suggesting that ductility controls the that specific bi-objective pair. Trial 6, the biobjected weighted function of ductility and normalized dynamic shear shows a compromise of
both minimum, converging on a value that is not a minimum for each objective individually.
Lastly, Trial 7 shows the tri-objected weighted objective. However, in this tri-objected weighted
function, as with each Trial except Trial 2 and 4, the ductility is larger than 1. This corresponds to
a negative damage-based robustness value which is not acceptable.
Instead of trying to maximize robustness, a robustness constraint must be added. Therefore, all
eligible designs must have a positive robustness, and thus a ductility less than 1. This means that
the beam remains elastic throughout its response and does not form any plastic hinges. The
weighted objectives are seen in Table 21 when the robustness constraint has been imposed.
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Table 21: Beam Weighted Objectives with Robustness Constraint
Trial 𝒘𝒎 𝒘𝒅 𝒘𝒔
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
4
1
1
0
5
1
0
1
6
0
1
1
7
1
1
1

𝑶𝒘
2.896
0.219
0.049
0.220
1.472
1.931
1.305

𝒎𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎
0.049
0.221
0.049
0.221
0.049
0.054
0.054

𝒅𝒏
0.995
0.219
0.995
0.219
0.995
0.899
0.899

𝑽𝐑−𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦
2.896
3.837
2.896
3.837
2.896
2.963
2.963

b
14.060
13.636
14.060
13.636
14.060
13.760
13.760

h
20.611
48.000
20.611
48.000
20.611
21.829
21.829

Each trial in Table 21 and Table 20 differs except for Trial 2 and 4 which were already governed
by ductility. Each other weighted function has been changed, increasing the weighted objective to
adhere to the robustness constraint. This is confirmed by all 𝑑𝑛 values being less than 1 in Table
21. When minimizing normalized dynamic shear and normalized mass, and imposing the
robustness constraint, the weighted objective corresponds a design with a beam width of 14.060
inches and a depth of 20.611 inches. This differs from the design shown in Trial 7 which minimizes
all objective and applies a robustness constraint. The design in Trial 7 decreases the beam with to
13.760 inches which is the minimum allowable beam dimension, and increased the depth to 21.829
inches.
Therefore, there is not a singular most efficient design for this blast loading condition, because of
the negative relationship between objectives and the increase in weighted objected when a realistic
robustness constraint is applied. The kink in the bottom of the normalized mass versus ductility
curve shown in Figure 23 would suggest an efficient design at a minimum beam width and
maximum depth, but the tradeoff between ductility and dynamic shear, proves, that an optimal
design for one or 2 objectives is not a clear, tri-objective, best design.
Each design presented in Table 21 and Table 20 are starting points for a more detailed design
process. The weighting scheme and robustness constraints provide a guideline for more efficient
designs. For a fixed-fixed beam given in Chapter 4.5, the design when b is equal to 17.76 inches
and h is equal to 21.829 inches should be chosen as a base case for further evaluation via a detailed
analysis. This design, shown in Trial 7 of Table 21, is the minimum for the tri-objective function.
This function has a low mass in comparison to other bi-objective minima, a ductility less than 1,
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and a relatively low normalized dynamic shear. The dynamic shear value greater than 1 could be
accounted for via added shear reinforcement in the beam.
This design recommendation is a result of the simplified SDOF analysis used to understand the
beam, and is not an extreme value in the variable space, meaning, it does not have any minimum
or maximum dimension value. The combination of beam width and depth provided in Trial 1 of
Table 21 allows additional room in the dimensions for further refinement during a multiple degree
of freedom analysis or finite element model, where the designs shown in Trial 2 and Trial 4 do
not.

7.2 Frame Weighted Design
The weighting scheme described by Equation (48)and Equation (49) was applied to the frame
system for all three objectives. The weighted objectives are seen in Table 22.
Table 22: Frame Weighted Objective
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

𝒘𝒎
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

𝒘𝒅
0
1
0
1
0
1
1

𝒘𝒔
1
0
0
0
1
1
1

𝑶𝒘
1.604
0.207
0.000
0.232
0.802
0.946
0.690

𝒎𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎
0.513
0.269
0.000
0.153
0.000
0.180
0.153

𝒅𝒏
1.548
0.207
0.596
0.312
0.596
0.288
0.312

𝑽𝐑−𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦
1.604
1.947
1.604
1.604
1.604
1.604
1.604

b
48.000
17.647
17.647
17.827
17.647
17.741
17.827

hc
17.647
48.000
17.647
34.723
17.647
36.977
34.723

hb
48.000
48.000
17.647
34.292
17.647
39.406
34.292

Trials 1 through 3 in Table 22 show the minimum values for each objective individually. It is
interesting to note the difference in the minimum between Trial 1 and Trial 2, when minimizing
normalized dynamic shear and ductility respectively. The minimum of dynamic shear comes when
the frame is the least stiff, this is achieved with the largest with in the frame, but the smallest
column depth, causing faster hinge formations and thus deflection. The opposite is seen when
minimizing ductility, as the normalized dynamic shear increases as stiffness increases. Trial 1 is
also the only minimum weighted objective that that has a ductility greater than 1. Additionally, the
single objective minimum shown in Trial 1 and bi-objective minimum shown in Trial 5 converge
on the same design where each element has the smallest allowable dimension. For Trial 4 and 6,
where bi-objective weighted functions include ductility, the trend towards identical beam and
column depths is seen, where the member depths are greater than member widths to increase the
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element’s moment of inertia and dynamic moment capacity. Similarly, this is seen in the triobjective weighted function in Trial 7, where the beam dimensions are identical to Trial 4, where
shear is not included.
Imposing the same robustness constraint as discussed in Chapter 7.1, the weighted values are
shown in Table 23.
Table 23: Frame Weighted Objective with Robustness Constraint
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

𝒘𝒎
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

𝒘𝒅
0
1
0
1
0
1
1

𝒘𝒔
1
0
0
0
1
1
1

𝑶𝒘
1.604
0.207
0.000
0.232
0.802
0.946
0.690

𝒎𝒏𝒐𝒓𝒎
0.513
0.269
0.000
0.153
0.000
0.180
0.153

𝒅𝒏
1.548
0.207
0.596
0.312
0.596
0.288
0.312

𝑽𝐑−𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦
1.604
1.947
1.604
1.604
1.604
1.604
1.604

b
48.000
17.647
17.647
17.827
17.647
17.741
17.827

hc
17.647
48.000
17.647
34.723
17.647
36.977
34.723

hb
48.000
48.000
17.647
34.292
17.647
39.406
34.292

Trials 1 is the only trial whose design changed between Table 22 and Table 23. However, even as
the design changed, the maximum value does not change. This is because on the lack of
overcoming resistance discussed in Chapter 5.3 where multiple designs with low resistances have
the same maximum dynamic shear at the onset of the applied blast load. The results of Trial 1
demonstrate that there are multiple minimum values of dynamic shear that can satisfy the
robustness constraint.
As show in Table 22 and Table 23, each weighted tri-objective minimization is not a minimum
from a singular weighted objective function for any of the three objectives. Unlike with beam,
where there is a kink in the ductility versus normalized mass curve, the 3-dimensional nature of
the frame, because of the 3 geometric input variables, makes a singular optimal point for a given
loading scenario more obscure as the tradeoffs between objectives not only depends on each
variable individually, but on the interplay between all three variables in the frame geometry.
Given the result of Table 23, the design shown in Trial 4 and 7 should be initially investigated
further. This design has the minimum beam width, but not a maximum or minimum value for the
depth of the beam or column. This design has as ductility less than 1, a relatively low normalized
mass, and a normalized dynamic shear slightly above 1 that can be accommodated via additional
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shear reinforcement. Although this design is not a minimum for any singular objective, it does
present an interesting design that accounts for the tradeoffs between these objectives. This design
should be analyzed further in a multiple degree of freedom model for more detailed design
considerations.
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8 Conclusion
This Chapter summarizes the work presented in this thesis and outlines the next steps in SDOF
design space analysis for beam and frame elements. This Chapter also shows the potential impact
of the work presented in the thesis.

8.1 Summary of Contributions
This research demonstrated the capabilities of SDOF systems in describing the response of a beam
and frame to blast loading. The effects of element geometry, steel ratios, and standoff distance
were examined for both beam and frame systems.
Clear relationships were drawn between ductility, mass, and dynamic shear for fixed-fixed beams.
The negative correlation between dynamics hear and ductility proves no singular design is optimal
for all three objectives. Although no singular design is evident, with constraint criteria, a more
efficient design can be discovered by understanding the design space, and the weights of each
objective.
Frame systems also show a more complex relationship between objectives as thee variables were
used to describe the frame system. The negative relationship between ductility and dynamic shear
holds true when describing both a beam and frame system, although the design space differs.
The design space for the beam system was composed of a surface that was a function of both
geometric variables. The design space for the frame, however, is a 3-dimensional shape, and a
function of all 3 geometric variables.

8.2 Potential Impact
The sampling regiment shown, using SDOF analyses, allowed for a computationally fast analysis
of a beam and frame. Although this analysis may be sufficient for a fixed-fixed beam system in its
entirety, it provides a good foundation for frame design that highlights interesting and efficient
geometry to be modeled further in finite element or multiple degree of freedom analyses.
Using this SDOF approach in preliminary analysis of frame systems will aid in narrowing designs
options before more computationally and economically expensive analyses are used. Minimum
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objective values provide interesting starting points inside the variable space for detailed designs
that are not defined minimum or maximum dimension values. This initial step in the design
process can help lower the total mass in a project while maintaining a safe structure.

8.3 Future Work
There are multiple avenues for future work that are introduced within this thesis. A comprehensive
design space analysis that includes steel ratios and the effect of added steel on CO2 emissions and
mass would help to further refine and asses the relative impact of the initial design process.
Secondly, each element in this thesis was designed with symmetrical and continuous steel
reinforcement, and additional optimization of the element can be achieved through more detailed
reinforcement design.
The SDOF frame analysis conducted in this thesis was for one configuration of a single bay with
pinned supports. Additional SDOF modeling is needed to understand how the dimensions of the
single bay affect the frame response, as well as how additional bays, with and without uniform
columns designs would change the frame response to blast loading.
The workflow of this thesis is designed to be used with a single degree of freedom analysis, but as
mentioned in Chapter 8.2, added value is achieved when using a SDOF model to understand the
design space before using a more complex multiple degree of freedom analysis approach. The next
step in this process could be to integrate the SDOF design space analysis with a multiple degree
of freedom analysis. This integrated analysis tool could be used in conjunction with risk-based
models to understand the risk associated with the design space and multiple semi-efficient designs.

8.4 Concluding Remarks
In a more complex world, the threats facing structures continue to develop. Understanding better
ways to ensure the safety of our structures and the people inside them is key to building a safer,
more resilient built environment. Through evaluation of the design space, using a single degree of
freedom approach, initial designs can be analyzed to understand their efficiency for normalized
mass, ductility, and normalized dynamic shear objectives. The hope of this thesis is to encourage
the use of optimization and design space analysis for protective design applications to help ensure
safety of structures without increasing their mass.
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10 Appendix A: MATLAB Code for Beam Analysis
clc; clear all; close all; tic;
%% Inputs
[Beam_Type, AsC, AsT, h, b, dC, dT, fy, fc, ec, Ey, L, Gamma, Rho_steel,W,Rg,n,Z, dt, Fs_0, v_0, x_0, nel,
Static_Axial_load, SinglePlot,ExpEXCEL,SavFig,As_percent,h_min, h_max,Trial] =DataInputSingle();
%% Blast Load Calculations
[Pr_act,t,LoadData]=Positive_Pressure(W,Rg,L,b, nel);
%% SDOF Analysis
[Robustness,F_LONG_COUNT,m_act,DTA,GeoData,Mn,Ig,td,xPlot,RPLOT,t,Resist,
DR_LS,d,AsC,h,b,L,DR_max,d_max,ductility_maxE,ductility_maxP,m,m_norm,Vol,Shear_norm]=SDOF_Functio
n(Beam_Type, AsC, AsT, h, b, dC, dT, fy, fc, ec, Ey, L, Gamma, Rho_steel,W,Rg,n,Z, dt, Fs_0, v_0, x_0, nel,
Static_Axial_load,SinglePlot,ExpEXCEL, As_percent, h_min, h_max, SavFig, Pr_act, t);
toc;
%% Input Fuction
function [Beam_Type, AsC, AsT, h, b, dC, dT, fy, fc, ec, Ey, L, Gamma, Rho_steel,W,Rg,n,Z, dt, Fs_0, v_0, x_0,
nel, Static_Axial_load,SinglePlot,ExpEXCEL, As_percent, h_min, h_max,SavFig, Trial] =DataInputMatrix()
Beam_Type=2; %2 for Fixed-Fixed
Trial=17;
nel=100;
h_max=48; %in
W=1000; %lbf
Rg=100; %ft
dt=.10; % ms
Time interval for calculations,
STEEL_Ceof=1;
n=10000;
% Nubmer of Iterations
ExpEXCEL=1; %1 if you want to convert to Excel, 0 if not
SavFig=1; %1 if you want to save and plot figures, 0 if not
Length=15*12;
k=0.5;
h_min=(Length*k/22)/0.3;
h_min=34;
h_max=45;
b_min=h_min;
b_max=h_max;
SinglePlot=0;
fc=4; %ksi DOES NOT CHANGE
fy=60; %ksi DOES NOT CHANGE
As_percent=STEEL_Ceof*max((3*(fc*1000)^0.5/(fy*1000)),(200/(fy*1000)))*100;
L=
Length.*ones(nel,1); %in
dC= 2*ones(nel,1); %in
hh=
(h_max-h_min).*rand(nel-4,1) + h_min;%in
bb=
(b_max-b_min).*rand(nel-4,1) + b_min; %in
h=[hh; h_min; h_max; h_min; h_max];
b= 48*ones(nel,1); %in
AsC= b.*h*As_percent./100; %in^2
AsT=AsC; %in^2
dT=h-dC; %in
ec=.003; %DOES NOT CHANGE
Ey=29000; %ksi DOES NOT CHANGE
Gamma=(150/12^3); %lb/in^3 unit weight of concrete DOES NOT CHANGE
Rho_steel=0.284; %lb/in3 DOES NOT CHANGE
Z=1;
% As a Percent Pecentage of Critical Damping; DOES NOT CHANGE
Fs_0=0; % psi
Initial Static load (acting with dynamic load), DOES NOT CHANGE
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v_0=0;
% in/msec Initial velocity, DOES NOT CHANGE
x_0=0;
% in
Initial Deflection DOES NOT CHANGE
Static_Axial_load=0; % DOES NOT CHANGE
end
%% Load Generation Function
function [Pr_act,t,LoadData]=Positive_Pressure(W,Rg,L,b,nel)
% Inputs
Zact=Rg/(W^(1/3));
if Zact<1.00987
fprintf('Scaled Distance is %s\n', Zact);
error('Scaled Distance is too small, and must be above 1');
end
Height=L/12; %ft
Width=b/12; %ft
% Find Pso,ir_W13,is_W13,ta_W13,to_W13,U,L_W13
Zact=Rg/(W^(1/3));
[Z,Pso,is_W13,] = Fig2_15_Read();
ind_above=find(Z>Zact, 1 );
ind_below=find(Z<Zact, 1, 'last' );
Pso_act=Pso(ind_below)+(Pso(ind_above)-Pso(ind_below))/(Z(ind_above)-Z(ind_below))*(Zact-Z(ind_below));
is_act=(is_W13(ind_below)+(is_W13(ind_above)-is_W13(ind_below))/(Z(ind_above)-Z(ind_below))*(ZactZ(ind_below)))*W^(1/3);
% Reflected Pressure Coefficient
[Fig2_193_Table,Fig2_193_Heading] = Fig2_193_Read();
ind_above=find(Fig2_193_Heading>Pso_act, 1, 'last' );
ind_below=find(Fig2_193_Heading<Pso_act, 1 );
Cr_alpha=(Fig2_193_Table(ind_below)+(Fig2_193_Table(ind_above)Fig2_193_Table(ind_below))/(Fig2_193_Heading(ind_above)-Fig2_193_Heading(ind_below))*(Pso_actFig2_193_Heading(ind_below)));
% Reflected Pressure;
Pr_act=Pso_act*Cr_alpha;
% Reflected Impulse
[Fig2_194_Pso,Fig2_194_ialpha_W13] = Fig2_194_Read();
ind_above=find(Fig2_194_Pso>Pso_act, 1, 'last' );
ind_below=find(Fig2_194_Pso<Pso_act, 1 );
ir_alpha=(Fig2_194_ialpha_W13(ind_below)+(Fig2_194_ialpha_W13(ind_above)Fig2_194_ialpha_W13(ind_below))/(Fig2_194_Pso(ind_above)-Fig2_194_Pso(ind_below))*(Pso_actFig2_194_Pso(ind_below)))*(W^(1/3));
% Sound Velocity
[Fig2_192_Pso,Fig2_192_Cr] = Fig2_192_Read();
ind_above=find(Fig2_192_Pso>Pso_act, 1 );
ind_below=find(Fig2_192_Pso<Pso_act, 1, 'last' );
Cr=(Fig2_192_Cr(ind_below)+(Fig2_192_Cr(ind_above)-Fig2_192_Cr(ind_below))/(Fig2_192_Pso(ind_above)Fig2_192_Pso(ind_below))*(Pso_act-Fig2_192_Pso(ind_below)));
% Peak Dynamic Pressure,
[Fig2_003_Pso,Fig2_003_qo] = Fig2_003_Read();
ind_above=find(Fig2_003_Pso>Pso_act, 1 );
ind_below=find(Fig2_003_Pso<Pso_act, 1, 'last' );
qo=(Fig2_003_qo(ind_below)+(Fig2_003_qo(ind_above)-Fig2_003_qo(ind_below))/(Fig2_003_Pso(ind_above)Fig2_003_Pso(ind_below))*(Pso_act-Fig2_003_Pso(ind_below)));
C_D=1;
PCQ=Pso_act+C_D*qo;
t_r=2*ir_alpha/Pr_act;
Ref_Impulse=Pr_act*t_r/2;
% Clearing
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S=min(Height,Width/2);
G=max(Height,Width/2);
R=S./G;
tc=(4*S)./((1+R).*Cr);
t_of=2.*is_act./Pso_act;
Clearing_Intersection=PCQ.*tc./t_of;
Clearing_Impulse=(Pr_act-Clearing_Intersection).*tc./2+tc.*Clearing_Intersection+Clearing_Intersection.*(t_oftc)./2;
Ref_Impulse;
t=zeros(nel,1);
for ii=1:nel
if Clearing_Impulse(ii,1)<Ref_Impulse
t(ii,1)=2*Clearing_Impulse(ii,1)/Pr_act;
else
t(ii,1)=t_r(ii,1);
end
end
LoadData=[1];
end
%% Read Files for Charts
function [Fig2_194_Pso,Fig2_194_ialpha_W13] = Fig2_194_Read()
Fig2_194_Pso=[7000; 6000; 5000; 4000; 3000; 2000; 1500; 1000; 700; 400; 200; 100; 50; 20; 10; 5; 3; 2; 1.5; 1;
0.7];
Fig2_194_ialpha_W13=[8463; 5088; 3153; 1916; 1111; 594.7; 413.1; 267.9; 193.7; 125.1; 78.78; 52.27; 35.68;
21.84; 14.91; 9.872; 7.04; 5.238; 4.188; 3.024; 2.277];
end
function [Fig2_193_Table,Fig2_193_Heading] = Fig2_193_Read()
Fig2_193_Table=[12.25; 10.8; 10; 8.6; 7.8; 7; 6.65; 6; 5.6; 5; 4.45; 4; 3.35; 3; 2.5; 2.2; 2.1; 2.05; 2.05; 2];
Fig2_193_Heading=[5000; 3000; 2000; 1000; 500; 400; 300; 200; 150; 100; 70; 50; 30; 20; 10; 5; 2; 1; 0.5; 0.2];
end
function [Fig2_192_Pso,Fig2_192_Cr] = Fig2_192_Read()
Fig2_192_Pso=[0; 4.939575; 9.898054; 14.81294; 19.75219; 24.85084; 29.95062; 34.80071; 39.80967; 44.90969;
49.91947; 54.81611; 59.89424; 64.88261; 69.98421; 74.94973];
Fig2_192_Cr=[1.113119; 1.198519; 1.283916; 1.358451; 1.423033; 1.48491; 1.54; 1.594621; 1.649704; 1.703437;
1.753543; 1.80138; 1.850133; 1.892546; 1.936776; 1.980092];
end
function [Z,Pso,is_W13] = Fig2_15_Read()
format long;
Z=[1.00987 1.04285 1.0769 1.11207 1.14839 1.18589 1.22462 1.26461 1.30591 1.34856 1.3926 1.43808 1.48504
1.53354 1.58362 1.63533 1.68874 1.74389 1.80084 1.85965 1.92038 1.9831 2.04786 2.11474 2.1838 2.25511
2.32876 2.40481 2.48335 2.56444 2.64819 2.73468 2.82398 2.91621 3.01144 3.10979 3.21134 3.31622 3.42452
3.53635 3.65184 3.7711 3.89425 4.02143 4.15276 4.28837 4.42842 4.57304 4.72238 4.8766 5.03586 5.20032
5.37014 5.54552 5.72662 5.91364 6.10676 6.30619 6.51213 6.7248 6.94441 7.1712 7.40539 7.64723 7.89697
8.15486 8.42118 8.69619 8.98018 9.27345 9.57629 9.88903 10.212 10.5455 10.8899 11.2455 11.6127 11.992
12.3836 12.788 13.2056 13.6369 14.0822 14.5421 15.017 15.5075 16.0139 16.5368 17.0769 17.6346 18.2105
18.8052 19.4193 20.0535 20.7084 21.3847 22.083 22.8042 23.5489 24.318 25.1121 25.9322 26.7791 27.6536
28.5567 29.4893 30.4523 31.4468 32.4738 33.5343 34.6294 35.7603 36.9282 38.1342 39.3795 40.6655 41.9936
43.3649 44.7811 46.2436 47.7537 49.3132 50.9237 52.5867 54.304 56.0775 57.9088 59.8 61.7529 63.7695
65.8521 68.0026 70.2234 72.5167 74.8849 77.3304 79.8558 82.4637 85.1567 87.9377 90.8095 93.7751 96.8376
100]';
Pso=[988.271 943.01 899.35 857.237 816.62 777.452 739.69 703.293 668.224 634.449 601.935 570.653
540.575 511.674 483.924 457.302 431.783 407.344 383.963 361.616 340.28 319.931 300.547 282.103 264.574
247.934 232.159 217.22 203.092 189.747 177.157 165.293 154.128 143.632 133.778 124.535 115.877 107.775
100.2 93.127 86.5276 80.3762 74.6474 69.3167 64.3603 59.7552 55.4795 51.5121 47.8329 44.4228 41.2635
38.3379 35.6295 33.123 30.8039 28.6587 26.6746 24.8396 23.1426 21.5731 20.1216 18.7789 17.5367 16.3873
15.3234 14.3384 13.4261 12.5809 11.7973 11.0708 10.3966 9.77078 9.1895 8.64927 8.14687 7.67935 7.24401
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6.83835 6.46007 6.10708 5.77743 5.46935 5.18121 4.91152 4.65889 4.42206 4.19987 3.99126 3.79524 3.61092
3.43745 3.27409 3.12013 2.97493 2.83788 2.70844 2.5861 2.4704 2.36091 2.25721 2.15895 2.06578 1.97738
1.89346 1.81374 1.73796 1.66588 1.59728 1.53196 1.4697 1.41034 1.35369 1.29959 1.24789 1.19845 1.15112
1.10578 1.06231 1.02058 0.980509 0.941977 0.904894 0.869172 0.83473 0.801492 0.769388 0.738357
0.708342 0.679294 0.651169 0.623932 0.597555 0.572014 0.547294 0.523388 0.500293 0.478015
0.456565 0.435961 0.416227 0.397391 0.379489 0.362563 0.346658]';
is_W13=[19.4945 19.2354 19.0176 18.8399 18.7011 18.6003 18.5369 18.5104 18.5204 18.5667 18.6495 18.7688
18.925 19.1187 19.3504 19.6212 19.9319 20.2838 20.6782 21.1165 21.6006 22.1322 22.7134 23.3463 24.0334
24.7771 25.5802 26.4456 25.9897 25.7553 25.441 25.0591 24.6208 24.1367 23.6164 23.0686 22.501 21.9205
21.3328 20.743 20.1552 19.573 18.9992 18.4362 17.8856 17.3489 16.827 16.3205 15.8299 15.3553 14.8967
14.4539 14.0265 13.6143 13.2167 12.8332 12.4634 12.1065 11.762 11.4293 11.1079 10.7971 10.4964 10.2054
9.92333 9.64988 9.38456 9.12692 8.87658 8.63316 8.39632 8.16573 7.94111 7.7222 7.50875 7.30055 7.09741
6.89915 6.70561 6.51665 6.33216 6.15202 5.97613 5.8044 5.63677 5.47315 5.31349 5.15773 5.00581 4.85769
4.71332 4.57265 4.43564 4.30223 4.17239 4.04607 3.92321 3.80378 3.6877 3.57493 3.46542 3.35909 3.2559
3.15577 3.05863 2.96443 2.87309 2.78453 2.69869 2.61548 2.53484 2.45669 2.38094 2.30753 2.23637 2.1674
2.10053 2.03569 1.9728 1.91181 1.85263 1.7952 1.73946 1.68534 1.63278 1.58173 1.53213 1.48393 1.43708
1.39154 1.34727 1.30424 1.2624 1.22172 1.1822 1.14379 1.10648 1.07026 1.03512 1.00104 0.96802 0.936063
0.905167 0.875335]';
end
function [Fig2_003_Pso,Fig2_003_qo] = Fig2_003_Read()
Fig2_003_Pso=[2.028 2.083831 2.141199 2.200146 2.260716 2.322954 2.386905 2.452616 2.520137
2.589516 2.660805 2.734058 2.809326 2.886667 2.966137 3.047795 3.131701 3.217916 3.306506
3.397534 3.491068 3.587177 3.685932 3.787406 3.891673 3.998811 4.108898 4.222016 4.338248
4.45768 4.5804 4.706499 4.836069 4.969206 5.106008 5.246577 5.391015 5.53943 5.69193 5.848629
6.009642 6.175087 6.345088 6.519768 6.699257 6.883688 7.073196 7.267921 7.468007 7.673601
7.884855 8.101926 8.324972 8.554158 8.789655 9.031633 9.280274 9.535761 9.798281 10.06803
10.3452 10.63 10.92265 11.22335 11.53233 11.84981 12.17604 12.51124 12.85568 13.2096
13.57326 13.94693 14.33089 14.72542 15.13081 15.54736 15.97538 16.41518 16.86709 17.33144
17.80858 18.29885 18.80261 19.32025 19.85214 20.39867 20.96024 21.53728 22.1302 22.73944
23.36546 24.00871 24.66967 25.34883 26.04668 26.76375 27.50055 28.25764 29.03558 29.83493
30.65628 31.50025 32.36745 33.25853 34.17414 35.11495 36.08167 37.07499 38.09567 39.14444
40.22209 41.3294 42.46721 43.63633 44.83764 46.07201 47.34038 48.64366 49.98282 51.35885
52.77276 54.22559 55.71842 57.25235 58.82851 60.44806 62.11219 63.82214 65.57917 67.38457
69.23966 71.14583 73.10448 75.11704 77.18501 79.30992 81.49332 83.73683 86.04211 88.41085
90.8448 93.34576 95.91557 98.55613 101.2694 104.0573 106.922 109.8656 112.8902 115.9981
119.1915 122.4728 125.8445 129.309 132.8689 136.5268 140.2854 144.1474 148.1158 152.1934
156.3833 160.6885 165.1123 169.6578 174.3285 179.1278 184.0592 189.1263 194.333 199.683
205.1802 210.8289 216.633 222.5969 228.725 235.0218 241.4919 248.1402 254.9715 261.9909
269.2035 276.6147 284.2299 292.0547 300.095 308.3566 316.8457 325.5684 334.5313 343.741
353.2042 362.9279 372.9193 383.1858 393.7349 404.5744 415.7123 427.1569 438.9165
450.9999]';
Fig2_003_qo=[0.1000857 0.1056405 0.1114999 0.1176805 0.1241994 0.1310749 0.1383262 0.1459736
0.1540383 0.1625427 0.1715103 0.1809661 0.1909359 0.2014474 0.2125295 0.2242125 0.2365283
0.2495107 0.2631952 0.2776187 0.2928205 0.308842 0.3257261 0.3435185 0.3622671 0.3820221
0.4028364 0.4247656 0.447868 0.4722052 0.4978416 0.5248448 0.5532863 0.5832406 0.6147863
0.6480063 0.6829867 0.7198187 0.758598 0.7994246 0.8424039 0.8876467 0.9352687 0.9853917
1.038144 1.093658 1.152076 1.213544 1.278219 1.34626 1.41784 1.493137 1.572336 1.655634
1.743238 1.835361 1.93223 2.034081 2.141162 2.253732 2.372062 2.496438 2.627157 2.764531
2.908887 3.060566 3.219925 3.38734 3.5632 3.747917 3.941916 4.145649 4.35958 4.584202
4.820024 5.067582 5.327436 5.600168 5.886387 6.186733 6.501869 6.832488 7.179319 7.543117
7.924669 8.324803 8.744377 9.184289 9.64547 10.1289 10.63559 11.16661 11.72304 12.30606
12.91685 13.55666 14.22679 14.9286 15.66349 16.43292 17.23842 18.08158 18.96405 19.88754
20.85383 21.86477 22.9223 24.0284 25.18516 26.39473 27.65936 28.98135 30.36315 31.80721
33.31617 34.89271 36.5396 38.25975 40.05614 41.93188 43.89018 45.93437 48.06787 50.29426
52.61722 55.04056 57.5682 60.20424 62.95285 65.81841 68.80536 71.91838 75.16217 78.54176
82.06216 85.72862 89.54659 93.52154 97.65918 101.9656 106.4467 111.1087 115.9581 121.0015
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126.2456 131.6975 137.3642 143.2532 149.3719 155.728 162.3297 169.1847 176.3016 183.6887
191.3549 199.3091 207.5602 216.1176 224.9908 234.1896 243.7236 253.6032 263.8383 274.4399
285.4183 296.7843 308.5486 320.7233 333.3188 346.3474 359.8203 373.7493 388.1467 403.0247
418.3953 434.2708 450.6638 467.5871 485.0534 503.0753 521.6656 540.8375 560.6038 580.9774
601.972 623.5997 645.8736 668.8072 692.413 716.7047 741.6939 767.3935 793.8167 820.9756
848.882 877.5481 906.986 937.2072 968.2222 1000.043]';
end
%% SDOF Function
function [Robust_Defl,F_LONG_COUNT,m_act,DTA,GeoData,Mn,Ig,td,xPlot,RPLOT,t,Resist,
DR_LS,d,AsC,h,b,L,DR_max,d_max,ductility_maxE,ductility_maxP,m,m_norm,Vol,Shear_norm]=SDOF_Functio
n(Beam_Type, AsC, AsT, h, b, dC, dT, fy, fc, ec, Ey, L, Gamma, Rho_steel,W,Rg,n,Z, dt, Fs_0, v_0, x_0, nel,
Static_Axial_load,SinglePlot,ExpEXCEL, As_percent, h_min, h_max, SavFig, Pr_act, t);
Pr=Pr_act;
td=t;
Leq=L; % in
Distance from support to hinge location [in.]
fprintf('Update: Data Loaded')
fprintf('\n')
DefLIM=20;
% Beam Calcs
ey=fy/Ey; DIFy=1.17;DIFc=1.19*1.1;Dfy=fy*DIFy;Dfc=fc*DIFc;fdy=Dfy;fdc=Dfc;
Ec=(33*(Gamma).^(1.5).*(fc*1000).^(.5))./1000; %ksi;
if fc<=4
B1=.85*ones(nel,1);
elseif fc>=8
B1=.65*ones(nel,1);
else
B1=.85-(fc-4)/4*(.2)*ones(nel,1);
end
pT=AsT./(b.*dT);pC=AsC./(b.*dC);
if (pT-pC)>=.85*B1.*(fdc./(fdy.*dT)).*(87000./(87000*ones(nel,1)-fdy*1000))
a=(AsT-AsC).*fdy./(.85.*b.*fdc);
Mn=((AsT-AsC)*fdy./b).*(dT-(a./2))+(AsC.*fdy./b).*(dT-dC);
else
a = AsT.*fdy./(0.85*b*fdc);
Mn = abs((AsT.*fdy./b).*(dT - (a./2)));
end
Vc=2*(fdc)^0.5; %psi
%% Resistance Calc
Es=Ey;
Ec=(33*(Gamma)^(1.5)*(fc*1000)^(.5))/1000; %ksi
n_sc=Es/Ec;
Ig=1/12*b.*h.^3; %in^4
a_Ic=.5*b;
b_Ic=(n_sc-1).*AsC+n_sc.*AsT;
c_Ic=-(n_sc-1).*dC.*AsC-n_sc.*AsT.*dT;
Ccr=(-b_Ic+(b_Ic.^2-4.*a_Ic.*c_Ic).^(1/2))./(2.*a_Ic);
Ic=1/3.*b.*Ccr.^3+((n_sc-1).*AsC).*(Ccr-dC).^2+n_sc.*AsT.*(Ccr-dT).^2; %in^4
I_ave=(Ig+Ic)./2;
R_1=(12.*Mn./(L.^2)*1000); %psi
R_2=(16.*Mn./(L.^2)*1000);
R_3=R_2; R_4=R_2; R_5=R_2;
K1=384.*Ec.*I_ave./(L.^4.*b)*1000; %psi/in
K2=384*Ec.*I_ave./(5*L.^4.*b)*1000;
K3=zeros(nel,1); K4=zeros(nel,1); K5=zeros(nel,1);
Klm1=0.77; Klm2=0.78; Klm3=0.66; Klm4=0.66; Klm5=0.66;
F1_Long_E=0.14; R1_Long_E=0.36; F1_Long_P=0.12; R1_Long_P=0.38;
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% Initial Calcs
w=((b.*h-AsC-AsT)*Gamma+(AsC+AsT)*Rho_steel)./b./L;
w_act=((b.*h-AsC-AsT)*Gamma+(AsC+AsT)*Rho_steel);
PRC=0;NSC=1;RTP=0;
g=0.000386;
% in/msec^2 Gravity acceleration ( constant);
m=w./g;
% Mass (psi-ms^2/in)
m_act=w_act./g;
Cr=2.*(K1.*m.*Klm1).^(.5);
% Critital Damping
c=Z./100.*Cr;
% Damping
c_min=.05/100*Cr;
% Min Damping
Tn=2*pi.*(Klm1.*m./K1).^0.5; % Natural Period
Klm1_reb=Klm1; Klm2_reb=Klm2; Klm3_reb=Klm3; Klm4_reb=Klm4; Klm5_reb=Klm5;K1_reb=K1;
K2_reb=K2; K3_reb=K3; K4_reb=K4; K5_reb=K5;
R_0=zeros(nel,1); R_0_reb=R_0; R_1_reb=-1*R_1; R_2_reb=-1*R_2; R_3_reb=-1*R_3; R_4_reb=-1*R_4;
R_5_reb=-1*R_5;
K_1=K1; K_2=zeros(nel,1); K_3=zeros(nel,1); K_4=zeros(nel,1); K_5=zeros(nel,1);
for ii=1:nel
if K2(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_2(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1); else,K_2(ii,1)=K2(ii,1);end
if K3(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_3(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1);elseif
K_3(ii,1)==K2(ii,1),K_3(ii,1)=K_2(ii,1);else,K_3(ii,1)=K3(ii,1);end
if K4(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_4(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1);elseif K_4(ii,1)==K2(ii,1),K_4(ii,1)=K_2(ii,1);elseif
K_4(ii,1)==K3(ii,1),K_4(ii,1)=K_3(ii,1);else,K_4(ii,1)=K4(ii,1); end
if K5(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1);elseif K_5(ii,1)==K2(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_2(ii,1);elseif
K_5(ii,1)==K3(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_3(ii,1);elseif K_5(ii,1)==K4(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_4(ii,1);else,K_5(ii,1)=K5(ii,1);end
end
x_1P=R_1./K_1;x_2P=zeros(nel,1);x_3P=zeros(nel,1);x_4P=zeros(nel,1);x_5P=zeros(nel,1);
for ii=1:nel
if K_2(ii,1)==0,x_2P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_2P(ii,1)=x_1P(ii,1)+(R_2(ii,1)-R_1(ii,1))/K_2(ii,1);end
if K_3(ii,1)==0,x_3P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_3P(ii,1)=x_2P(ii,1)+(R_3(ii,1)-R_2(ii,1))/K_3(ii,1);end
if K_4(ii,1)==0,x_4P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_4P(ii,1)=x_3P(ii,1)+(R_4(ii,1)-R_3(ii,1))/K_4(ii,1);end
if K_5(ii,1)==0,x_5P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_5P(ii,1)=x_4P(ii,1)+(R_5(ii,1)-R_4(ii,1))/K_5(ii,1);end
end
K_1reb=K_1; K_2reb=K_2; K_3reb=K_3; K_4reb=K_4; K_5reb=K_5;x_0P=zeros(nel,1);
x_0N=-1*x_0P; x_1N=-1*x_1P; x_2N=-1*x_2P; x_3N=-1*x_3P; x_4N=-1*x_4P; x_5N=-1*x_5P;
xPlot=[x_5N x_4N x_3N x_2N x_1N x_0N x_0P x_1P x_2P x_3P x_4P x_5P];
RPLOT=[R_5_reb R_4_reb R_3_reb R_2_reb R_1_reb R_0_reb R_0 R_1 R_2 R_3 R_4 R_5];
%% Setup
fprintf('Update: Initial Calcs Complete');
fprintf('\n')
t=zeros(nel,n); F=zeros(nel,n);d=zeros(nel,n);v=zeros(nel,n);KT=zeros(nel,n);
Rc=zeros(nel,n);Resist=zeros(nel,n);inbound5=zeros(nel,1);inbound4=zeros(nel,1);inbound3=zeros(nel,1);inbound2
=zeros(nel,1);inbound1=zeros(nel,n);rebound5=zeros(nel,1);rebound4=zeros(nel,1);rebound3=zeros(nel,1);rebound
2=zeros(nel,1);rebound1=zeros(nel,n);KLM=zeros(nel,1);MaxR=zeros(nel,n);a_b=zeros(nel,1);a=zeros(nel,n);DR_
LS=zeros(nel,n);dd=zeros(nel,n);TMIR=zeros(nel,n);TMRR=zeros(nel,n);
%% Initial Conditions
for ii=1:nel
i=1; t(ii,i)=0; F(ii,i)=Pr; d(ii,i)=x_0; v(ii,i)=v_0;
if d(ii,i)<=x_1P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_1(ii,i);elseif d(ii,i)<=x_2P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_2(ii,i);elseif
d(ii,i)<=x_3P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_3(ii,i);elseif d(ii,i)<=x_4P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_4(ii,i);else,KT(ii,i)=K_5(ii,i);end
Rc(ii,i)=0; %Rebound Counter
%Resist(ii,i)
Resist(ii,i)=Fs_0+x_0*KT(ii,i);
%inbound 5
if KT(ii,i)==K_4(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_4P(ii,i),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
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Resist(ii,i)<R_4(ii,i),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)>R_4(ii,i),inbound5(ii,1)=4;
else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end
%inbound 4
if KT(ii,i)==K_3(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_3P(ii,i),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_3(ii,i),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_3(ii,i),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,inbound4(ii,1)=inbound5(ii,1);end
%inbound 3
if KT(ii,i)==K_2(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_2P(ii,i),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_2(ii,i),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_2(ii,i),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,inbound3(ii,1)=inbound4(ii,1);end
%inbound 2
if KT(ii,i)==K_1(ii,i),if
Resist(ii,i)<R_1(ii,i),inbound2(ii,1)=1;else,inbound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,inbound2(ii,1)=inbound3(ii,1);end
%inbound 1
if v(ii,i)>=0,inbound1(ii,i)=inbound2(ii,1);else,inbound1(ii,i)=0;end
%rebound5
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_4reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_4(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_4N(ii,i),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_4_reb(ii,i) +(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,i),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_4_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,i),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end
%rebound4
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_3reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_3(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_3N(ii,i),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_3_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,i),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_3_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,i),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,rebound4(ii,1)=rebound5(ii,1);end
%rebound3
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_2reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_2(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_2N(ii,i),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_2_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,i),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=2;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_2_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,i),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,rebound3(ii,1)=rebound4(ii,1);end
%rebound2
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_1reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_1(ii,i),if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_1_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_1(ii,i),rebound2(ii,1)=1;else,rebound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,rebound2(ii,1)=rebound3(ii,1);end
%rebound1
if v(ii,i)<0,rebound1(ii,i)=rebound2(ii,1);else,rebound1(ii,i)=0;end
%Maximum Resistance
MaxR(ii,i)=R_1(ii,i);
%Calc for Col V
CCV=MaxR(ii,i);
% KLM(ii,1)=
if inbound1(ii,i)>0,if inbound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1;else,if inbound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2;else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3;else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4;else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5;end,end,end,end,else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1_reb;else,if rebound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2_reb;else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3_reb;else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4_reb;else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5_reb;end,end,end,end,end
% a(ii,i)
if (Resist(ii,i)<0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),a_b(ii,1)=c(ii,i);,else,a_b(ii,1)=c_min(ii,i);end
a(ii,i)=((F(ii,i)+Fs_0)-a_b(ii,1)*v(ii,i)-Resist(ii,i))/(m(ii,i)*KLM(ii,1));
%dd
dd(ii,i)=0.5*a(ii,i)*dt^2+v(ii,i)*dt;
%Dynamic Reaction DR_LS
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if(Resist(ii,i)<=0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),DR_LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_E+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_E);else,DR_LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_P
+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_P);end
end
fprintf('Update: Initial Conditions Complete')
fprintf('\n')
fprintf('Update: Beginning Time Stepping')
fprintf('\n')
%% Time Stepping
for ii=1:nel
for i=2:1:n
%t(ii,i)
t(ii,i)=t(ii,i-1)+dt;
%F(ii,i)
if t(ii,i)<td(ii,1),F(ii,i)=F(ii,i-1)-Pr/td(ii,1)*dt;else,F(ii,i)=0;end
d(ii,i)=d(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1);
v(ii,i)=(d(ii,i)-d(ii,i-1))/dt+0.5*a(ii,i-1)*dt;
%KT(ii,i)
if v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<=0,if rebound1(ii,i-1)==0,KT(ii,i)=K_1reb(ii,1);else,KT(ii,i)=K_1(ii,1);end,else,if
v(ii,i)>=0,if inbound1(ii,i-1)==1,KT(ii,i)=K_1(ii,1);else,if inbound1(ii,i-1)==2,KT(ii,i)=K_2(ii,1);else,if
inbound1(ii,i-1)==3,KT(ii,i)=K_3(ii,1);else,if inbound1(ii,i1)==4,KT(ii,i)=K_4(ii,1);else,KT(ii,i)=K_5(ii,1);end,end,end,end,else,if rebound1(ii,i1)==1,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_1reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_1(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i-1)==2,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_2reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*-K_2(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i-1)==3,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_3reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_3(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i-1)==4,KT(ii,i)=NSC*kK_4reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_4(ii,1);else,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_5reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*-K_5(ii,1);end,end,end,end,end,end
%Rc(ii,i) Rebound Counter
if i==2,if abs(v(ii,i))>v(ii,i),Rc(ii,i)=1;else,if v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<0,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i-1)+1;else,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i1);end,end,else,if v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<0,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i-1)+1;else,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i-1);end,end
% TMIR (Total Max Inbound Resistance)
if Rc(ii,i)==0,TMIR(ii,i)=R_1(ii,1);else,if Rc(ii,i)-Rc(ii,i-1)==0,TMIR(ii,i)=TMIR(ii,i-1);else,if Rc(ii,i)/2round(Rc(ii,i)/2)~=0,if KT(ii,i-1)>=0 && Resist(ii,i-1)>TMIR(ii,i-1),TMIR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);else,if KT(ii,i-1)<0
&& Resist(ii,i-1)<TMIR(ii,i-1),TMIR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);else,TMIR(ii,i)=TMIR(ii,i1);end,end,else,TMIR(ii,i)=TMIR(ii,i-1);end,end,end
% TMRR (Total Max Rebound Resistance)
if Rc(ii,i)==0,if i==2,if R_1_reb(ii,1)>-R_1(ii,1),TMRR(ii,i)=R_1(ii,1);else,TMRR(ii,i)=R_1_reb(ii,1);end,else,TMRR(ii,i)=R_1_reb(ii,1);end,else,if Rc(ii,i)/2round(Rc(ii,i)/2)==0,TMRR(ii,i)=TMRR(ii,i-1);else,if Rc(ii,i)==Rc(ii,i-1),if KT(ii,i-1)>=0 && Resist(ii,i-1)<
TMRR(ii,i-1),TMRR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);else,if KT(ii,i-1)<0 && Resist(ii,i-1)> TMRR(ii,i-1),TMRR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i1);else,TMRR(ii,i)=TMRR(ii,i-1);end,end,else,TMRR(ii,i)=TMRR(ii,i-1);end,end,end
%Resist(ii,i)
if RTP==1 && Rc(ii,i-1)>0,Resist(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);else,if v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<=0,Resist(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i);else,if Rc(ii,i)>1,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));else,if v(ii,i-1)>=0,if
KT(ii,i)>0,if (Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i))>=MaxR(ii,i-1),Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,if KT(ii,i-1)<0,if (Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i))<=MaxR(ii,i1),Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,end,else,if KT(ii,i)<0,if (Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i))>=MaxR(ii,i),
Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,if KT(ii,i-1)>0,if (Resist(ii,i1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i))<=MaxR(ii,i-1),Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,end,end,end,end,end
%inbound 5
if KT(ii,i)==K_4(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_4P,inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_4(ii,1),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_4(ii,1),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end
%inbound 4
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if KT(ii,i)==K_3(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_3P,inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_3(ii,1),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_3(ii,1),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,inbound4(ii,1)=inbound5(ii,1);end
%inbound 3
if KT(ii,i)==K_2(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_2P,inbound3(ii,1)=2;,else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_2(ii,1),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_2(ii,1),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,inbound3(ii,1)=inbound4(ii,1);end
%inbound 2
if KT(ii,i)==K_1(ii,1),if
Resist(ii,i)<R_1(ii,1),inbound2(ii,1)=1;else,inbound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,inbound2(ii,1)=inbound3(ii,1);end
%inbound 1
if v(ii,i-1)*v(ii,i)<0 && inbound1(ii,i-1)==0,inbound1(ii,i)=1;else,if v(ii,i)>=0,if (TMRR(ii,i)==R_1_reb(ii,1) ||
TMRR(ii,i)==-R_1(ii,1)) && Resist(ii,i)<TMIR(ii,i) && inbound1(ii,i1)==1,inbound1(ii,i)=1;else,inbound1(ii,i)=inbound2(ii,1);end,else,inbound1(ii,i)=0;end,end
%rebound5
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_4reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_4(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_4N,rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_4_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,1),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_4_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,1),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end
%rebound4
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_3reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_3(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_3N,rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_3_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,1),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_3_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,1),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,rebound4(ii,1)=rebound5(ii,1);end
%rebound3
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_2reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_2(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_2N,rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_2_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,1),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=2;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_2_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,1),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,rebound3(ii,1)=rebound4(ii,1);end
%rebound2
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_1reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_1(ii,1),if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_1_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_1(ii,1),rebound2(ii,1)=1;else,rebound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,rebound2(ii,1)=rebound3(ii,1);end
%rebound1(ii,i)=
if v(ii,i-1)*v(ii,i)<0 && rebound1(ii,i-1)==0,rebound1(ii,i)=1;else,if v(ii,i)<0,if TMIR(ii,i)==R_1(ii,1) &&
Resist(ii,i)>TMRR(ii,i) && rebound1(ii,i1)==1,rebound1(ii,i)=1;else,rebound1(ii,i)=rebound2(ii,1);end,else,rebound1(ii,i)=0;end,end
%CCV (Calc for Col V)
if inbound1(ii,i)==1,if PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_1(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_1_reb(ii,1);end,else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==2,if PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_2(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_2_reb(ii,1);end,else,if inbound1(ii,i)==3,if
PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_3(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_3_reb(ii,1);end,else,if inbound1(ii,i)==4,if
PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_4(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_4_reb(ii,1);end,else,if inbound1(ii,i-1)<55,CCV(ii,i)=CCV(ii,i1);else,if K_5(ii,1)>=0,CCV(ii,i)=1000000;else,CCV(ii,i)=0;end,end,end,end,end,end
%Maximum Resistance
if inbound1(ii,i)>0,MaxR(ii,i)=CCV(ii,i);else,if rebound1(ii,i)==1,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_1_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_1(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i)==2,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_2_reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*R_2(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==3,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_3_reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*R_3(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==4,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_4_reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*R_4(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i1)<5,MaxR(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,if k_5reb>=0,MaxR(ii,i)=1000000;else,MaxR(ii,i)=0;end,end,end,end,end,end,end
% Resist(ii,i)
if inbound1(ii,i)>0,if inbound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1;else,if inbound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2;else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3;else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4;else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5;end,end,end,end,else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1_reb;else,if rebound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2_reb;else,if
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rebound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3_reb;else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4_reb;else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5_reb;end,end,end,end,end
% a(ii,i)
if (Resist(ii,i)<0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),a_b(ii,1)=c(ii,1);else,a_b(ii,1)=c_min(ii,1);end
a(ii,i)=((F(ii,i)+Fs_0)-a_b(ii,1)*v(ii,i)-Resist(ii,i))/(m(ii,1)*KLM(ii,1));
% dd
dd(ii,i)=(d(ii,i)-d(ii,i-1))+a(ii,i)*dt^2;
%Dynamic Reaction DR_LS
if (Resist(ii,i)<=0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),DR_LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_E+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_E);F_LONG_COUNT(ii,i)=20;else,DR_
LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_P+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_P);F_LONG_COUNT(ii,i)=-20;end
end
end
fprintf('Update: Time Stepping Complete')
fprintf('\n')
%% Analysis
m_min=min(m_act); m_max=max(m_act);
m_norm=(m_act-m_min*ones(nel,1))./(m_max-m_min);
Vol=b.*h;
DR_Av=mean(DR_LS')';
DR_max=max(DR_LS,[],2); % Max dynamic shear
d_max=max(d,[],2); % Max displacement
ductility_maxE=d_max./x_1P; %Max ductility Elastic
ductility_maxP=d_max./x_2P; %Max ductility Plastic
Robust_Defl=ones(nel,1)-ductility_maxE;
Shear_norm=DR_max/Vc;
fprintf('Update: Normalization Complete')
fprintf('\n')
GeoData=[1];
DTA=[1];
end
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11 Appendix B: MATLAB Code for Frame Analysis
clc;
close all;
format long;
format compact;
tic;
%% inputs
[h_min,h_max,Assembly_Original,nelem_Original,Node_Original,Fix_Original,Trial,dC,ec,Ey,Gamma,Rho_steel,Z
,dt,Fs_0,v_0,x_0,Static_Axial_load,SavFig,fc,fy,As_percent,AsC_c,AsC_b,AsT_c,AsT_b,SinglePlot,ExpEXCEL,ne
l,dT_c,dT_b,h_c,b,h_b,W,Rg,n,H_Fail,A_Matrix,PLOTYesNo,Divisions,Support_Offset,L_GEO,H_GEO,Node,Fix
,Assembly,BC,Nodal_Loads,HINGE,dw,w,HINGE2,FigureCount,A_Column,A_Beam]=Frame_Input();
%% Blast Load Calculations
[Pr_act,t,LoadData]=Positive_Pressure(W,Rg,H_GEO,b,nel);
%% Beam and Column Capacities
[weight_act,ALPHA,Vc,weight,Mn_Beam,Mn_Column,I_Matrix,I_Column,I_Beam,E_Standard,E_Matrix]=Capaci
ty_Geometry_Calcs(H_GEO,Rho_steel,Fix,dC,fy,Ey,Gamma,fc,nel,AsC_c,AsC_b,AsT_c,AsT_b,dT_c,dT_b,b,h_c,
h_b);
%% Stiffness Method Calcs
K_DET=zeros(nel,3);K_RED_DET=zeros(nel,3);K_DET_Ratio=zeros(nel,1);K_RED_DET_Ratio=zeros(nel,1);HI
NGE_Deflection=zeros(6,nel);A1=zeros(nel,1);A2=zeros(nel,1);A3=zeros(nel,1);S1=zeros(nel,1);S2=zeros(nel,1);S
3=zeros(nel,1);HingeE=zeros(nel,2);HINGE_ELEMENT=zeros(nel,3);
[Load_Hinge,Tip_D,XX_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl
_Save_2,Defl_Save_3,Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6,R_1,R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Kl
m2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,nm,nelem,Moment_Legacy]=Initial_Zeroing(Divisions,nel,Fix);
for RunCount=1:nel
[FigureCount,M_Resid_Run,H_Fail,nelem,Assembly,Node,HINGE2,Fix,I,E,A,w,Moment_Legacy]=RESET(I_Mat
rix,E_Matrix,A_Matrix,Assembly_Original,nelem_Original,Node_Original,Fix_Original,RunCount,Divisions,nelem
);
H_S_Counts=0;
while HINGE2<H_Fail
if HINGE==0
w=w+dw;
end
[~,~,~,~,~,~,s,~]=csL(Assembly,nelem,Node);
Dist_Load=zeros(size(s,1),3);
for i=1:size(s,1)
Dist_Load(i,1)=i;
if s(i,1)==1
Dist_Load(i,2)=w;
end
end
HINGE=0;
% Numbering
[nelem,DOF,DOF_number,DOF_Count]=Numbering(Fix);
% Nodal Geometry Setup
[s,c,L,Theta,StartX,StartY,EndX,EndY,Fix_EN,EndNodes,D_Load_Full]=Nodal_Geo_Setup(nelem,Node,Assembl
y,Fix,Dist_Load,BC);
% form k0 local matrix
[K,LD,k0]=Local_Stiffness_Matrix(nelem,I,E,L,A,c,s);
% Global Assembly
[NumbSide,K_Global]=Global_Stiffness_Matrix(Fix,DOF,nelem,Assembly,DOF_number,K);
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% Applied Loads
[Dist_Load_Result_int,FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int,Dist_Load_Result,FIX_Dist_Load_Result]=Fixed_End_Moment
_Calcs(NumbSide,DOF,nelem,Assembly,D_Load_Full,L,Fix_EN,LD);
[Q]=Nodal_Loads_Calcs(DOF,DOF_number,Nodal_Loads);
% Solve K Global
[Q_Global,D,K_reduced]=Solve_Gloabl_Matrix(DOF,BC,DOF_number,K_Global,Dist_Load_Result,FIX_Dist_Lo
ad_Result,Q);
% Element Forces
[d_local,q]=Element_Forces(nelem,NumbSide,D,FIX_Dist_Load_Result,LD,FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int,k0);
% Calc Forces
[X,Axial_Force,Shear_Force,Moment_Force]=Internal_Forces_Calc(nelem,q,D_Load_Full,Divisions,L);
if M_Resid_Run==0
% Capacity Calcs
[L_m1,Moment_Max,Cap,Hinge_ID,HINGE,HINGE2,MM_X]=Capacity_Calc(RunCount,L,Moment_Legacy,HIN
GE2,HINGE,nelem,s,c,Mn_Column,Mn_Beam,Moment_Force,X);
if HINGE>=1
M_Resid_Run=1;
% Calc Deflections
[M_EI,XX,Slope,Deflection]=Slope_Deflection_Calcs(Divisions,nelem,L,E,I,Moment_Force,d_local) ;
% Order Forces
[d_P,X_Sort,Moment_Force_Sort,Shear_Force_Sort,Axial_Force_Sort,M_EI_C1_Sort,Slope_C1_Sort,Deflection_
C1_Sort,XX_C1_Sort]=Order_Forces(s,c,Divisions,Node,Assembly,Axial_Force,Shear_Force,Moment_Force,X,M
_EI,Slope,Deflection,XX);
% Deflection
FigureCount=FigureCount+1;
[XX_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl_Save_2,Defl_Save
_3,Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6,Tip_D,M_EI_C1_Sort,Load_Hinge,Deflection_Plot]=Plot_Deflection(L
oad_Hinge,w,Tip_D,PLOTYesNo,FigureCount,M_EI_C1_Sort,Slope_C1_Sort,Deflection_C1_Sort,XX_C1_Sort,X
X_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl_Save_2,Defl_Save_3,
Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6);
% Plot Forces
[FigureCount,m_Plot]=PlotForces(PLOTYesNo,FigureCount,L,Axial_Force_Sort,Shear_Force_Sort,Moment_Force
_Sort,X_Sort,nelem,HINGE2);
% Create New Geometry
[HINGE_ELEMENT,HINGE_m1,DX,nelem,Fix,Element,nm,DOF,Node,Assembly,I,A,E]=Create_New_Geo(H_S
_Counts,HINGE2,HINGE_ELEMENT,RunCount,M_Resid_Run,L,s,c,HINGE,Fix,Hinge_ID,Support_Offset,MM_
X,EndNodes,Node,Assembly,Dist_Load,A_Column,A_Beam,I_Column,I_Beam,E_Standard,D_Load_Full,I,E,A);
% H_Check=[Moment_Max,Cap]
end
elseif M_Resid_Run==1
% Add Hinge and Zero Moments at Hinge
[Moment_Legacy,M_Resid_Run,w,Fix,HINGE]=Moment_Hinge_Zeroing(Moment_Legacy,Fix,nm,HINGE_m1,M
oment_Force,MM_X,Element,Divisions,DX,nelem,L_m1,dw,M_Resid_Run)
;
end
end
[R_1,
R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Klm2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,F1_Long_E,R1_Long_E,F1_Long_P,R1_Long
_P,HINGE_Deflection]=SDOF_Factors(HINGE_Deflection,R_1,
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R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Klm2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,RunCount,FigureCount,b,Tip_D,H_Fail,Load_
Hinge,XX_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl_Save_2,Defl_
Save_3,Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6);
end
toc;
if nel>30
vars1 =
{'Moment_Legacy','nelem','Defl_Save_6','Defl_Save_5','Defl_Save_4','Defl_Save_3','Defl_Save_2','XX_Save_2','X
X_Save_3','XX_Save_4','XX_Save_5','XX_Save_6','Tip_D','Load_Hinge','Moment_Legacy','w','A','E','I','Fix','HIN
GE2','Node','Assembly','nelem','H_Fail','M_Resid_Run'};
vars2 =
{'k0','k0','k0','Theta','LB','D_Load','D_Load_Full','EndNodes','Fix_EN','EndY','EndX','StartY','StartX','Theta','L','c','s'
,'nelem','nm','Fix','DOF_number','DOF_Count','DOF'};
vars3 =
{'Q_Global','Track_reduced','D','D_reduced','FIX_Dist_Load_Result_reduced','Dist_Load_Result_reduced','Q_redu
ced','K_reduced','Counter2','K_red','Counter1','D_Track','BC','Q','Dist_Load_Result_int','FIX_M_X2','FIX_M_Y2','
FIX_M_X1','FIX_M_Y1','FIX_V_X2','FIX_V_Y2','FIX_V_X1','FIX_V_Y1','M_X2','M_Y2','M_X1','M_Y1','V_X2
','V_Y2','V_X1','V_Y1','Nodes','Nodal_Loads','FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL','Dist_Load_Result_GL','End_Node','Sta
rt_Node','NumbSide','NumbTop','K_Global_L','K_Global'};
vars4 =
{'Moment_Force_Sort','Shear_Force_Sort','Axial_Force_Sort','Beam_sort','B1','Column1_sort','Column2_sort','C2','
C1','Beam_ID','Column2_ID','Column1_ID','d_P_B1','Beam_X','BeamMoment','BeamAxial','BeamShear','d_P_C2','
Column2_X','Column2Moment','Column2Axial','Column2Shear','M_EI_C1_Sort','Deflection_C1_Sort','Slope_C1_
Sort','d_P_C1','XX_C1_Sort','Column1_X','Column1Moment','Column1Axial','Column1Shear','Sum_Slope','C_Sum
_Moment_EI3','C_Sum_Moment_EI2','C_Sum_Moment_EI1','C_Sum_Moment_EI','Slope','Deflection','Sum_Mom
ent_EI','XX','M_EI','L','HINGE2','L_m1','Hinge_ID','HINGE','MM_X','MM_Ind','Cap','dx','count','X','Sum_Moment'
,'Moment_Force','Shear_Force','Axial_Force','W_X','W_Y','R_Z','R_Y','R_X','d_local','FIX_Dist_Load_Result_Loc
al','q','d'};
vars5 =
{'m_max','s_max','a_max','x_Plot','m_Plot','s_Plot','a_Plot','Defl_Save_6','Defl_Save_5','Defl_Save_4','Defl_Save_3'
,'Defl_Save_2','XX_Save_2','XX_Save_3','XX_Save_4','XX_Save_5','XX_Save_6','XX_Save_1','SS','XX_Plot','Def
lection_Plot','Slope_Plot','M_EI_Plot','Deflection_max','Slope_max','M_EI_max'};
clear(vars1{:}),clear(vars2{:}),clear(vars3{:}),clear(vars4{:}),clear(vars5{:}),
end
%% SDOF Calc
[m_act,td,xPlot,RPLOT,t,Resist,m,DR_LS,x_1P,Vc,d,x_2P]=SDOF_Function(Vc,weight,R_1,
R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Klm2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,F1_Long_E,R1_Long_E,F1_Long_P,R1_Long
_P,n,Z,dt,Fs_0,v_0,x_0,nel,Pr_act, t,weight_act);
%% Post Analysis
[DTA,DR_max,d_max,ductility_maxE,m,m_norm,Vol,Shear_norm]=SDOF_Post_Analysis(m_act,m,h_c,h_b,b,nel,
DR_LS,d,x_1P,Vc,H_GEO,L_GEO);
%% Robustness Calc
Robust_Defl=1-ductility_maxE;
%% Frame Inputs
function
[h_min,h_max,Assembly_Original,nelem_Original,Node_Original,Fix_Original,Trial,dC,ec,Ey,Gamma,Rho_steel,Z
,dt,Fs_0,v_0,x_0,Static_Axial_load,SavFig,fc,fy,As_percent,AsC_c,AsC_b,AsT_c,AsT_b,SinglePlot,ExpEXCEL,ne
l,dT_c,dT_b,h_c,b,h_b,W,Rg,n,H_Fail,A_Matrix,PLOTYesNo,Divisions,Support_Offset,L_GEO,H_GEO,Node,Fix
,Assembly,BC,Nodal_Loads,HINGE,dw,w,HINGE2,FigureCount,A_Column,A_Beam]=Frame_Input()
Trial=8;
nel=100;
L_GEO=15*12;
H_GEO=15*12;
dw=.1;
n=
6000; % Nubmer of Iterations
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k=2;
W=
1000; %lbf
Rg=
100; % ft
Divisions= 100;
h_max=48; %in
SavFig=0;
SinglePlot=0;
h_min=(H_GEO*k/34)/0.3;
STEEL_P_Mult=1;
if nel==1
h_c=
30; %in Height of Column
h_b=
30; %in Height of Beam
b=
20; %in Width of Beam adn Column
SinglePlot=1;
n=
40000; % Nubmer of Iterations
PLOTYesNo= 0; % 1 to plot, 0 not to
elseif nel>=9
h_max=48; %in
k=1;
h_min=(H_GEO*k/34)/0.3;
b_min=h_min;
b_max=h_max;
SinglePlot=0;
hh_c=
(h_max-h_min).*rand(nel-8,1) + h_min;%in
bb= (b_max-b_min).*rand(nel-8,1) + b_min; %in
hh_b=
(h_max-h_min).*rand(nel-8,1) + h_min;%in
h_c= [hh_c; h_min; h_max; h_min; h_max; h_min; h_max; h_min; h_max];
b=
[bb; b_min; b_max; b_max; b_min; b_min; b_max; b_max; b_min];
h_b= [hh_b; h_min; h_min; h_min; h_min; h_max; h_max; h_max; h_max];
SavFig=1;
PLOTYesNo= 0; % 1 to plot, 0 not to
elseif nel==8
h_max=48; %in
k=1;
h_min=(H_GEO*k/34)/0.3;
b_min=h_min;
b_max=h_max;
SinglePlot=0;
h_c= [h_min; h_max; h_min; h_max; h_min; h_max; h_min; h_max];
b=
[b_min; b_max; b_max; b_min; b_min; b_max; b_max; b_min];
h_b= [h_min; h_min; h_min; h_min; h_max; h_max; h_max; h_max];
SavFig=1;
PLOTYesNo= 0; % 1 to plot, 0 not to
elseif nel<8
error('Number of Elements is too small, and must be above 8');
end
dC=
2*ones(nel,1); %in Distance from edge to center of steel
Support_Offset=b;
ExpEXCEL=0;
%% Geo Properties
Node=[0,0;0,H_GEO;L_GEO,H_GEO;L_GEO,0]; %nodal locations
Fix=[1,1,1,1]; % 0 for pin end, 1 for everything else and 1 for boundary condition
Assembly=[1,2;2,3;3,4]; %start and end node of each element
BC=[1,1,1,0;4,1,1,0];% Boundary Conditions BC=[Node1,X,Y,M;Node2,X,Y,M;] 0 for free, 1 for restrained
Nodal_Loads=[2,0,0,0]; %lb % Nodal Loads Nodal_Loads=[Node1,Load in X Direction,Y,M;Node2,X,Y,M;]
HINGE=0;
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w=dw;
HINGE2=0;
FigureCount=0;
H_Fail=2;
%% Material Properties
fc=4; %ksi DOES NOT CHANGE
fy=60; %ksi DOES NOT CHANGE
ec=.003; %DOES NOT CHANGE
Ey=29000; %ksi DOES NOT CHANGE
Gamma=(150/12^3); %lb/in^3 unit weight of concrete DOES NOT CHANGE
Rho_steel=0.284; %lb/in3 DOES NOT CHANGE
Z=1;
% As a Percent Pecentage of Critical Damping; DOES NOT CHANGE
dt=.010; % ms
Time interval for calculations,
Fs_0=0; % psi
Initial Static load (acting with dynamic load), DOES NOT CHANGE
v_0=0;
% in/msec Initial velocity, DOES NOT CHANGE
x_0=0;
% in
Initial Deflection DOES NOT CHANGE
Static_Axial_load=0; % DOES NOT CHANGE
%% Input Calcs
As_percent=STEEL_P_Mult*max((3*(fc*1000)^0.5/(fy*1000)),(200/(fy*1000)))*100;
AsC_c= b.*h_c*As_percent/100; %in^2
AsT_c=AsC_c; %in^2
AsC_b= b.*h_b*As_percent/100; %in^2
AsT_b=AsC_b; %in^2
dT_c=h_c-dC; %in
dT_b=h_b-dC; %in
A_Column=h_c.*b;
A_Beam=h_b.*b;
A_Matrix=[A_Column';A_Beam';A_Column'];
nm=size(Fix,2); %number of nodes=
nelem=nm-1; %number of elements
Assembly_Original=Assembly;
nelem_Original=nelem;
Node_Original=Node;
Fix_Original=Fix;
end
%% Analysis Functions
function[weight_act,ALPHA,Vc,weight,Mn_Beam,Mn_Column,I_Matrix,I_Column,I_Beam,E_Standard,E_Matrix]
=Capacity_Geometry_Calcs(H_GEO,Rho_steel,Fix,dC,fy,Ey,Gamma,fc,nel,AsC_c,AsC_b,AsT_c,AsT_b,dT_c,dT_
b,b,h_c,h_b)
%% Beam Calcs
ey=fy/Ey;
DIFy=1.17;
DIFc=1.19*1.1;
fy;
fc;
Dfy=fy*DIFy;
Dfc=fc*DIFc;
fdy=Dfy;
fdc=Dfc;
Ec=(33*(Gamma).^(1.5).*(fc*1000).^(.5))*1000; %psi;
dC_c=dC;
dC_b=dC;
%% Column Capacity
if fc<=4
B1=.85*ones(nel,1);
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elseif fc>=8
B1=.65*ones(nel,1);
else
B1=.85-(fc-4)/4*(.2)*ones(nel,1);
end
pT_c=AsT_c./(b.*dT_c);
pC_c=AsC_c./(b.*dC);
if (pT_c-pC_c)>=.85*B1.*(fdc./(fdy.*dT_c)).*(87000./(87000*ones(nel,1)-fdy*1000))
a_c=(AsT_c-AsC_c).*fdy./(.85.*b.*fdc);
Mn_c=((AsT_c-AsC_c)*fdy./b).*(dT_c-(a_c./2))+(AsC_c.*fdy./b).*(dT_c-dC_c);
else
a_c = AsT_c.*fdy./(0.85*b*fdc);
Mn_c = abs((AsT_c.*fdy./b).*(dT_c - (a_c./2)));
end
Vc_c=2*(fdc)^0.5; %psi
%% Beam Capacity
if fc<=4
B1=.85*ones(nel,1);
elseif fc>=8
B1=.65*ones(nel,1);
else
B1=.85-(fc-4)/4*(.2)*ones(nel,1);
end
pT_b=AsT_b./(b.*dT_b);
pC_b=AsC_b./(b.*dC);
if (pT_b-pC_b)>=.85*B1.*(fdc./(fdy.*dT_b)).*(87000./(87000*ones(nel,1)-fdy*1000))
a_b=(AsT_b-AsC_b).*fdy./(.85.*b.*fdc);
Mn_b=((AsT_b-AsC_b)*fdy./b).*(dT_b-(a_b./2))+(AsC_b.*fdy./b).*(dT_b-dC_b);
else
a_b = AsT_b.*fdy./(0.85*b*fdc);
Mn_b = abs((AsT_b.*fdy./b).*(dT_b - (a_b./2)));
end
Mn_c=Mn_c*1000;
Mn_b=Mn_b*1000;
Vc_b=2*(fdc)^0.5; %psi
Es=Ey*1000;
n_sc=Es/Ec;
%% Column I
Ig_c=1/12*b.*h_c.^3; %in^4
a_Ic_c=.5*b;
b_Ic_c=(n_sc-1).*AsC_c+n_sc.*AsT_c;
c_Ic_c=-(n_sc-1).*dC_c.*AsC_c-n_sc.*AsT_c.*dT_c;
Ccr_c=(-b_Ic_c+(b_Ic_c.^2-4.*a_Ic_c.*c_Ic_c).^(1/2))./(2.*a_Ic_c);
Ic_c=1/3.*b.*Ccr_c.^3+((n_sc-1).*AsC_c).*(Ccr_c-dC_c).^2+n_sc.*AsT_c.*(Ccr_c-dT_c).^2; %in^4
I_ave_c=(Ig_c+Ic_c)./2;
%% Beam I
Ig_b=1/12*b.*h_b.^3; %in^4
a_Ic_b=.5*b;
b_Ic_b=(n_sc-1).*AsC_b+n_sc.*AsT_b;
c_Ic_b=-(n_sc-1).*dC_b.*AsC_b-n_sc.*AsT_b.*dT_b;
Ccr_b=(-b_Ic_b+(b_Ic_b.^2-4.*a_Ic_b.*c_Ic_b).^(1/2))./(2.*a_Ic_b);
Ic_b=1/3.*b.*Ccr_b.^3+((n_sc-1).*AsC_b).*(Ccr_b-dC_b).^2+n_sc.*AsT_b.*(Ccr_b-dT_b).^2; %in^4
I_ave_b=(Ig_b+Ic_b)./2;
I_Column=I_ave_c;
I_Beam=I_ave_b;
ALPHA=I_Column./I_Beam;
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I_Matrix=[I_Column';I_Beam';I_Column'];
Mn_Column=Mn_c;
Mn_Beam=Mn_b;
E_Standard=Ec;
E_Matrix=E_Standard*ones(size(Fix,2)-1,nel); %lb/in^2
weight=((b.*h_c-AsC_c-AsT_c)*Gamma+(AsC_c+AsT_c)*Rho_steel)./b./H_GEO.*2 +((b.*h_b-AsC_bAsT_b)*Gamma+(AsC_b+AsT_b)*Rho_steel)./b./H_GEO ;
weight_act=((b.*h_c-AsC_c-AsT_c)*Gamma+(AsC_c+AsT_c)*Rho_steel).*2 +((b.*h_b-AsC_bAsT_b)*Gamma+(AsC_b+AsT_b)*Rho_steel) ;
Vc=2*(fdc)^0.5; %psi
end
function
[Load_Hinge,Tip_D,XX_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl
_Save_2,Defl_Save_3,Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6,R_1,R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Kl
m2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,nm,nelem,Moment_Legacy]=Initial_Zeroing(Divisions,nel,Fix)
Load_Hinge=zeros(5+1,1);Tip_D=zeros(5+1,1);XX_Save_6=zeros(nel,1);XX_Save_5=zeros(nel,1);XX_Save_4=ze
ros(nel,1);XX_Save_3=zeros(nel,1);XX_Save_2=zeros(nel,1);XX_Save_1=zeros(nel,1);Defl_Save_1=zeros(nel,1);
Defl_Save_2=zeros(nel,1);Defl_Save_3=zeros(nel,1);Defl_Save_4=zeros(nel,1);Defl_Save_5=zeros(nel,1);Defl_Sa
ve_6=zeros(nel,1);R_1=zeros(nel,1);R_2=zeros(nel,1);R_3=zeros(nel,1);R_4=zeros(nel,1);R_5=zeros(nel,1);K1=ze
ros(nel,1);K2=zeros(nel,1);K3=zeros(nel,1);K4=zeros(nel,1);K5=zeros(nel,1);Klm1=zeros(nel,1);Klm2=zeros(nel,1
);Klm3=zeros(nel,1);Klm4=zeros(nel,1);Klm5=zeros(nel,1);nm=size(Fix,2);nelem=nm1;Moment_Legacy=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
end
function
[FigureCount,M_Resid_Run,H_Fail,nelem,Assembly,Node,HINGE2,Fix,I,E,A,w,Moment_Legacy]=RESET(I_Mat
rix,E_Matrix,A_Matrix,Assembly_Original,nelem_Original,Node_Original,Fix_Original,RunCount,Divisions,nelem
)
H_Fail=2;M_Resid_Run=0;Assembly=Assembly_Original;nelem=nelem_Original;Node=Node_Original;HINGE2=
0;Fix=Fix_Original;I=I_Matrix(:,RunCount);E=E_Matrix(:,RunCount);A=A_Matrix(:,RunCount);w=0;FigureCount
=0;Moment_Legacy=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
end
function [StartX,StartY,EndX,EndY,Theta,c,s,L]=csL(Assembly,nelem,Node)
s=zeros(nelem,1);c=zeros(nelem,1);L=zeros(nelem,1);Theta=zeros(nelem,1);StartX=zeros(nelem,1);StartY=zeros(n
elem,1);EndX=zeros(nelem,1);EndY=zeros(nelem,1);
for i=1:nelem
StartX(i,1)=Node(Assembly(i,1),1);StartY(i,1)=Node(Assembly(i,1),2);EndX(i,1)=Node(Assembly(i,2),1);EndY(i,1
)=Node(Assembly(i,2),2);
if abs(StartX(i,1))<0.000000001,StartX(i,1)=0;end
if abs(StartY(i,1))<0.000000001,StartY(i,1)=0;end
if abs(EndX(i,1))<0.000000001,EndX(i,1)=0;end
if abs(EndY(i,1))<0.000000001,EndY(i,1)=0;end
Theta(i,1)=atan((EndY(i,1)-StartY(i,1))/(EndX(i,1)-StartX(i,1))); %Theta in Radians
c(i,1)=cos(Theta(i,1));
s(i,1)=sin(Theta(i,1));
L(i,1)=((EndY(i,1)-StartY(i,1))^2+(EndX(i,1)-StartX(i,1))^2)^.5;
end
end
function [nelem,DOF,DOF_number,DOF_Count]=Numbering(Fix)
nm=size(Fix,2); %number of nodes
nelem=nm-1; %number of elements
DOF=nm*3+ sum(Fix(:)==0);DOF_Count=0;DOF_number=zeros(nm,4);
for i=1:nm,if
Fix(1,i)==1,DOF_number(i,:)=[DOF_Count+1,DOF_Count+2,DOF_Count+3,0];DOF_Count=DOF_Count+3;else,
DOF_number(i,:)=[DOF_Count+1,DOF_Count+2,DOF_Count+3,DOF_Count+4];DOF_Count=DOF_Count+4;end
,end
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end
function
[s,c,L,Theta,StartX,StartY,EndX,EndY,Fix_EN,EndNodes,D_Load_Full]=Nodal_Geo_Setup(nelem,Node,Assembl
y,Fix,Dist_Load,BC)
s=zeros(nelem,1);c=zeros(nelem,1);L=zeros(nelem,1);Theta=zeros(nelem,1);StartX=zeros(nelem,1);StartY=zeros(n
elem,1);EndX=zeros(nelem,1);EndY=zeros(nelem,1);
for i=1:nelem
StartX(i,1)=Node(Assembly(i,1),1);StartY(i,1)=Node(Assembly(i,1),2);EndX(i,1)=Node(Assembly(i,2),1);EndY(i,1
)=Node(Assembly(i,2),2);
if abs(StartX(i,1))<0.000000001,StartX(i,1)=0;end
if abs(StartY(i,1))<0.000000001,StartY(i,1)=0;end
if abs(EndX(i,1))<0.000000001,EndX(i,1)=0;end
if abs(EndY(i,1))<0.000000001,EndY(i,1)=0;end
Theta(i,1)=atan((EndY(i,1)-StartY(i,1))/(EndX(i,1)-StartX(i,1))); %Theta in Radians
c(i,1)=cos(Theta(i,1));s(i,1)=sin(Theta(i,1));
L(i,1)=((EndY(i,1)-StartY(i,1))^2+(EndX(i,1)-StartX(i,1))^2)^.5;
end
Fix_EN=Fix;
for i=1:size(BC,1),Fix_EN(1,BC(i,1))=BC(i,4);end
EndNodes=zeros(2,3,nelem);
for
i=1:nelem,EndNodes(1,:,i)=[Node(Assembly(i,1),:),Fix_EN(1,Assembly(i,1))];EndNodes(2,:,i)=[Node(Assembly(i,
2),:),Fix_EN(1,Assembly(i,2))];end
D_Load=Dist_Load;
for i=1:size(Dist_Load,1),if s(Dist_Load(i,1),1)==1,D_Load(i,2)=Dist_Load(i,3);D_Load(i,3)=Dist_Load(i,2);elseif s(Dist_Load(i,1),1)==1,D_Load(i,2)=Dist_Load(i,3);D_Load(i,3)=-Dist_Load(i,2);end,end
D_Load_Full=zeros(nelem,3);
for i=1:nelem,D_Load_Full(i,1)=i;end
for i=1:size(D_Load,1),D_Load_Full(D_Load(i,1),:)=D_Load(i,:);end
end
function [K,LD,k0]=Local_Stiffness_Matrix(nelem,I,E,L,A,c,s)
k=zeros(3,3,nelem);LB=zeros(3,3,nelem);T=zeros(3,6,nelem);k0=zeros(6,6,nelem);LD=zeros(6,6,nelem);K=zeros(6
,6,nelem);
for i=1:nelem
k(:,:,i)=zeros(3,3);
k(1,1,i)=4*I(i,1)*E(i,1)/L(i,1);
k(1,2,i)=2*I(i,1)*E(i,1)/L(i,1);
k(2,1,i)=2*I(i,1)*E(i,1)/L(i,1);
k(2,2,i)=4*I(i,1)*E(i,1)/L(i,1);
k(3,3,i)=A(i,1)*E(i,1)/L(i,1);
T(:,:,i)=[0, 1/L(i,1),1,0,-1/L(i,1),0;0, 1/L(i,1),0,0,-1/L(i,1),1;-1,0,0,1,0,0];
k0(:,:,i)=T(:,:,i)'*k(:,:,i)*T(:,:,i);
LB(:,:,i)=[c(i,1),s(i,1),0;-s(i,1),c(i,1),0;0,0,1];
LD(:,:,i)=[LB(:,:,i) zeros(3,3); zeros(3,3),LB(:,:,i)];
K(:,:,i)=LD(:,:,i)'*k0(:,:,i)*LD(:,:,i);
end
end
function [NumbSide,K_Global]=Global_Stiffness_Matrix(Fix,DOF,nelem,Assembly,DOF_number,K)
K_Global=zeros(DOF,DOF);K_Global_L=zeros(DOF,DOF,nelem);NumbTop=zeros(1,6,nelem);NumbSide=zeros(
6,1,nelem);
for i=1:nelem,Start_Node=Assembly(i,1);End_Node=Assembly(i,2);if
Fix(1,Start_Node)==0,NumbTop(:,:,i)=[DOF_number(Start_Node,1),DOF_number(Start_Node,2),DOF_number(St
art_Node,4),DOF_number(End_Node,1),DOF_number(End_Node,2),DOF_number(End_Node,3)]';,else,NumbTop(
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:,:,i)=[DOF_number(Start_Node,1),DOF_number(Start_Node,2),DOF_number(Start_Node,3),DOF_number(End_N
ode,1),DOF_number(End_Node,2),DOF_number(End_Node,3)]';,end,NumbSide(:,:,i)=NumbTop(:,:,i)';end
for i=1:nelem,for row=1:6,for col=1:6,K_Global_L(NumbSide(row,1,i),NumbTop(1,col,i),i)=
K(row,col,i);end,end,K_Global=K_Global+K_Global_L(:,:,i);end
end
function
[Dist_Load_Result_int,FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int,Dist_Load_Result,FIX_Dist_Load_Result]=Fixed_End_Moment
_Calcs(NumbSide,DOF,nelem,Assembly,D_Load_Full,L,Fix_EN,LD)
Dist_Load_Result_GL=zeros(6,nelem);FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL=zeros(6,nelem);Nodes=zeros(nelem,2);V_Y1=z
eros(nelem,1);V_X1=zeros(nelem,1);V_Y2=zeros(nelem,1);V_X2=zeros(nelem,1);M_Y1=zeros(nelem,1);M_X1=z
eros(nelem,1);M_Y2=zeros(nelem,1);M_X2=zeros(nelem,1);FIX_V_Y1=zeros(nelem,1);FIX_V_X1=zeros(nelem,1
);FIX_V_Y2=zeros(nelem,1);FIX_V_X2=zeros(nelem,1);FIX_M_Y1=zeros(nelem,1);FIX_M_X1=zeros(nelem,1);
FIX_M_Y2=zeros(nelem,1);FIX_M_X2=zeros(nelem,1);Dist_Load_Result_int=zeros(6,1,nelem);
for i=1:nelem
Nodes(i,1)=Assembly(D_Load_Full(i,1),1);Nodes(i,2)=Assembly(D_Load_Full(i,1),2);FIX_M_Y1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1))^2)/12;FIX_M_X1(i,1)=(-D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1))^2)/12;FIX_M_Y2(i,1)=FIX_M_Y1(i,1);FIX_M_X2(i,1)=-FIX_M_X1(i,1);FIX_V_Y1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1)))/2;FIX_V_X1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1)))/2;FIX_V_Y2(i,1)=FIX_V_Y1(i,1);FIX_V_X2(i,1)=FIX_V_X1(i,1);
if Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,1))==1 && Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,2))==1,M_Y1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1))^2)/12;M_X1(i,1)=(-D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1))^2)/12;M_Y2(i,1)=M_Y1(i,1);M_X2(i,1)=-M_X1(i,1);V_Y1(i,1)=(-D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1)))/2;V_X1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1)))/2;V_Y2(i,1)=V_Y1(i,1);V_X2(i,1)=V_X1(i,1);
elseif Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,1))==1 && Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,2))==0,M_Y1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1))^2)/8;M_X1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1))^2)/8;M_Y2(i,1)=0;M_X2(i,1)=0;V_Y2(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1)))*3/8;V_X2(i,1)=(-D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1)))*3/8;V_Y1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1)))*5/8;V_X1(i,1)=(-D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1)))*5/8;
elseif Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,1))==0 && Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,2))==1,M_Y2(i,1)=-(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1))^2)/8;M_X2(i,1)=-(D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1))^2)/8;M_Y1(i,1)=0;M_X1(i,1)=0;V_Y1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1)))*3/8;V_X1(i,1)=(-D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1)))*3/8;V_Y2(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1)))*5/8;V_X2(i,1)=(-D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1)))*5/8;
elseif Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,1))==0 &&
Fix_EN(1,Nodes(i,2))==0,M_Y2(i,1)=0;M_X2(i,1)=0;M_Y1(i,1)=0;M_X1(i,1)=0;V_Y1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,3)*(L(i,1)))/2;V_X1(i,1)=(D_Load_Full(i,2)*(L(i,1)))/2;V_Y2(i,1)=V_Y1(i,1);V_X2(i,1)=V_X1(i,1);
end
Dist_Load_Result_GL(1,i)=V_X1(i,1)+Dist_Load_Result_GL(1,i);
Dist_Load_Result_GL(4,i)=V_X2(i,1)+Dist_Load_Result_GL(4,i);
Dist_Load_Result_GL(2,i)=V_Y1(i,1)+Dist_Load_Result_GL(4,i);
Dist_Load_Result_GL(5,i)=V_Y2(i,1)+Dist_Load_Result_GL(5,i);
Dist_Load_Result_GL(3,i)=M_X1(i,1)+M_Y1(i,1)+Dist_Load_Result_GL(3,i);
Dist_Load_Result_GL(6,i)=M_X2(i,1)+M_Y2(i,1)+Dist_Load_Result_GL(6,i);
Dist_Load_Result_int(:,:,i)=LD(:,:,i)'*Dist_Load_Result_GL(:,i);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(1,i)=FIX_V_X1(i,1)+FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(1,i);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(4,i)=FIX_V_X2(i,1)+FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(4,i);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(2,i)=FIX_V_Y1(i,1)+FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(4,i);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(5,i)=FIX_V_Y2(i,1)+FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(5,i);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(3,i)=FIX_M_X1(i,1)+FIX_M_Y1(i,1)+FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(3,i);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(6,i)=FIX_M_X2(i,1)+FIX_M_Y2(i,1)+FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(6,i);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int(:,:,i)=LD(:,:,i)'*FIX_Dist_Load_Result_GL(:,i);
end
Dist_Load_Result=zeros(DOF,1);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result=zeros(DOF,1);
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for i=1:nelem,for ii=1:6,if
abs(Dist_Load_Result_int(ii,1,i))>=0,Dist_Load_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1)=Dist_Load_Result_int(ii,1,i)+Dist_Lo
ad_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1);end,Dist_Load_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1)=Dist_Load_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1);e
nd,end
for i=1:nelem,for ii=1:6,if
abs(FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int(ii,1,i))>=0,FIX_Dist_Load_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1)=FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int(
ii,1,i)+FIX_Dist_Load_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1);end,FIX_Dist_Load_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1)=FIX_Dist_Load
_Result(NumbSide(ii,1,i),1);end,end
end
function [Q]=Nodal_Loads_Calcs(DOF,DOF_number,Nodal_Loads)
Q=zeros(DOF,1);for
i=1:size(Nodal_Loads,1),Q(DOF_number(Nodal_Loads(i,1),1))=Nodal_Loads(i,2);Q(DOF_number(Nodal_Loads(i,
1),2))=Nodal_Loads(i,3);Q(DOF_number(Nodal_Loads(i,1),3))=Nodal_Loads(i,4);end
end
function
[Q_Global,D,K_reduced]=Solve_Gloabl_Matrix(DOF,BC,DOF_number,K_Global,Dist_Load_Result,FIX_Dist_Lo
ad_Result,Q);
D_Track=zeros(DOF,1);
for i=1:size(BC,1),if BC(i,2)==1,D_Track(DOF_number(BC(i,1),1))=1;end,if
BC(i,3)==1,D_Track(DOF_number(BC(i,1),2))=1;end,if BC(i,4)==1,D_Track(DOF_number(BC(i,1),3))=1;end,end
Counter1=1;
K_red=zeros(DOF,sum(D_Track(:)==0));
for i=1:size(D_Track,1),if D_Track(i,1)==0,K_red(:,Counter1)=K_Global(:,i);Counter1=Counter1+1;end,end
Counter2=1;
K_reduced=zeros(sum(D_Track(:)==0),sum(D_Track(:)==0));
Q_reduced=zeros(sum(D_Track(:)==0),1);
Dist_Load_Result_reduced=zeros(sum(D_Track(:)==0),1);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_reduced=zeros(sum(D_Track(:)==0),1);
for i=1:size(D_Track,1),if
D_Track(i,1)==0,K_reduced(Counter2,:)=K_red(i,:);Q_reduced(Counter2,:)=Q(i,:);Dist_Load_Result_reduced(Cou
nter2,:)=Dist_Load_Result(i,:);FIX_Dist_Load_Result_reduced(Counter2,:)=FIX_Dist_Load_Result(i,:);Counter2=
Counter2+1;end,end
D_reduced=(K_reduced)\(Q_reduced-FIX_Dist_Load_Result_reduced);
D=zeros(DOF,1);
Track_reduced=find(D_Track==0);
for i=1:size(Track_reduced,1),D(Track_reduced(i,1),1)=D_reduced(i,1);end
Q_Global=K_Global*D+FIX_Dist_Load_Result;
end
function
[d_local,q]=Element_Forces(nelem,NumbSide,D,FIX_Dist_Load_Result,LD,FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int,k0)
d=zeros(6,nelem);
q=zeros(6,nelem);
FIX_Dist_Load_Result_Local=zeros(6,nelem);
for ii=1:nelem
for
i=1:6,d(i,ii)=D(NumbSide(i,ii),1);FIX_Dist_Load_Result_Local(i,ii)=FIX_Dist_Load_Result(NumbSide(i,ii),1);end
,end
d_local=zeros(6,nelem);
for i=1:nelem,d_local(:,i)=LD(:,:,i)*d(:,i);end
for i=1:nelem,q(:,i)=k0(:,:,i)*LD(:,:,i)*d(:,i)+LD(:,:,i)* FIX_Dist_Load_Result_int(:,i);end
end
function [X,Axial_Force,Shear_Force,Moment_Force]=Internal_Forces_Calc(nelem,q,D_Load_Full,Divisions,L)
R_X=zeros(1,2,nelem);
R_Y=zeros(1,2,nelem);
R_Z=zeros(1,2,nelem);
W_Y=zeros(1,1,nelem);
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W_X=zeros(1,1,nelem);
for i=1:nelem
R_X(1,1,i)=q(1,i);
R_X(1,2,i)=q(4,i);
R_Y(1,1,i)=q(2,i);
R_Y(1,2,i)=q(5,i);
R_Z(1,1,i)=-q(3,i);
R_Z(1,2,i)=-q(6,i);
W_X(1,1,i)=D_Load_Full(i,2);
W_Y(1,1,i)=D_Load_Full(i,3);
end
Axial_Force=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
Shear_Force=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
Moment_Force=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
Sum_Moment=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
X=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
for i=1:nelem
count=1;
dx=L(i,1)/Divisions;
Axial_Force(count,i)=R_X(1,2,i);
Shear_Force(count,i)=R_Y(1,1,i);
Moment_Force(count,i)=R_Z(1,1,i);
X(count,i)=0;
for x=dx:dx:L(i,1)
count=count+1;
X(count,i)=X(count-1,i)+dx;
Axial_Force(count,i)=R_X(1,2,i);
Shear_Force(count,i)= Shear_Force(count-1,i)+ W_Y(1,1,i)*dx;
Moment_Force(count,i)=Moment_Force(count-1,i)+((Shear_Force(count-1,i)+Shear_Force(count,i))/2)*dx;
end
end
end
function
[L_m1,Moment_Max,Cap,Hinge_ID,HINGE,HINGE2,MM_X]=Capacity_Calc(RunCount,L,Moment_Legacy,HIN
GE2,HINGE,nelem,s,c,Mn_Column,Mn_Beam,Moment_Force,X)
Cap=zeros(nelem,1);
for i=1:nelem
if abs(s(i,1))==1
Cap(i,1)=Mn_Column(RunCount,1);
elseif abs(s(i,1))==0
Cap(i,1)=Mn_Beam(RunCount,1);
end
end
Moment_Resid=Moment_Legacy+Moment_Force;
Moment_Max=max(abs(Moment_Resid))';
MM_Ind=zeros(1,nelem);
Hinge_ID=0;
for i=1:nelem
MM_Ind(1,i)=min(find(abs(Moment_Resid(:,i))==Moment_Max(i,1)));
MM_X(i,1)=X(MM_Ind(1,i),i)';
if Moment_Max(i,1)>=Cap(i,1)
Moment_Max(i,1);
Cap(i,1);
HINGE=HINGE+1;
Hinge_ID(HINGE,1)=i;
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end
end
HINGE2=HINGE2+HINGE;
L_m1=L;
end
function [M_EI,XX,Slope,Deflection]=Slope_Deflection_Calcs(Divisions,nelem,L,E,I,Moment_Force,d_local)
M_EI=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
XX=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
Sum_Moment_EI=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
Deflection=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
Slope=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
C_Sum_Moment_EI=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
C_Sum_Moment_EI1=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
C_Sum_Moment_EI2=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
C_Sum_Moment_EI3=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
Sum_Slope=zeros(Divisions+1,nelem);
for i=1:nelem
count=1;
dx=L(i,1)/Divisions;
M_EI(:,i)=Moment_Force(:,i)/(E(i,1)*I(i,1));
Deflection(count,i)=d_local(2,i);
Slope(count,i)=d_local(3,i);
for x=dx:dx:L(i,1)
count=count+1;
XX(count,i)=XX(count-1,i)+dx;
Sum_Moment_EI(count,i)=Sum_Moment_EI(count-1,i)+((M_EI(count-1,i)+M_EI(count,i))/2)*dx;
Slope(count,i)=Sum_Moment_EI(count,i)+d_local(3,i);
Sum_Slope(count,i)=Sum_Slope(count-1,i)+((Slope(count-1,i)+Slope(count,i))/2)*dx;
Deflection(count,i)= Sum_Slope(count,i)+d_local(2,i);
end
end
end
function
[d_P,X_Sort,Moment_Force_Sort,Shear_Force_Sort,Axial_Force_Sort,M_EI_C1_Sort,Slope_C1_Sort,Deflection_
C1_Sort,XX_C1_Sort]=Order_Forces(s,c,Divisions,Node,Assembly,Axial_Force,Shear_Force,Moment_Force,X,M
_EI,Slope,Deflection,XX)
Column1Shear=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
Column1Axial=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
Column1Moment=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
Column1_X=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
XX_C1_Sort=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
d_P_C1=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
Slope_C1_Sort=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
Deflection_C1_Sort=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
M_EI_C1_Sort=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==1));
Column2Shear=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==-1));
Column2Axial=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==-1));
Column2Moment=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==-1));
Column2_X=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==-1));
d_P_C2=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==-1));
BeamShear=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==0));
BeamAxial=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==0));
BeamMoment=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==0));
Beam_X=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==0));
d_P_B1=zeros(Divisions+1,sum(s==0));
Column1_ID=find(s==1);
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Column2_ID=find(s==-1);
Beam_ID=find(s==0);
% Column 1 Ordering
C1=zeros(size(Column1_ID,1),2);
for i=1:size(Column1_ID,1)
C1(i,1)= Node(Assembly(Column1_ID(i,1),1),2);
C1(i,2)=Column1_ID(i,1);
end
Column1_sort=sort(C1);
for i=1:size(Column1_ID,1)
Column1Axial(:,i)=Axial_Force(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
Column1Shear(:,i)=Shear_Force(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
Column1Moment(:,i)=Moment_Force(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
Column1_X(:,i)=X(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
d_P_C1(:,i)=X(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
M_EI_C1_Sort(:,i)=M_EI(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
Slope_C1_Sort(:,i)=Slope(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
Deflection_C1_Sort(:,i)=Deflection(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
XX_C1_Sort(:,i)=XX(:,Column1_sort(i,2));
end
C2=zeros(size(Column2_ID,1),2);
for i=1:size(Column2_ID,1)
C2(i,1)= Node(Assembly(Column2_ID(i,1),1),2);
C2(i,2)=Column2_ID(i,1);
end
Column2_sort=sort(C2,'descend');
for i=1:size(Column2_ID,1)
Column2Axial(:,i)=Axial_Force(:,Column2_sort(i,2));
Column2Shear(:,i)=Shear_Force(:,Column2_sort(i,2));
Column2Moment(:,i)=Moment_Force(:,Column2_sort(i,2));
Column2_X(:,i)=X(:,Column2_sort(i,2));
d_P_C2(:,i)=X(:,Column2_sort(i,2));
end
B1=zeros(size(Beam_ID,1),2);
for i=1:size(Beam_ID,1)
B1(i,1)= Node(Assembly(Beam_ID(i,1),1),1);
B1(i,2)=Beam_ID(i,1);
end
Beam_sort=sort(B1);
for i=1:size(Beam_ID,1)
BeamAxial(:,i)=Axial_Force(:,Beam_sort(i,2));
BeamShear(:,i)=Shear_Force(:,Beam_sort(i,2));
BeamMoment(:,i)=Moment_Force(:,Beam_sort(i,2));
Beam_X(:,i)=X(:,Beam_sort(i,2));
d_P_B1(:,i)=X(:,Beam_sort(i,2));
end
Axial_Force_Sort=[Column1Axial,BeamAxial,Column2Axial];
Shear_Force_Sort=[Column1Shear,BeamShear,Column2Shear];
Moment_Force_Sort=[Column1Moment,BeamMoment,Column2Moment];
X_Sort=[Column1_X,Beam_X,Column2_X];
d_P=[d_P_C1,d_P_B1,d_P_C2];
end
function
[XX_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl_Save_2,Defl_Save
_3,Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6,Tip_D,M_EI_C1_Sort,Load_Hinge,Deflection_Plot]=Plot_Deflection(L
oad_Hinge,w,Tip_D,PLOTYesNo,FigureCount,M_EI_C1_Sort,Slope_C1_Sort,Deflection_C1_Sort,XX_C1_Sort,X
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X_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl_Save_2,Defl_Save_3,
Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6);
Stretch=2;
M_EI_max=Stretch*max(max(abs(M_EI_C1_Sort(:,1))),1);
Slope_max=Stretch*max(max(abs(Slope_C1_Sort(:,1))),1);
Deflection_max=Stretch*max(max(abs(Deflection_C1_Sort(:,1))),1);
M_EI_Plot=M_EI_C1_Sort(:,1);
Slope_Plot=Slope_C1_Sort(:,1);
Deflection_Plot=Deflection_C1_Sort(:,1);
XX_Plot=XX_C1_Sort(:,1);
if size(M_EI_C1_Sort,2)>1
for i=2:size(M_EI_C1_Sort,2)
SS=size(XX_Plot,1);
XX_Plot=[XX_Plot;
XX_C1_Sort(:,i)+(max(XX_Plot))*ones(size(XX_C1_Sort(:,i-1),1),1)];
M_EI_Plot=[M_EI_Plot; M_EI_C1_Sort(:,i)];
Slope_Plot=[Slope_Plot; Slope_C1_Sort(:,i)];
Deflection_Plot=[Deflection_Plot; Deflection_C1_Sort(:,i)];
end
end
Load_Hinge(FigureCount+1,1)=w;
Tip_D(FigureCount+1,1)=Deflection_Plot(size(Deflection_Plot,1),1);
if FigureCount==1
Defl_Save_1=Deflection_Plot;XX_Save_1=XX_Plot;XX_Save_6=0;XX_Save_5=0;XX_Save_4=0;XX_Save_3=0;
XX_Save_2=0;Defl_Save_2=0;Defl_Save_3=0;Defl_Save_4=0;Defl_Save_5=0;Defl_Save_6=0;
elseif FigureCount==2
Defl_Save_2=Deflection_Plot;XX_Save_2=XX_Plot;XX_Save_6=0;XX_Save_5=0;XX_Save_4=0;XX_Save_3=0;
Defl_Save_3=0;Defl_Save_4=0;Defl_Save_5=0;Defl_Save_6=0;
elseif FigureCount==3
Defl_Save_3=Deflection_Plot;XX_Save_3=XX_Plot;XX_Save_6=0;XX_Save_5=0;XX_Save_4=0;Defl_Save_4=0
;Defl_Save_5=0;Defl_Save_6=0;
elseif FigureCount==4
Defl_Save_4=Deflection_Plot;XX_Save_4=XX_Plot;XX_Save_6=0;XX_Save_5=0;Defl_Save_5=0;Defl_Save_6=
0;
elseif FigureCount==5
Defl_Save_5=Deflection_Plot;XX_Save_5=XX_Plot;XX_Save_6=0;Defl_Save_6=0;
elseif FigureCount==6
Defl_Save_6=Deflection_Plot;XX_Save_6=XX_Plot;
end
end
function
[FigureCount,m_Plot]=PlotForces(PLOTYesNo,FigureCount,L,Axial_Force_Sort,Shear_Force_Sort,Moment_Force
_Sort,X_Sort,nelem,HINGE2)
a_Plot=Axial_Force_Sort(:,1);
s_Plot=Shear_Force_Sort(:,1);
m_Plot=Moment_Force_Sort(:,1);
x_Plot=X_Sort(:,1);
for i=2:nelem
SS=size(x_Plot,1);
x_Plot=[x_Plot;
X_Sort(:,i)+(max(x_Plot))*ones(size(X_Sort(:,i-1),1),1)];
m_Plot=[m_Plot; Moment_Force_Sort(:,i)];
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s_Plot=[s_Plot; Shear_Force_Sort(:,i)];
a_Plot=[a_Plot; Axial_Force_Sort(:,i)];
end
Stretch=2;
a_max=Stretch*max(max(abs(a_Plot)),1);
s_max=Stretch*max(max(abs(s_Plot),1));
m_max=Stretch*max(max(abs(m_Plot),1));
if PLOTYesNo==1
figure(FigureCount*2)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(x_Plot,a_Plot);
hold on
plot(x_Plot,zeros(size(x_Plot,1)));
xlim([0 sum(L)]);
hold on
ylim([-a_max a_max]);
title("Axial")
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(x_Plot,s_Plot);
hold on
plot(x_Plot,zeros(size(x_Plot,1)));
xlim([0 sum(L)]);
hold on
ylim([-s_max s_max]);
title("Shear")
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(x_Plot,m_Plot);
hold on
plot(x_Plot,zeros(size(x_Plot,1)));
xlim([0 sum(L)]);
hold on
ylim([-m_max m_max]);
title("Moment")
end
end
function
[HINGE_ELEMENT,HINGE_m1,DX,nelem,Fix,Element,nm,DOF,Node,Assembly,I,A,E]=Create_New_Geo(H_S
_Counts,HINGE2,HINGE_ELEMENT,RunCount,M_Resid_Run,L,s,c,HINGE,Fix,Hinge_ID,Support_Offset,MM_
X,EndNodes,Node,Assembly,Dist_Load,A_Column,A_Beam,I_Column,I_Beam,E_Standard,D_Load_Full,I,E,A)
Element=zeros(HINGE,1);
HINGE_m1=HINGE;
for i=1:HINGE
H_S_Counts=H_S_Counts+1;
Fix=[Fix,M_Resid_Run];
Element(i,1)=Hinge_ID(i,1);
nm=size(Fix,2); %number of nodes
nelem=nm-1; %number of elements%
DOF=nm*3+ sum(Fix(:)==0);
X_S=EndNodes(1,1,Element(i,1));
Y_S=EndNodes(1,2,Element(i,1));
if MM_X(Element(i,1),1)<Support_Offset(RunCount,1)
DX(i,1)=MM_X(Element(i,1),1)+Support_Offset(RunCount,1);
elseif abs(MM_X(Element(i,1),1)-L(Element(i,1),1))<Support_Offset(RunCount,1)
DX(i,1)=MM_X(Element(i,1),1)-Support_Offset(RunCount,1);
else
DX(i,1)=MM_X(Element(i,1),1);
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end
X_N=X_S+c(Element(i,1),1)*DX(i,1);
Y_N=Y_S+s(Element(i,1),1)*DX(i,1);
Node=[Node;X_N,Y_N];
Element_O_Nodes=Assembly(Element(i,1),:);
Assembly(Element(i,1),:)=[Element_O_Nodes(1,1),nm];
Assembly=[Assembly;nm,Element_O_Nodes(1,2)];
if s(Element(i,1),1)==1
D_New=[nelem,Dist_Load(1,2),Dist_Load(1,3)];
I=[I;I_Column(RunCount,1)];
A=[A;A_Column(RunCount,1)];
elseif c(Element(i,1),1)==1
D_New=[nelem,Dist_Load(2,2),Dist_Load(2,3)];
I=[I;I_Beam(RunCount,1)];
A=[A;A_Beam(RunCount,1)];
elseif s(Element(i,1),1)==-1
D_New=[nelem,Dist_Load(3,2),Dist_Load(3,3)];
I=[I;I_Column(RunCount,1)];
A=[A;A_Column(RunCount,1)];
end
E=E_Standard*ones(size(Fix,2)-1,1); %lb/in^2
HINGE_ELEMENT(RunCount,HINGE2)=s(Element(i,1),1);
end
end
function[Moment_Legacy,M_Resid_Run,w,Fix,HINGE]=Moment_Hinge_Zeroing(Moment_Legacy,Fix,nm,HING
E_m1,Moment_Force,MM_X,Element,Divisions,DX,nelem,L_m1,dw,M_Resid_Run)
Moment_Legacy=Moment_Force;
for i=1:HINGE_m1
if MM_X(Element(i,1),1)==0
Moment_Legacy(:,Element(i,1))=zeros(Divisions+1,1);
elseif MM_X(Element(i,1),1)==L_m1(Element(i,1),1)
Moment_Legacy(:,nelem)=zeros(Divisions+1,1);
elseif DX(i,1)<L_m1(Element(i,1),1)/8
Moment_Legacy(:,Element(i,1))=zeros(Divisions+1,1);
for ii=1:round(Divisions/2)
Moment_Legacy(ii,nelem)=0;
end
elseif DX(i,1)>L_m1(Element(i,1),1)*6/8
Moment_Legacy(:,nelem)=zeros(Divisions+1,1);
for ii=1:round(Divisions/2)
Moment_Legacy(Divisions+1-ii+1,Element(i,1))=0;
end
else
for ii=1:round(Divisions/3)
Moment_Legacy(Divisions+1-ii+1,Element(i,1))=0;
Moment_Legacy(ii,nelem)=0;
end
end
end
M_Resid_Run=0;
w=dw;
Fix(1,nm)=M_Resid_Run;
HINGE=1;
end
function [R_1,
R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Klm2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,F1_Long_E,R1_Long_E,F1_Long_P,R1_Long
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_P,HINGE_Deflection]=SDOF_Factors(HINGE_Deflection,R_1,
R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Klm2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,RunCount,FigureCount,b,Tip_D,H_Fail,Load_
Hinge,XX_Save_6,XX_Save_5,XX_Save_4,XX_Save_3,XX_Save_2,XX_Save_1,Defl_Save_1,Defl_Save_2,Defl_
Save_3,Defl_Save_4,Defl_Save_5,Defl_Save_6)
Tip_D_Abs=zeros(size(Tip_D,1),1);
Tip_D_Abs=abs(Tip_D);
for i=1:sum(Tip_D_Abs==0)-1
Tip_D_Abs(size(Tip_D_Abs,1)+1-i,1)=.00000001;
end
R_HINGE=zeros(size(Load_Hinge,1),1);
for i=2:size(Load_Hinge,1)
R_HINGE(i,1)=Load_Hinge(i,1)+R_HINGE(i-1,1);
Tip_D_Abs(i,1)=Tip_D_Abs(i,1)+Tip_D_Abs(i-1,1);
end
HINGE_Deflection(:,RunCount)=Tip_D_Abs;
R_1(RunCount,1)=R_HINGE(2,1);
R_2(RunCount,1)=R_HINGE(3,1);
R_3(RunCount,1)=R_HINGE(4,1);
R_4(RunCount,1)=R_HINGE(5,1);
R_5(RunCount,1)=R_HINGE(6,1);
K_Slope=zeros(size(R_HINGE,1)-1,1);
RunCount;
for i=1:size(R_HINGE,1)-1
K_Slope(i,1)=(R_HINGE(i+1,1)-R_HINGE(i,1))/((Tip_D_Abs(i+1,1)-Tip_D_Abs(i,1))*b(RunCount,1));
end
K1(RunCount,1)=K_Slope(1,1);
K2(RunCount,1)=K_Slope(2,1);
K3(RunCount,1)=K_Slope(3,1);
K4(RunCount,1)=K_Slope(4,1);
K5(RunCount,1)=K_Slope(5,1);
Klm=zeros(5,1);
for hinge=1:FigureCount
if hinge==1
D_Sum_1=zeros(size(Defl_Save_1,1),1);
D_Sum_Sqr_1=zeros(size(Defl_Save_1,1),1);
D_sq_1=Defl_Save_1.*Defl_Save_1;
for i=2:size(Defl_Save_1,1)
D_Sum_1(i,1)=D_Sum_1(i-1,1)+((Defl_Save_1(i-1,1)+Defl_Save_1(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_1(i,1)XX_Save_1(i-1,1));
D_Sum_Sqr_1(i,1)=D_Sum_Sqr_1(i-1,1)+((D_sq_1(i-1,1)+D_sq_1(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_1(i,1)XX_Save_1(i-1,1));
end
if max(XX_Save_1)==0
M_XX_Save_1=1;
else
M_XX_Save_1=max(XX_Save_1);
end
Kl_1=((1/M_XX_Save_1)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1)))*(D_Sum_1(size(Defl_Save_1,1),1));
Km_1=((1/M_XX_Save_1)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1))^2)*(D_Sum_Sqr_1(size(Defl_Save_1,1),1));
Klm1(RunCount,1)=Km_1/Kl_1;
Klm(hinge,1)=Klm1(RunCount,1);
end
if hinge==2
D_Sum_2=zeros(size(Defl_Save_2,1),1);
D_Sum_Sqr_2=zeros(size(Defl_Save_2,1),1);
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D_sq_2=Defl_Save_2.*Defl_Save_2;
for i=2:size(Defl_Save_2,1)
D_Sum_2(i,1)=D_Sum_2(i-1,1)+((Defl_Save_2(i-1,1)+Defl_Save_2(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_2(i,1)XX_Save_2(i-1,1));
D_Sum_Sqr_2(i,1)=D_Sum_Sqr_2(i-1,1)+((D_sq_2(i-1,1)+D_sq_2(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_2(i,1)XX_Save_2(i-1,1));
end
if max(XX_Save_2)==0
M_XX_Save_2=1;
else
M_XX_Save_2=max(XX_Save_2);
end
Kl_2=((1/M_XX_Save_2)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1)))*(D_Sum_2(size(Defl_Save_2,1),1));
Km_2=((1/M_XX_Save_2)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1))^2)*(D_Sum_Sqr_2(size(Defl_Save_2,1),1));
Klm2(RunCount,1)=Km_2/Kl_2;
Klm(hinge,1)=Klm2(RunCount,1);
end
if hinge==3
D_Sum_3=zeros(size(Defl_Save_3,1),1);
D_Sum_Sqr_3=zeros(size(Defl_Save_3,1),1);
D_sq_3=Defl_Save_3.*Defl_Save_3;
for i=2:size(Defl_Save_3,1)
D_Sum_3(i,1)=D_Sum_3(i-1,1)+((Defl_Save_3(i-1,1)+Defl_Save_3(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_3(i,1)XX_Save_3(i-1,1));
D_Sum_Sqr_3(i,1)=D_Sum_Sqr_3(i-1,1)+((D_sq_3(i-1,1)+D_sq_3(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_3(i,1)XX_Save_3(i-1,1));
end
if max(XX_Save_3)==0
M_XX_Save_3=1;
else
M_XX_Save_3=max(XX_Save_3);
end
Kl_3=((1/M_XX_Save_3)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1)))*(D_Sum_3(size(Defl_Save_3,1),1));
Km_3=((1/M_XX_Save_3)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1))^2)*(D_Sum_Sqr_3(size(Defl_Save_3,1),1));
Klm3(RunCount,1)=Km_3/Kl_3;
Klm(hinge,1)=Klm3(RunCount,1);
end
if hinge==4
D_Sum_4=zeros(size(Defl_Save_4,1),1);
D_Sum_Sqr_4=zeros(size(Defl_Save_4,1),1);
D_sq_4=Defl_Save_4.*Defl_Save_4;
for i=2:size(Defl_Save_4,1)
D_Sum_4(i,1)=D_Sum_4(i-1,1)+((Defl_Save_4(i-1,1)+Defl_Save_4(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_4(i,1)XX_Save_4(i-1,1));
D_Sum_Sqr_4(i,1)=D_Sum_Sqr_4(i-1,1)+((D_sq_4(i-1,1)+D_sq_4(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_4(i,1)XX_Save_4(i-1,1));
end
if max(XX_Save_4)==0
M_XX_Save_4=1;
else
M_XX_Save_4=max(XX_Save_4);
end
Kl_4=((1/M_XX_Save_4)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1)))*(D_Sum_4(size(Defl_Save_4,1),1));
Km_4=((1/M_XX_Save_4)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1))^2)*(D_Sum_Sqr_4(size(Defl_Save_4,1),1));
Klm4(RunCount,1)=Km_4/Kl_4;
Klm(hinge,1)=Klm4(RunCount,1);
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end
if hinge==5
D_Sum_5=zeros(size(Defl_Save_5,1),1);
D_Sum_Sqr_5=zeros(size(Defl_Save_5,1),1);
D_sq_5=Defl_Save_5.*Defl_Save_5;
for i=2:size(Defl_Save_5,1)
D_Sum_5(i,1)=D_Sum_5(i-1,1)+((Defl_Save_5(i-1,1)+Defl_Save_5(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_5(i,1)XX_Save_5(i-1,1));
D_Sum_Sqr_5(i,1)=D_Sum_Sqr_5(i-1,1)+((D_sq_5(i-1,1)+D_sq_5(i,1))/2)*(XX_Save_5(i,1)XX_Save_5(i-1,1));
end
if max(XX_Save_5)==0
M_XX_Save_5=1;
else
M_XX_Save_5=max(XX_Save_5);
end
Kl_5=((1/M_XX_Save_5)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1)))*(D_Sum_5(size(Defl_Save_5,1),1));
Km_5=((1/M_XX_Save_5)*(1/Tip_D(hinge+1,1))^2)*(D_Sum_Sqr_5(size(Defl_Save_5,1),1));
Klm5(RunCount,1)=Km_5/Kl_5;
Klm(hinge,1)=Klm5(RunCount,1);
end
end
for i=1:size(Klm,1)
if Klm(i,1)==0
if i==1
Klm1(RunCount,1)=2/3;
elseif i==2
Klm2(RunCount,1)=2/3;
elseif i==3
Klm3(RunCount,1)=2/3;
elseif i==4
Klm4(RunCount,1)=2/3;
elseif i==5
Klm5(RunCount,1)=2/3;
end
end
end
F1_Long_E=0.31;
R1_Long_E=0.69;
F1_Long_P=0.25;
R1_Long_P=0.75;
end
function [m_act,td,xPlot,RPLOT,t,Resist,m,DR_LS,x_1P,Vc,d,x_2P]=SDOF_Function(Vc,weight,R_1,
R_2,R_3,R_4,R_5,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5,Klm1,Klm2,Klm3,Klm4,Klm5,F1_Long_E,R1_Long_E,F1_Long_P,R1_Long
_P,n,Z,dt,Fs_0,v_0,x_0,nel,Pr_act, t,weight_act)
fprintf('Update: SDOF Factors Complete')
fprintf('\n')
Pr=Pr_act;
td=t;
clear t Pr_act
DefLIM=100;
% x_1P
%% Initial Calcs
PRC=0;
NSC=1;
RTP=0;
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g=0.000386;
% in/msec^2 Gravity acceleration ( constant);
m=weight./g;
% Mass (psi-ms^2/in)
% weight_act
m_act=weight_act./g;
clear weight
Klm1_reb=Klm1; Klm2_reb=Klm2; Klm3_reb=Klm3; Klm4_reb=Klm4; Klm5_reb=Klm5;
K1_reb=K1; K2_reb=K2; K3_reb=K3; K4_reb=K4; K5_reb=K5;
R_0=zeros(nel,1); R_0_reb=R_0; R_1_reb=-1*R_1; R_2_reb=-1*R_2; R_3_reb=-1*R_3; R_4_reb=-1*R_4;
R_5_reb=-1*R_5;
K_1=K1; K_2=zeros(nel,1); K_3=zeros(nel,1); K_4=zeros(nel,1); K_5=zeros(nel,1);
Cr=2.*(K1.*m.*Klm1).^(.5);
% Critital Damping
c=Z./100.*Cr;
% Damping
c_min=.05/100*Cr;
for ii=1:nel
if K2(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_2(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1);else,K_2(ii,1)=K2(ii,1);end
if K3(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_3(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1);elseif
K_3(ii,1)==K2(ii,1),K_3(ii,1)=K_2(ii,1);else,K_3(ii,1)=K3(ii,1);end
if K4(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_4(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1);elseif K_4(ii,1)==K2(ii,1),K_4(ii,1)=K_2(ii,1);elseif
K_4(ii,1)==K3(ii,1),K_4(ii,1)=K_3(ii,1);else,K_4(ii,1)=K4(ii,1);end
if K5(ii,1)==K1(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_1(ii,1);elseif K_5(ii,1)==K2(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_2(ii,1);elseif
K_5(ii,1)==K3(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_3(ii,1);elseif
K_5(ii,1)==K4(ii,1),K_5(ii,1)=K_4(ii,1);else,K_5(ii,1)=K5(ii,1);end,end
clear K1 K2 K-1 K4 K5
% if SinglePlot==1
x_1P=R_1./K_1;x_2P=zeros(nel,1);x_3P=zeros(nel,1);x_4P=zeros(nel,1);x_5P=zeros(nel,1);
for ii=1:nel
if K_2(ii,1)==0,x_2P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_2P(ii,1)=x_1P(ii,1)+(R_2(ii,1)-R_1(ii,1))/K_2(ii,1);end
if K_3(ii,1)==0,x_3P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_3P(ii,1)=x_2P(ii,1)+(R_3(ii,1)-R_2(ii,1))/K_3(ii,1);end
if K_4(ii,1)==0,x_4P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_4P(ii,1)=x_3P(ii,1)+(R_4(ii,1)-R_3(ii,1))/K_4(ii,1);end
if K_5(ii,1)==0,x_5P(ii,1)=DefLIM;else,x_5P(ii,1)=x_4P(ii,1)+(R_5(ii,1)-R_4(ii,1))/K_5(ii,1);end
end
x_0P=zeros(nel,1);
x_0N=-1*x_0P; x_1N=-1*x_1P; x_2N=-1*x_2P; x_3N=-1*x_3P; x_4N=-1*x_4P; x_5N=-1*x_5P;
xPlot=[x_5N x_4N x_3N x_2N x_1N x_0N x_0P x_1P x_2P x_3P x_4P x_5P];
RPLOT=[R_5_reb R_4_reb R_3_reb R_2_reb R_1_reb R_0_reb R_0 R_1 R_2 R_3 R_4 R_5];
% end
K_1reb=K_1; K_2reb=K_2; K_3reb=K_3; K_4reb=K_4; K_5reb=K_5;
fprintf('Update: Initial Calcs Complete');
fprintf('\n')
%% Setup
t=zeros(nel,n);F=zeros(nel,n);d=zeros(nel,n);v=zeros(nel,n);KT=zeros(nel,n);Rc=zeros(nel,n);Resist=zeros(nel,n);in
bound5=zeros(nel,1);inbound4=zeros(nel,1);inbound3=zeros(nel,1);inbound2=zeros(nel,1);inbound1=zeros(nel,n);r
ebound5=zeros(nel,1);rebound4=zeros(nel,1);rebound3=zeros(nel,1);rebound2=zeros(nel,1);rebound1=zeros(nel,n);
KLM=zeros(nel,1);MaxR=zeros(nel,n);a_b=zeros(nel,1);a=zeros(nel,n);DR_LS=zeros(nel,n);dd=zeros(nel,n);TMIR
=zeros(nel,n);TMRR=zeros(nel,n);
%% Initial Conditions
for ii=1:nel
i=1;
t(ii,i)=0;
F(ii,i)=Pr;
d(ii,i)=x_0;
v(ii,i)=v_0;
%KT(ii,i)
if d(ii,i)<=x_1P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_1(ii,i);elseif d(ii,i)<=x_2P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_2(ii,i);elseif
d(ii,i)<=x_3P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_3(ii,i);elseif d(ii,i)<=x_4P(ii,i),KT(ii,i)=K_4(ii,i);else,KT(ii,i)=K_5(ii,i);end
Rc(ii,i)=0; %Rebound Counter
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%Resist(ii,i)
Resist(ii,i)=Fs_0+x_0*KT(ii,i);
%inbound 5
if KT(ii,i)==K_4(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_4P(ii,i),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_4(ii,i),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_4(ii,i),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end
%inbound 4
if KT(ii,i)==K_3(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_3P(ii,i),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_3(ii,i),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_3(ii,i),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,inbound4(ii,1)=inbound5(ii,1);end
%inbound 3
if KT(ii,i)==K_2(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_2P(ii,i),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_2(ii,i),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_2(ii,i),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,inbound3(ii,1)=inbound4(ii,1);end
%inbound 2
if KT(ii,i)==K_1(ii,i),if
Resist(ii,i)<R_1(ii,i),inbound2(ii,1)=1;else,inbound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,inbound2(ii,1)=inbound3(ii,1);end
%inbound 1
if v(ii,i)>=0,inbound1(ii,i)=inbound2(ii,1);else,inbound1(ii,i)=0;end
%rebound5
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_4reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_4(ii,i)if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_4N(ii,i),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_4_reb(ii,i) +(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,i),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_4_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,i),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end
%rebound4
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_3reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_3(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_3N(ii,i),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_3_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,i),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_3_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,i),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,rebound4(ii,1)=rebound5(ii,1);end
%rebound3
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_2reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_2(ii,i),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_2N(ii,i),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_2_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,i),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=2;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_2_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,i),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,rebound3(ii,1)=rebound4(ii,1);end
%rebound2
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_1reb(ii,i)+(-1+NSC)*-K_1(ii,i),if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_1_reb(ii,i)+(1+NSC)*R_1(ii,i),rebound2(ii,1)=1;else,rebound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,rebound2(ii,1)=rebound3(ii,1);end
%rebound1
if v(ii,i)<0,rebound1(ii,i)=rebound2(ii,1);else,rebound1(ii,i)=0;end
%Maximum Resistance
MaxR(ii,i)=R_1(ii,i);
%Calc for Col V
CCV=MaxR(ii,i);
% KLM(ii,1)=
if inbound1(ii,i)>0,if inbound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1(ii,1);else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2(ii,1);else,if inbound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3(ii,1);else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4(ii,1);else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5(ii,1);end,end,end,end,else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1_reb(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2_reb(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3_reb(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4_reb(ii,1);else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5_reb(ii,1);end,end,end,end,end
% a(ii,i)
if (Resist(ii,i)<0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),a_b(ii,1)=c(ii,i);else,a_b(ii,1)=c_min(ii,i);end
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a(ii,i)=((F(ii,i)+Fs_0)-a_b(ii,1)*v(ii,i)-Resist(ii,i))/(m(ii,i)*KLM(ii,1));
%dd
dd(ii,i)=0.5*a(ii,i)*dt^2+v(ii,i)*dt;
%Dynamic Reaction DR_LS
if(Resist(ii,i)<=0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),DR_LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_E+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_E);else,DR_LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_P
+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_P);end
end
fprintf('Update: Initial Conditions Complete')
fprintf('\n')
fprintf('Update: Beginning Time Stepping')
fprintf('\n')
%% Time Stepping
for ii=1:nel
for i=2:1:n
%t(ii,i)
t(ii,i)=t(ii,i-1)+dt;
%F(ii,i)
if t(ii,i)<td(ii,1),F(ii,i)=F(ii,i-1)-Pr/td(ii,1)*dt;else,F(ii,i)=0;end
d(ii,i)=d(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1);
v(ii,i)=(d(ii,i)-d(ii,i-1))/dt+0.5*a(ii,i-1)*dt;
%KT(ii,i)
if v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<=0,if rebound1(ii,i-1)==0,KT(ii,i)=K_1reb(ii,1);else,KT(ii,i)=K_1(ii,1);end,else,if
v(ii,i)>=0,if inbound1(ii,i-1)==1,KT(ii,i)=K_1(ii,1);else,if inbound1(ii,i-1)==2,KT(ii,i)=K_2(ii,1);else,if
inbound1(ii,i-1)==3,KT(ii,i)=K_3(ii,1);else,if inbound1(ii,i1)==4,KT(ii,i)=K_4(ii,1);else,KT(ii,i)=K_5(ii,1);end,end,end,end,else,if rebound1(ii,i1)==1,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_1reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_1(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i-1)==2,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_2reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*-K_2(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i-1)==3,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_3reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_3(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i-1)==4,KT(ii,i)=NSC*kK_4reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_4(ii,1);else,KT(ii,i)=NSC*K_5reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*-K_5(ii,1);end,end,end,end,end,end
%Rc(ii,i) Rebound Counter
if i==2,if abs(v(ii,i))>v(ii,i),Rc(ii,i)=1;else,if v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<0,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i-1)+1;else,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i1);end,end,else,if v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<0,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i-1)+1;else,Rc(ii,i)=Rc(ii,i-1);end,end
% TMIR (Total Max Inbound Resistance)
if Rc(ii,i)==0,TMIR(ii,i)=R_1(ii,1);else,if Rc(ii,i)-Rc(ii,i-1)==0,TMIR(ii,i)=TMIR(ii,i-1);else,if Rc(ii,i)/2round(Rc(ii,i)/2)~=0,if KT(ii,i-1)>=0 && Resist(ii,i-1)>TMIR(ii,i-1),TMIR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);else,if KT(ii,i-1)<0
&& Resist(ii,i-1)<TMIR(ii,i-1),TMIR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);else,TMIR(ii,i)=TMIR(ii,i1);end,end,else,TMIR(ii,i)=TMIR(ii,i-1);end,end,end
% TMRR (Total Max Rebound Resistance)
if Rc(ii,i)==0,if i==2,if R_1_reb(ii,1)>-R_1(ii,1),TMRR(ii,i)=R_1(ii,1);else,TMRR(ii,i)=R_1_reb(ii,1);end,else,TMRR(ii,i)=R_1_reb(ii,1);end,else,if Rc(ii,i)/2round(Rc(ii,i)/2)==0,TMRR(ii,i)=TMRR(ii,i-1);else,if Rc(ii,i)==Rc(ii,i-1),if KT(ii,i-1)>=0 && Resist(ii,i-1)<
TMRR(ii,i-1),TMRR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);else,if KT(ii,i-1)<0 && Resist(ii,i-1)> TMRR(ii,i-1),TMRR(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i1);else,TMRR(ii,i)=TMRR(ii,i-1);end,end,else,TMRR(ii,i)=TMRR(ii,i-1);end,end,end
%Resist(ii,i)=
if RTP==1 && Rc(ii,i-1)>0,Resist(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1);elseif v(ii,i)*v(ii,i-1)<=0,Resist(ii,i)=Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i1)*KT(ii,i);else,if Rc(ii,i)>1,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));else,if v(ii,i-1)>=0,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i))>=MaxR(ii,i-1),Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,if KT(ii,i-1)<0,if (Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i))<=MaxR(ii,i-1),Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i1)*KT(ii,i));end,end,else,if KT(ii,i)<0,if (Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i))>=MaxR(ii,i),Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,if KT(ii,i-1)>0,if (Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i1)*KT(ii,i))<=MaxR(ii,i-1),Resist(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i1)*KT(ii,i));end,else,Resist(ii,i)=(Resist(ii,i-1)+dd(ii,i-1)*KT(ii,i));end,end,end,end,end,end
%inbound 5
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if KT(ii,i)==K_4(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_4P,inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_4(ii,1),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_4(ii,1),inbound5(ii,1)=4;else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,inbound5(ii,1)=5;end
%inbound 4
if KT(ii,i)==K_3(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_3P,inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_3(ii,1),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_3(ii,1),inbound4(ii,1)=3;else,inbound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,inbound4(ii,1)=inbound5(ii,1);end
%inbound 3
if KT(ii,i)==K_2(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
Resist(ii,i)<x_2P,inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if
Resist(ii,i)<R_2(ii,1),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if
Resist(ii,i)>R_2(ii,1),inbound3(ii,1)=2;else,inbound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,inbound3(ii,1)=inbound4(ii,1);end
%inbound 2
if KT(ii,i)==K_1(ii,1),if
Resist(ii,i)<R_1(ii,1),inbound2(ii,1)=1;else,inbound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,inbound2(ii,1)=inbound3(ii,1);end
%inbound 1
if v(ii,i-1)*v(ii,i)<0 && inbound1(ii,i-1)==0,inbound1(ii,i)=1;else,if v(ii,i)>=0,if (TMRR(ii,i)==R_1_reb(ii,1) ||
TMRR(ii,i)==-R_1(ii,1)) && Resist(ii,i)<TMIR(ii,i) && inbound1(ii,i1)==1,inbound1(ii,i)=1;else,inbound1(ii,i)=inbound2(ii,1);end,else,inbound1(ii,i)=0;end,end
%rebound5
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_4reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_4(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_4N,rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_4_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,1),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_4_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_4(ii,1),rebound5(ii,1)=4;else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end,end,end,else,rebound5(ii,1)=5;end
%rebound4
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_3reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_3(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_3N,rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_3_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,1),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_3_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_3(ii,1),rebound4(ii,1)=3;else,rebound4(ii,1)=4;end,end,end,else,rebound4(ii,1)=rebound5(ii,1);end
%rebound3
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_2reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_2(ii,1),if abs(KT(ii,i))<=0.0005,if
d(ii,i)>x_2N,rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,else,if KT(ii,i)>0,if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_2_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,1),rebound3(ii,1)=2;else,rebound3(ii,1)=2;end,else,if Resist(ii,i)<NSC*R_2_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_2(ii,1),rebound3(ii,1)=2;,else,rebound3(ii,1)=3;end,end,end,else,rebound3(ii,1)=rebound4(ii,1);end
%rebound2
if KT(ii,i)==NSC*K_1reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*-K_1(ii,1),if Resist(ii,i)>NSC*R_1_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_1(ii,1),rebound2(ii,1)=1;else,rebound2(ii,1)=2;end,else,rebound2(ii,1)=rebound3(ii,1);end
%rebound1(ii,i)=
if v(ii,i-1)*v(ii,i)<0 && rebound1(ii,i-1)==0,rebound1(ii,i)=1;else,if v(ii,i)<0,if TMIR(ii,i)==R_1(ii,1) &&
Resist(ii,i)>TMRR(ii,i) && rebound1(ii,i1)==1,rebound1(ii,i)=1;else,rebound1(ii,i)=rebound2(ii,1);end,else,rebound1(ii,i)=0;end,end
%CCV (Calc for Col V)
if inbound1(ii,i)==1,if PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_1(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_1_reb(ii,1);end,else,if inbound1(ii,i)==2,if
PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_2(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_2_reb(ii,1);end,else,if inbound1(ii,i)==3,if
PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_3(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_3_reb(ii,1);end,else,if inbound1(ii,i)==4,if
PRC==0,CCV(ii,i)=R_4(ii,1);else,CCV(ii,i)=-R_4_reb(ii,1);end,else,if inbound1(ii,i-1)<55,CCV(ii,i)=CCV(ii,i1);else,if K_5(ii,1)>=0,CCV(ii,i)=1000000;else,CCV(ii,i)=0;end,end,end,end,end,end
%Maximum Resistance
if inbound1(ii,i)>0,MaxR(ii,i)=CCV(ii,i);else,if rebound1(ii,i)==1,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_1_reb(ii,1)+(1+NSC)*R_1(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i)==2,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_2_reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*R_2(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==3,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_3_reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*R_3(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==4,MaxR(ii,i)=NSC*R_4_reb(ii,1)+(-1+NSC)*R_4(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i1)<5,MaxR(ii,i)=MaxR(ii,i-1);else,if k_5reb>=0,MaxR(ii,i)=1000000;else,MaxR(ii,i)=0;end,end,end,end,end,end,end
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%
Resist(ii,i)
if inbound1(ii,i)>0,if inbound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1(ii,1);else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2(ii,1);else,if inbound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3(ii,1);else,if
inbound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4(ii,1);else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5(ii,1);end,end,end,end,else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==1,KLM(ii,1)=Klm1_reb(ii,1);else,if rebound1(ii,i)==2,KLM(ii,1)=Klm2_reb(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==3,KLM(ii,1)=Klm3_reb(ii,1);else,if
rebound1(ii,i)==4,KLM(ii,1)=Klm4_reb(ii,1);else,KLM(ii,1)=Klm5_reb(ii,1);end,end,end,end,end
% a(ii,i)
if (Resist(ii,i)<0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),a_b(ii,1)=c(ii,1);else,a_b(ii,1)=c_min(ii,1);end
a(ii,i)=((F(ii,i)+Fs_0)-a_b(ii,1)*v(ii,i)-Resist(ii,i))/(m(ii,1)*KLM(ii,1));
% dd
dd(ii,i)=(d(ii,i)-d(ii,i-1))+a(ii,i)*dt^2;
%Dynamic Reaction DR_LS
if (Resist(ii,i)<=0 && inbound1(ii,i)>0) || (Resist(ii,i)>0 &&
rebound1(ii,i)>0),DR_LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_E+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_E);else,DR_LS(ii,i)=(F(ii,i)*F1_Long_P
+Resist(ii,i)*R1_Long_P);end
end
end
fprintf('Update: Time Stepping Complete')
fprintf('\n')
end
function
[DTA,DR_max,d_max,ductility_maxE,m,m_norm,Vol,Shear_norm]=SDOF_Post_Analysis(m_act,m,h_c,h_b,b,nel,
DR_LS,d,x_1P,Vc,H_GEO,L_GEO)
%% Post Analysis Analysis
m_min=min(m_act);
m_max=max(m_act);
m_norm=(m_act-m_min*ones(nel,1))./(m_max-m_min);
Vol=b.*h_c*H_GEO+b.*h_b*L_GEO;
DR_max=max(DR_LS,[],2); % Max dynamic shear
d_max=max(d,[],2); % Max displacement
ductility_maxE=d_max./x_1P; %Max ductility Elastic
Shear_norm=DR_max./Vc;
m_norm; %mass
DTA=[h_c,h_b,b,DR_max,d_max,ductility_maxE,m,m_act,m_norm,Shear_norm];
N=size(m);
fprintf('Update: Normalization Complete')
fprintf('\n')
end
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